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It is the purpose of the present work to provide a description
of the phonetics of Modern (Israeli) Hebrew. This it proceeds to do
in five parts, leading (after an introduction) from the syllable and
its segments, through the foot and the syntagm to connected discourse.
The first part, an introduction, consists of two chapters; of
these, the first gives a historical account of the revival of Hebrew
and traces some of the socio-linguistic aspects connected with the
*
pronunciation of M.I.H. — more particularly outlining the major
points distinguishing the two main dialectal varieties, Sabra Hebrew
and Oriental Hebrew, and their various styles (of which this work
will deal in particular with the Colloquial Style of Sabra Hebrew).
The second chapter outlines the basic theory behind the description,
as well as the methods by which it is to be conducted.
Part Two is in three chapters. The first of these attempts
a phonological formulation of the M.I.H. syllable-structure, the second
lists and describes the vowels, and the third does the same for the
consonants and their phono-tactic patterning. The diagrams are based
on palatograms and kymograms of M.I.H. citation-form speech, for
which the author served as informant (the photographs of these materials
are contained in Appendix iii). Statistical frequency-figures are
also listed for the segments, and reference is made to their acoustic
features.
The third part deals with the foot, and is in two chapters,
the first of which describes word-accent (an abstract potentiality) and
the second rhythmical stress (a concrete realisation). A theoretical
model is here developed — and continued in parts four and five — for
the description of IYI.I.H. intonation-patterns.
MaJti-u. ((^ij jjiSeu}
Part Four, describing the features of the syntagm, contains
tluo chapters, the first of which lists and describes the intonation-
patterns of [fl.I.H. according to a system of binary features, and the
second of u/hich deals with segmental sound-changes in connected speech.
The corpus of materials for this part (as well as for the one preceding
and the one following it) consists of continuous Hebrew speech and -I'Z
ii a *
readings of The North Wind and the Sun, as well as modern Hebrew poetry,
totalling some 90 minutes, as recorded by various native speakers of
ffl.I.H. This material is transcribed (with tonetic notation) in
Appendix ii. to this work, and a standardised phonemic transcription
'' ii , ,
of the I.P.A piece, The North Wind and the Sun (with tonetic marks),
followed by notes on the phonetic realisation of the phonemic segments,
is contained in Appendix i, the tapes themselves being attached to
the thesis.
chapters, of which the first deals with tone-groups and the second
contains notes on such para-linguistic features as kinesics and
proxemics, vocalisations, articulatory set, phonation types and
phonaesthesia. The work concludes with some general remarks to sum
up the status of Modern (Israeli) Hebrew as a successfully revived
national language. ihroughout this and the preceding two parts,
reference is continually made to spectrographic materials connected
with the corpus (the photographs of the actual materials being contained
in Appendix iii), and to synthesis of ffl.I.H. speech with the aid of the
Edinburgh University's Parametric Artificial Talker (PAT), evidence
for which is likewise contained in Appendix iii.
The final section — Part Five — also consists of two
-40-
Footnotes are given on the pages of the text to which they refer,
and there is therefore no separate footnote section at the end of the
work, which concludes with a Bibliography in two sections, the first of
which lists works of a general phonetic and linguistic nature, the
second comprising only works referring to Hebrew specifically.
PART ONE - INTRODUCTORY
1. THE SOCIAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.
1.01. GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND STATISTICAL SURVEY OF MODERN
(ISRAELI) HEBREUi.
1. General:
Ephraim Kishon, the (non-native) Israeli humorist, once
pointed out that Israel is the only country in the world where
parents learn their mother-tongue from their children. There is
some truth in this remark: M.I.H. is a language whose first native
speaker was born in 1882 (see 1.02.2a below) of a mother who spoke
little Hebrew and a father who, almost single-handed, was responsible
for the revival of Hebrew as a spoken vernacular.
2. Who speaks Hebrew?
M.I.H. is the native language currently spoken by one million
Israelis, the primary, though acquired, language used by a further
one million people in that country, and a secondary language mastered
by an estimated further one million people throughout the world.
3. What is M.I.H.?
"Israeli Hebrew is a western language while never ceasing to be
a Semitic language. It is a vehicle of expression that has in common
with its Semitic sisters the formal elements (roots, prefixes, suffixes,
word-grouping mechanisms, sentence-patterns) that make expression as such
possible, while its notional structure ... is shared by it with the
principal languages of Europe ... Another Western-type aspect of Hebrew
(is) its stratified character: not only can vulgar, familiar, learned,
^ M.I.H. = Ma-Jcut {fuae/j ileA&J-
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religious, journalistic, administrative and other (varieties) be clearly
distinguished, but the more noteworthy of their distinctive traits lie
in the morphological and syntactic areas, as . .. is the case with the
t
European languages." (Rosen, 1969, pjo.3^/fior)
4» Character of 1(1.1.H.
According to Blanc (1961), Israeli Hebrew is made up of three
essential components:
a. The basic grammar and vocabulary of the Hebrew Classics (Biblical
and post-Biblical).
b. The non-Hebrew influence of the different backgrounds from which
came the founders of IY1.I.H. and the parents of the native Israeli
Hebrew-speakers.
c. The new forms created by the native speakers.
"The relative weight of each component may vary ... In phonology, the
influence on the vernaculars of the bilingual predecessors is decisive ...
Speech innovations created by the native speakers themselves ... can also
be discerned. In morphology, however, component a is alone of decisive
weight, which is also visible in syntax ... As far as vocabulary is
concerned, the non-Hebrew linguistic background left its mark in the
form of noun-loans. But in the inventory of roots — which is the
skeleton of Hebrew vocabulary — these loans are very few in number on
the expression plane (in the inventory of signifiers). which means that
the number of loan-translations is overwhelming ... The share of the
two varieties of Classical Hebrew — Biblical and IKIishnaic — is not
equal in all areas. In the morphology of native Israeli Hebrew it is
that of Biblical Hebrew which is conspicuous. In the syntax of native
Israeli Hebrew, it is the syntactical features common to both Biblical
13 -
and Iflishnaic Hebrew that are prominent ... (and) also ... the specific
features of [Iflishnaic syntax, whereas the specific features of Biblical
syntax are almost unrepresented ... The outstanding feature of native
Israeli phonology is its (partial) desemitization. There are two
varieties of native sp;ee ch ...: the pharynx is used as a place of
articulation in one and not in the other"(Tens, 1969 * TT r'/0
5. Number of ffl.I.H. speakers in Israel:
Official statistics show that the percentage of Hebrew speakers
grew from about 25$ of the Jewish population of Palestine in 1914 to
some 75$ of the Jewish population of Israel in 1954. Israel Government
census figures show that, in fflay 1961, of the 2.2 million residents in
the country, 0.5 million (about 25$ of the Jewish population)declared
Hebrew to be their first language, 1.5 million gave a variety of non-
Semitic languages as their primary vernacular, and 0.2 million were
Arabic-speakers. Towards the end of 1968, it was estimated that, out
of a total Jewish population of some 2.5 million Israelis, about 40$
(i.e. about 1 million) were native (or near-native) speakers of Hebrew,
divided more or less equally into the two dialects described in 1.03
below.
- 14 -
02 THE DEVELOPMENT OF ISRAELI HEBREW (HISTORICAL OUTLINE)
Before 1880:
Classical Hebreiu is generally recognized to have had ttuo stages of
development — the Biblical (up to about the first century before
the Christian era) and the Mishnaic (up to about 2-3 centuries
after the Arab conquest of Palestine). Indeed, from the little
that is known about the pronunciation of Biblical Hebrew, three
major linguistic periods may be said to have existed — namely, a
pre-Canaanite Hebrew (with unstressed vocalic word-endings, as
featured in the Amarna letters), an early Canaanite Hebrew lasting
-
until the era of the later kings of Oudah and Israel (withj\final
consonant-clusters, as featured in a number of Biblical lexical
items), and a post-Babylonian Hebrew — which is, in the main, the
language of the Old Testament. This latter seems to have died out
as a generally spoken language as early as a hundred years before
the Christian era, giving place partly to Aramaic (the lingua franca
of the ffliddle East about that time), and partly — especially among
the Hellenizing upper class — to Greek (the international culture-
language of ancient times). However, a considerable body of Rabbinical
literature (including linguistic descriptions of Hebrew) was written
in the course of something like a millennium after that, in what is
generally known as Mishnaic Hebrew — often with lexical items and
syntactic structures different from (or additional to) those of
Biblical Hebrew, and strongly influenced by Aramaic and Greek. In
fact, most of what is known of the pronunciation of Biblical Hebrbw
(which was written without any vocalic notation) is based on the
- 15 -
system of notating vocalization devised by the Tiberian grammarians
late in the Mishnaic period.
During the medieval and early modern eras, Hebrew was mainly a
liturgical and written language. As such, it was commonly used
by at least the vast majority of the male Jewish population of the
Diaspora, who, for religious reasons, were required to be conversant
with, and literate in, the language of worship — though the number
of religious-instructional books directed specifically at the
female part of the congregation is ample proof that many of the
womenfolk were familiar (at least to some degree) with the language,
moreover, in most parts of the Moslem world, and especially in Moorish
Spain, a large body of devotional and artis.tic literature was
created in Hebrew (with a well-defined Arabic-orientated element
off language-growth and creativity, so that it is possible to speak
of Medieval Hebrew as a linguistic entity). During the latter part
of this period, and especially from about 200 years before the Jewish
expulsion from Spain, Hebrew was a language used mainly in its
liturgical and written form. In Moorish Spain, serious prose was
often written in Arabic — but else where Mishnaic Hebrew served for
letter-writing and administrative purposes, and everywhere Biblical
Hebrew was used for poetry and artistic writing.
At the beginning of the early modern period, speech was usually
conducted in the vernacular of the country (often in Hebrew-affected
dialectal variants), but two major Jewish vernaculars became
influential about this time: Yiddish, in Central and Eastern Europe —
a dialect of Middle High German enriched by Slavonic and Hebrew lexical
items and affected syntactically by these two languages — and Ladino,
in Spain and later in the Mediterranean area and in the Ottoman Empire -
- 16 -
a dialect of Medieval Spanish affected by Hebrew in a manner similar
to that in which German was in the case of Yiddish. Both languages
were, and still are, written in Hebrew characters. The linguistic
situation was, in this respect, very similar to that of most literate
Europeans in the Middle Ages, who spoke one language (the vernacular),
but were literate in another, which was also used for liturgical
purposes (Latin, Greek, Old Slavonic) — except that, while the
majority of the non-Jewish population was illiterate at that time,
most medieval Jewish people were literate (in Hebrew, at least) and
generally bi-lingual.
do In point of pronunciation, the Hebrew in current religious use from
the Middle Ages onwards differed regionally to a considerable
extent. There are at least three major types of Hebrew liturgical
pronunciation (and a number of additional minor ones) that are still
current today, and have greatly affected Colloquial Israeli
Hebrew — namely:
i. Ashkenazic Hebrew (Ashkenaz being the Hebrew for Germany), in
which the favoured word-stress pattern is for the penultimate
syllable to be potentially salient, the ante-penultimate carrying
primary accent occasionally and the final almost never. Vowels
which are open in M.I.H. are often diphthongized or mid-close in
Ashkenazic Hebrew (e.g. /'tov/ - /'i^^uv/, "good"), and there is a
morpho-phonemic stop/fricative alternation for the voiceless
alveolar oral consonant parallelling the voiceless labial oral
„ ^ <vs
alternation (e.g. /tsa'yot/ - /'tsores/, "trouble"^against
/'teven/, "straw" - parallelling /'pe/, "mouth" - /^
"parchment"). /r/ is usually realized as a velar or uvular
fricative.
- 17 -
ii. Sephardic Hebrew (Sepharad being the Hebreiu for Spain), which
is closest to the pronunciation of ffl.I.H. prescribed by the
Hebrew Language Academy (see below, 1.02.2b), but does not
feature pharyngal fricatives or approximants.
iii. Oriental (Aqbfccized) Hebrew, which usually has the stress-pattern
(ope*-)of ffl.I.H., but raises the low^back vowel to mid-close position
and is slightly nasalized.
Note 1: The influence of liturgical Hebrew on the revival of the
language as spoken today has been most convincingly stated by Rosen
(1969): "It was not the Biblical and other classical texts that
served as the foundation for the reconstruction of the Hebrew linguistic
system: the point of departure for the revival was rather the way
these texts were understood and traditionally interpreted and
conceptually digested." (f-
Note 2: In its choice of the Sephardi liturgical accent (though
consonantally somewhat Arabicized) as the proper pronunciation of
Hebrew, the fore-runner of the Hebrew Language Academy — the Hebrew
Language Committee — chose the median rather than the extreme
position . That this choice was eminently valid has been proved
by the practice actually followed in ffl.I.H.: its de-semiticized
character is evinced by the rejection of Arabicized consonantal
realizations, and by the considerable influence exerted by the
Ashkenazic stress-pattern upon the dominant Israeli dialect,
e. The first major impetus for the revival of Hebrew dates from the
Age of Enlightenment in the second half of the eighteenth century,
and found expression in the publication of Hebrew periodicals,
fiction and other art-prose, and Romantic poetry (often inspired
18 -
by the general upsurge of interest in the past as a source of
literary inspiration)• Biblical, rather than fflishnaic, Hebrew
mas favoured — indeed, in novels with a contemporary background,
the enemies of the Enlightenment were characterized in dialogue
by their use of fflishnaic Hebrew. (in keeping with the Romantic
fflovement sweeping Europe at the time, fflishnaic Hebrew was used to
characterize the older, classicising, conservative educated element —
according to Ui. Chomsky, 1962, not more than 10^ of the Jewish
population at any time pursued Rabbinical studies, grounded in
fflishnaic Hebrew, the vast majority of the others being familiar with
Biblical Hebrew only). However, the Biblical vocabulary contains
fewer than 10,000 items, and the exigencies of the modern world
demanded a considerable extension of this set, in order that the
language should not prove a hindrance to free verbal expression.
Accordingly, in the second half of the nineteenth century, a new
form of "Total Hebrew" was devised by the novelist and story writer
Shalom Abramovitch (writing under the pen-name "fflendele fflokher
Sefarim" — i.e. fflendel Bookseller), using syntactic structures common
to both Biblical and fflishnaic Hebrew, and more than doubling the
lexis. ffleanwhile, as reported by Kodesh (1969), "Biblical Hebrew
was being used in the markets of Jerusalem, Hebron and Tiberias as the
means of intercourse between members of the Sephardic, Ahkenazic
and other communities" — for the Jewish settlement in Palestine,
never discontinued at any time in its long history (though often
quite small), had been steadily growing since the beginning of the
early modern period with the constant accession of pilgrims settling




initiated the practice of speaking only Hebrew on the Sabbath and
on festival days, to celebrate the holiness of the day.
2. From the Zionist Revival to the Establishment of the State of Israel:
a. The pogroms in Russia during the latter half of the nineteenth
century led to the beginnings of the modern Jewish settlement of
Palestine. A young Lithuanian-born medical student, who had
already Hebraized his name to Eliezer Ben Yehuda, joined this group
of immigrants in 1881, and by precept and personal example established
Hebrew as the spoken language of the small community. His son,
born in 1882, was thus the first native speaker of Modern Hebrew.
Ben Yehuda chose to work mainly as a teacher and journalist, in
order to disseminate the practice of the language. 1886 saw the
publication of the first Hebrew daily, by 1890 the village schools
were largely conducted in Hebrew, and that same year the Hebrew
Language Committee was founded, with Ben Yehuda its president until
his death in 1922. He initiated the publication of the great
Modern Hebrew Dictionary (the first five volumes of which appeared
in his lifetime, and the seventeenth — and last — in 1959) and
established some of the principles still followed by the Hebrew
Language Academy in adjusting Classical Hebrew to the needs of the
modern world - most significantly, the re-lexicalization afid re-
lexification of Classical words, the activation of Classical Hebrew
roots in patterns for which they had not previously been used, the
creation of new words and phrases on analogies with other Semitic
languages (especially Arabic), and an occasional loan-translation
for technical (Greek-stem) words, on the model of current practice
in Russian and German (e.g. raPi-'no^a = cinema, i.e. "moving image").
In this way, the vocabulary was enriched not only with technical
words, but also with items of similar denotation but different
connotations.
Around the turn of the century, the Hebrew Language Committee laid
down its statutes and defined its functions so as to include the
following:
i. To render the Hebrew Language fit for use as a spoken vernacular
in all domains of life — in the home, at school, in public
affairs, in trade and commerce, in industry, in art, in the
sciences and in the humanities,
ii. To preserve "the Oriental character of the language, its unique
patterns in the pronunciation of letters, the formation of words
and in literary style," to imbue it with the required degree of
flexibility and thereby to make it "suitable to serve as a vehicle
for contemporary thought".
In 1913, the Committee adopted a position (still held by the
Hebrew Language Academy) in respect of pronunciation — namely that
the phoneme® of Hebrew (with the exception of /p/, /b/ and /ts/) be
realized as in Arabic, though without any distinctive feature of
emphaticality (pharyngalization), except for /'x/ and /h/, and that
the word-stress pattern, following the strict rules of Biblical
Hebrew grammar, favour last-syllable accent, with penultimate-syllable
accent required in a minority of cases motivated by morpho-phonemic
rules.
The same year saw the rejection of German in favour of Hebrew
as the language of instruction at the only technical college serving
the Jewish community in Palestine. By that year, it is estimated
that about one quarter of the community used Hebrew as its major
vehicle of verbal communication.
The Zionist Movement is traditionally said to have gathered into
Palestine members of Jewish communities from the Diaspora speaking
some 70 languages. However, it is obvious that the greatest
influence was exerted upon the development of M.I.H. pronunciation
by the native languages spoken by members of the major immigration
waves — Yiddish, Russian, Polish, Arabic, German, Romanian and
Ladino — as well as by the official languages in use under the
*
Ottoman and Mandatory regimes — Turkish and English. This
includes the establishment in common use of such features as initial
consonant-clusters, the conflation of the vowel-system, the current
."N
use of non-Hebrew phonemic segments (such as /^/ and /ij/) and the
falling into desuetude of some Hebrew phonemic segments (such as /V»
/l/, /s?/ and /h/), the preference of the [tj allophone to [i] as the
realization of /r/, the introduction of alternative ante-penultimate
syllable word-stress patterns, and the establishment of a (still
marginally fluctuating) intonation-system modelled on a cross between
Yiddish, Russian, Arabic and English.
Note: At this stage it might be interesting to quote Sappan (1969):
"In their influence on the local slang, Yiddish and Arabic occupy
first (and second) place, English ... third." ^p, V, /\l0-fe Z)
After the Establishment of the State of Israel:
The law setting up the Hebrew Language Academy was enacted by the
Israel parliament and published in 1953. It defines the function of
that body with a membership of 15 (to rise later to a maximum of 23)
appointed by a special nomination committee (later additions of
members and advisors being made by the Academy itself, independently
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of any other body) as "guiding the development of the Hebreuu
language, on the basis of research into its different periods and
branches". Another major provision of this law is that "decisions
of the Academy in matters of grammar, spelling, terminology and
transliteration, duly published in the Official Government Gazette,
shall be binding on educational and scientific bodies, on the
Government, its departments and institutions, and on local
authorities". The supreme body of the Academy, its plenum, meets
five or six times a year, the ordinary work being done by a number
of committees, each comprising at least two Academy members, the
rest being specialist-advisors in various fields. Its publications
include the annual Proceedings of the Hebrew Language Academy, the
philological quarterly Leshonenu (Our Language), a series of monograph:
and annotated editions of the classics of Hebrew grammar, and an
occasional popularizing magazine entitled Leshonenu la-'Am (Our
Language ~ Popular Edition). It is also currently engaged in
compiling a Hebrew dictionary on historical principles. Since
1966, the Academy has exercised permanent supervision over the
Hebrew used by the Israel Broadcasting Services, instructing
announcers and other staff in the currently prescribed pronunciation
and usage of the language. A further point worth making here is
that the State and the World Zionist Organization provide subsidized
instruction in IYI.I.H. within the framework of special language
courses for prospective and actual immigrants. This is conducted
in Israel at 6-month "total immersion" living-in courses in Hebrew,
Geography, History and Citizenship given at educational institutions
known as Ulpanim (Intensive Study Academies) — of which the first
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was established in Jerusalem in September 1949 — and outside
Israel at courses conducted by qualified teachers sent out for
this purpose by the Jewish Agency. Under the aegis of the Academy,
a daily and a weekly newspaper are published in "Basic" Vocalized
Hebrew, as well as a series of popular books in, and studies on,
this simplified version of the vernacular — mainly for the use of
immigrant learners of Hebrew. In addition, it is reported by
Fischler (1969) that "about one third of all Jewish children in
the Diaspora are ... given the opportunity to acquire at least the
rudiments of Hebrew ... (and), furthermore, in the U.S.A. (alone)
about 200 universities offer courses in modern literary Hebrew."
b. The Jewish population of Israel has grown since the establishment
of the State from below 0.7 million in 1948 to over 2.5 million in
1970, of whom the majority consider their main language to be IY1.I.H.
This sudden and unprecedented growth has entailed a great deal of
change in the development of the language, the extent and rapidity
of which may be gauged from the following statement (Rosen, 1969,p-'°0)
"A contrastive observation of 'Early Israeli Hebrew' (the written
language of the twenties and thirties) compared to the usages of
our own generation ... is striking: quotations taken from the early
layer have either to be 'translated' or re-interpreted, lest the
immediate impression they create be one of ridiculous language.
But a distinct direction can be observed in this development: ...
it is astonishing how much closer present-day Hebrew is, in
morphological and syntactic constructions, to what is apparent to
the linguist in the structure of Classical Hebrew." A further
point worth mentioning here is that made by UJ* Chomsky (1962 , p.lojO
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who estimates that over one third of the lexical items in any
current dictionary of Hebrew are neologisms created during the past
2-3 decades. In one respect, however, the changes over the past
decades have been far fewer — namely in pronunciation. To quote
Chomsky again, "It is interesting to note ... that the borrowed words
in Modern Hebrew generally retain their original phonetic pattern,
while submitting to the grammatical structure of the Hebrew language."
It would thus seem that it is in the domain of pronunciation that there
exists the greatest consistency between "Early" and "Current" Israeli
Hebrew — and, at the same time, the greatest divergence between
Classical and Modern Hebrew. This is hardly surprising, since
such changes have been going on all the time in the course of the
millennia. They include the J^aternation of /■?/ and /h/ (noted
already in Mishnaic times, as evidenced by such lexically and
morphologically identical items as noun-forms beginning respectively
with he, or with alef), the alternative realization of /r/ as either
/y/ or [t] (noted already in early medieval times), the loss of the
emphatic/non-emphatic distinction (e.g. between tet and tav). and the
loss of the stop/fricative distinction for /d/, /g/, and later also
/t/ in early modern times.
* ^(z lll/i
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1.03: PRONUNCIATION-VARIETIES, REGISTERS AND STYLES IN
COLLOQUIAL ISRAELI HEBREUJ
1. Pronunciation-Varieties ("Accents")
a. As has been repeatedly pointed out in the rather scanty literature
on the subject, there are two major pronunciation-varieties (or
"accents").* These may be contrasted by the following listing of
their segmental phonemes:
I. Sabra Hebrew II. Oriental Hebrew
Stops p/b, t/d, k/g, (2) p/b, t/d, k/g, (2)
Nasals m, n, /•}/ m, n
Lateral 1 1
Tap/Trills /r7 r -fij, [t!
Affricates ts, (tj/dj) ts, (t^/dj)




Vowels i-/i/, e-/£./, a-/a/, o -/o/ i-/i/, Q, a-fej, o, u
3 x u-/u7 T T +"
+
T
Note: The symbols in round brackets indicate diaphonic realizations
(in free variation with rf), the square brackets denote variety-significant
phonetic realizations of phonemes,,(including allophones of /r/ in free
variation with either the dorso-velar fricative or the apico-alveolar
tap), the italicized (i.e. underlined) square brackets represent an
allophone of /n/, in free variation with the dento-alveolar nasal before
velar stops, and the italicized round brackets identify loan-phonemes.
* According to some researchers - particularly Blanc (1956, 1964) -
this is but one aspect of actual dialectal divergences.
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b. While it is reported by some linguists that among the younger
(under 18) native speakers there is numerical parity between the
two pronunciation-varieties, it would be a more accurate estimate
(in view of the socio-cultural aspect outlined in 1.03.2b below)
to say that Sabra Hebrew is the dominant "accent" of (11.1.H. —
at least numerically and as regards developmental trends.
2. Registers:
The major division, so far as pronunciation is concerned, is between
Formal and Colloquial (but see also below, 1.03.3).
a. The Formal register of pronunciation, as prescribed by the Academy,
may be outlined by quoting from the instructions listed in a
circular issued to its staff members by the Israel Broadcasting
Authority, and entitled "The Rules of Pronunciation Mandatory for
#•
the Israel Broadcasting Services". This circular lists four
normative stages, in descending order of "correctness" namely —
i. - for staff announcers and programme presenters:
"Pronunciation of /2/, /I/, /f)/» shwa mobile, and the stop/
fricative distinctions (i.e. p/f, b/v, k/x), as well as daqqesh
forte (gemination of consonants)" according to the rules laid
down by the Hebrew Language Academy,
ii. - for scheduled outside commentators and programme presenters:
"Correct pronunciation of /ty and /ti/ need not be required —
although, whenever a choice is possible, preference should be
given to those capable of doing so; /h/ and /2/» shwa
mobile in word-initial syllables, the short vowels characteristically
attached to guttural consonants (i.e. /2/, /4i/, /£/ and /fvO>
and correct accentuation patterns in Hebrew words shall,
however, be required."
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iii« - for occasional speakers reading from scripts;
"liihile these shall not be required to observe the correct
pronunciation rules for fcfv], /lj, and shwa mobile, if they
do not realize /h/ their programme shall be cancelled. Since
such speakers are required to observe the correct vocalization
rules, it is the duty of Broadcasting Authority editors to
vocalize their texts, mark the correct stresses and insist
that such markings be realized in the reading of the text",
iv. -sub-standard « for persons interviewed, or for public speakers
recorded at meetings, "on condition that the listeners clearly
understand that such speech is broadcast only for the sake of
its factual content; no restrictions."
The descending scale of priorities is thus clear;
A. /h/ and word-stress patterns.
a. fill■/,/?/, no word-initial consonant-clusters, some
indication of post-velar articulation.
C. A/. A/, no syllable-initial consonant-clusters, realization
of medial consonant-gemination,
b. No colloquial pronunciation-variety features medial consonant-
gemination or shwa-transitions between voiceless stops or fricatives
and other consonants. The realization of post-velar consonantal
phonemes is largely a matter of accentual choice, and the
realization of /r/ is often a matter of personal choice (conditioned
by the linguistic background of the native speaker's parents).
Stress patterns and the invariable realization of /h/ are, moreover,
not usually observed in either of the colloquial accent —
especially in connection with loan-words, acronyms and proper
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nouns. Moreover, the pronunciation (especially of segmental
phonemes) prescribed by the Academy is close to that of the
Oriental Hebreui "accent", which is used by regional and social
groups generally viewed as being under-privileged, so that some
premium is placed by its speakers on acquiring the Sabra accent.
Here, again, two quotations (from TBnS, 1969 and Rosen, 1969 respectivel
may be in points
i. "The newcomers who decided to speak Hebrew brought with them,
from a traditional Jewish education, a knowledge of the Hebrew
graphemes according to the Tiberian vocalization. On the other
hand, all the member of the same linguistic community brought
with them the phonemic stock of their vernacular. Therefore,
the Hebrew pronunciation of each different group established
itself as a result of two factors ...: a set of spelling-
pronunciation rules that established grapheme-to-phoneme
equivalents, and the allophonic and distributional mechanisms
of the spoken vernacular. Hone of the spoken vernaculars had
a phonemic stock equivalent to the graphemic stock of the
Biblical masoretic text. The communities differed one from
the other in the actual establishment of the phonetic distinctions
equivalent to the graphemic ones. As a result, one of the
main characteristics of spoken Hebrew at the end of the last
century was the variety of pronunciations."
ii. "The prestige model of Hebrew (an image, whether well or ill
conceived, of what Classical Hebrew was) existed before there
was anything comparable to group speech or dialects. The
prestige group had been defined before there was a language
policy. By a singular historical accident, the group of
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speakers whose speech exhibits more puristically desirable
features ... are those which (sic!) are considered non-prestige
by others, and, what is more important sociolinguistically, by
themselves. It is the speech habits of groups hailing from
Central and Eastern Europe that tend to be imitated by those
coming from Oriental countries, while speech habits fostered
by purist language policy makers will not be observed normally,
other than with "Oriental" subjects. One will occasionally
find a linguistically skilled purist using two phonetic styles
in his speech: one that has been termed 'General Israeli' in
private, and an Oriental ... one in public." 109/110)
Mote: Concrete evidence of this may be found in item 4.0 of
Appendix IlB, a reading of the Hebrew version of the North liiind
and the Sun by a female native speaker of Yemenite extraction,
whose speech is almost indistinguishable from Sabra Hebrew —
obviously because she acquired this pronunciation-variety to cover
the underlying "Orientality" of her speech during the decade in
which she was a member of a non-Oriental speaking kibbutz (where,
incidentally, she works as a teacher of Hebrew — and, as such,
should favour the prescribed formal, rather than the colloquial,
style which she possibly uses in the classroom),
c. It has been observed (by Blanc, Chayen and others) that there are
certain characteristics of utterance "peculiar to young women ...
(who) feel that ... (these) make them sound 'cute' — but this can
only be carried off up to a certain age." (Chayen, 1969). The
most noticeable feature of this register is a certain type of
lisp and a "pre-palatal, perhaps alveolar"y\apical /_)/ (Blanc, 1964).*
* See also below, 11.04.3a (Female Biological-Indexical Features of
fll.I.H. phonetics). 3ke Cdoyew ^ j/s-CjvusWki;-^ jo, liif, ^
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3. Styles
a. Blanc (1961) lists five varieties of style and register, which
I have re-phrased as follows:
i. Highly Formal (following the normative prescription of the
Academy)
ii. Formal (normative syntactic and stress patterns)
iii. Literary Colloquial (used in reading aloud, lecturing, etc.)
iv. measured Colloquial (slow speech, informal reading aloud)
v.Rapid Colloquial
He recommends that students of Hebrew as a foreign language choose
Style iii as their preliminary target, presumably while learning
the language, but making every effort to comprehend (and, presumably,
produce) Styles iv and v at a later stage.
b. The present analysis, however, will recognise only two major styles
of utterance (see below, 10.01.4), namely
i. Rhetorical - for reading aloud, slow and emphatic speech or
special vocal effects (which parallels the various styles listed
by Blanc as i-iv).
Note: An important sub-section of Rhetorical speech is the
citation-form, used for words (or phrases) in isolation,
ii. Natural - which is more or less Blanc's Style v.
Indeed, from the purely phonetic point of view, these are the
only styles capable of A^CUruJ, description - Blanc's criteria
division being socio-linguistic rather than phonetic or phonological.
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1.04 THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE PRESCRIPTIVE APPROACH TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF M.I.H.
1. General Contribution;
It is the opinion of most linguis.t s - both traditional and
"progressive" (structural, generative - transformational, etc) - working
in and with Modern Hebrew that one of the reasons why Hebrew has been
successfully revived as a modern, spoken language is the strictly
prescriptive approach taken by its sponsors-- linguists, teachers,
workers and legislators. Without the guidance of the prescriptivists
it would have been difficult (if not impossible) to steer a clear-cut
course between the Scylla of fragmentation (under the impact of the
several chosen languages spoken originally by Israel's immigrants) and
the Charybdis of insecurity (i.e. what could be considered "correct"
in Hebrew and what could not). On the other hand - spectacular though
the success of Hebrew as a revived language has been, the opinion is
generally gaining ground among linguists and writers that the time has
come for prescriptiveness to yield to some measure of permissiveness.
2. Continuing Revival of M.I.H.:
Perhaps the clearest statment in this matter - especially in
view of the continued need for M.I.H. revival (especially among immigrants
to Israel and, to some extent, in the Diaspora) may be found in
W. Chomsky (1962):
"In the modern Hebrew vernacular of Israel, a great many barbarisms
and illicit injections from the foreign languages on which the immigrants
from 70 different countries were reared ... threaten to jeopardize
the normal growth of the language and to impair its identity.
Particularly jarring ar e the stylistic and idiomatic adulterations,
as well as the general impoverishment in regard to the unique Hebrew
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diction, which sometime characterize the present Hebrew vernacular in Israel
It is, however, to be remembered that the present vernacular is still,
probably, in a transitional stage, and there is reason to hope that
the illicit expressions and usages will, eventually, be discarded,
fflany of the new immigrants are still illiterate or, at best, products
of the Ulpanim, lacking deep roots in the literary sources of the
language. It may take a generation or longer before the vernacular
takes on a definite Hebraic character. In the meantime, the schools
and the other educational agencies in Israel, especially the Hebrew
Language Academy, are making every effort to guide and direct the
growth of the language into channels of legitimate usage. (V
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2. THE SUBOECT-fflATTER AND ITS TREATMENT
2.01. THE SUBJECT
1. General!
This study mill investigate the phonetics of Natural IK1.I.H.
speed*- Blanc's Style v of the Colloquial Register of Sabra Hebrew,
but will indicate accentual variants in the other Registers and Sty/les.
It will also describe, mainly for contrastive purposes, Rhetorical
IK1.I.H. speech, particularly Blanc's Style i in the Formal Register of
Oriental Hebrew (the variety prescribed by the Hebrew Language Academy).
2. The Description:
The descriptive procedure to be followed, after the Introduction,
will begin from the syllable, going on through the segmental phonemes
in isolation to connected speech, and ending with an investigation of
prosodic elements (word-stress, rhythm and intonation). All descriptions
will be accompanied by instrumental measurements (articulatory and
acoustic) based on such techniques as direct palatography, kymography,
spectrography and speech synthesis. A series of Appendices will
comprise transcriptions of speech samples recorded by native lYi.I.H.-
speaking informants (including 12 readings - by different ffi.I.H.
speakers - of the Hebrew version of "The North Ulind and the Sun",
nine passages of poetry and two ordinary recorded conversations).
Reference will also be made to recorded samples of Hebrew speech in
studies by other investigators of 1)1.1.H. (whose works will be included
in the Bibliography), and the majority of the instrumental measurements
will be based on the speech of the author as informant.
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3. Notation:
The system of notation used in this study will be that of the
Internation^Phonetic Association (usually without diacritics), in
what is generally termed "broad" transcription. All segmental
phonemes except /2/, which generally serves as a vocalic marker when
not realized as will usually be included in the "broad" phonetic
transcriptions, and the symbol /r/ is to be taken as realizable
either as [_ hj and its allophonic varients or as [_ £_/ and its
allophonic variants (unless it is specifically presented in "narrow"
phonetic transcription as /&_/, l_^J, LXJi LiJi etc.). In Chapter
6 and in Appendix I, the post-velar phonemes (f/2/ in chapter 6, but
not in Appendix I) - whether realized as as non-pharyngal allophones
or as prescribed by the Hebrew Language Academy— will also be featured.
It is hoped that this system of notation will make it possible to read
the transcribed material either in Sabra or_ in Oriental Hebrew, whenever
the distinction is specifically and expressly made by the speaker.
For separate, individual cases, a "narrow", transcription, occasionally
with diacritics, will be used (as in Appendix II B and C). For
rhythm and tonetic marking of connected speech, a system of notation
based on Kingdon and Abercrombie (1965, 1967) and exemplified in
Halliday (1967 and 1970) will be used.*
* Appendix I is a piece of connected discourse in "Unified"
transcription. The other Appendices, however, will not feature
phonemes realized as and will only feature the post-velar
phonemes when (and as) realized.
(
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2.02 THE TREATMENT OF THE SUBJECT
1. General:
This chapter will attempt to indicate the general lines of
theoretical reasoning underlying the material in the first two parts
of the present thesis (Chapters 1-5), and also in Chapter 6. The
theoretical justification of the descriptions and analyses in the
remainder of this thesis will be included at the beginning of each
chapter. This is because the second half of the present thesis,
dealing with prosodic features and para-language, covers material
either not discussed before in connection with M.I.H., or discussed
in only a very cursory fashion — whereas the segmental aspects of
M.I.H. have received some attention in the past decade (though much
^^ <4ed<yupk^
less sc() in works with both a phonetic and with a morpho-phonemically
orientated bias (e.g. TBnS, 1961; Enoch, 1965; Chayen, 1969 — and
also Chomsky, 1951).
2. Phonetics or Phonology?
The present thesis, though concentrating to a great extent on
the phonetic element of M.I.H. inevitably also deals with phonological
aspects. After all, even Trubetzkoy admitted that —
"Im Gegensatz zur Phonetik, die eine Naturwissenschaft ist und sich
mit Lauten der menschlichen Rede befasst, hat die Phonologie die
Phoneme oder Lautvorstellungen der menschlichen Sprache zum Gegenstand
und ist demnach ein Teil der Sprachwissenschaft ... Damit soil aber
nicht verhindert werden dass jede von beiden U/issenschaften sich die
Ergebnisse der Anderen zugute raacht." (Grundzuege der Phonologie,
T.C.L.P. 7, Prague 1939, p.15)
The following minimal selection of views on this subject
expressed in more recent times is also fairly representative:
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a. Iflalmberg, 1954 -- pp. 115/6: "L'etude des faits acoustiquas et
physiologiques de la parole humaine doit etre poursuivie
paralTelemsnt a l'etude de la fonction des differentes unite's
\
et de la structure du systeme dont on se sert en parlant ...
Les deux gen res d'e'tudes sont interdependants et se
V /
complementent ... II vaut, par consequent, mieux les grouper
ensemble sous la denomination generate traditionelle de phonetique."
b. Matthews, 1957/8 — p.268: "It is not phonology which includes
phonetics, but phonetics which includes phonology ... Phonetics ...
studies the sounds of the essentially indivisible 'langue' and
'parole'
c. Vasiliu, 1970 — p.19: "Numin fonetica (fonologie) dispozitivul cu
ajutorul caruia se caracterizeaza din punct de vedere fonetic
semnele unei limbi date."*
There are, of course, other viewpoints on this matter with no
less weight and respectab ility behind them current today — but the
present thesis must, of necessity, adopt one viewpoint, and I have done
so in accordance with the general line of investigation here followed.
3. The Syllable:
A totally valid phonetic definition of the syllable seems to
have been a linguistic Eldorado ever since Plato stated that the
syllable does not consist of letters, but forms a unitary whole arising
from the letters themselves but different from their sum-total.
Phonetically plausible definitions generally fail to account for some
aspects of the facts of connected speech (though, obviously, citation-
forms can be made to conform to practically any syllabic theory —
* Phonetics (phonology) is called the device with the assistance of
which the signs of a given language are characterised from the
phonetic viewpoint.
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particularly in respect of monosyllab ic words). This applies to such
expositions of the syllable as Sievers' breath-oriented one ("Die
Silbe wird durch die Kon&nuitaet des Expirations hubes zusammen-
gehalten, die Brenzen der Silbe werden durch dessen Diskontinuitaet
markiert: durch Schwaechung und Verstaerkung der Expiration" —
Grundzuege der Phonetik Leipzig, 1901— p.156), Saussure's phonation-
oriented C(explosive) + \J + C (implosive) pattern, Bloomfield's "crest
of sonority" definition, Stetson's chest-pulse theory (with reinforcement
of the chest-pulse characteristic of stressed syllables), and Trojan's
articulatory hypothesis ("Die Silbe ist ... sine Kaubewegung" —
(Phonetica 1, 1957). As against this must be set such objections as
those voiced by Menzerath & de Lacerda, who pointed out (in 1933) that
on-glides and off-glides are not analyiable phenomena, since articulatory
positions are adopted simultaneously, not successively, and restricted
by their articulatory context, so that syllable-division is, articulatorily
speaking, almost impossible in connected speech. As fileyer had put it,
already in 1898: "Bei der Silbenfrage handelt es sich nicht darum in
wieviel Teile ein Wort zerfaellt, sondern in wieviel Teile es zerfallen
*
kann" — or, in Whitney's even more sceptical earlier words (1867),
the distinction into syllables "is in the ear of the hearer rather than
in the mouth of the speaker."** This, however, is directly contradicted
by some psycholinguists — and especially by Osgood, who presents a
persuasive body of evidence to the effect that the minimal unit of
speech decoding is the phoneme, whereas the minimal unit of speech
encoding is the syllable. The safest statement to follow is the one
by Pike (1943), defining the syllable as a stretch of sound with a
_____
** In Whitney, Dwight William: Language and the Study of Language
(London, 1867), p.89.
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crest and indefinite borders, and re-stated by Sivertsen & Peterson
in their 1960 formula defining the syllable as a IKl + N + IKI complex
(where flfl stands for margin, and N stands for nucleus). Starting out
from this point, and taking note of de Groot's 1926/7 statement, "Le
phenornene essentiel de la syllabe est le fait du groupement", this
thesis will accept, at least in part, the theoretical implications
of Rousselot's 1924 dictum — "La syllabe n'a rigoureusement d'existence
physiologique que dans les monosyllabes isolees. Autrement ... les
mouvements organiques se lient les uns au* autres sans solution de
continuite, et il n'y a pas de point d'arret dont on puisse dire
d'une facon absolue; ici finit une syllabe et commence une autre"
(p.969). This statement is echoed in recent reports of electro¬
myographic work, and so it seems that as yet no totally satisfactory
articulatory description of syllable boundaries is available. However,
in O'Connor and Trim (1953) a way is indicated of making a
probabilistically acceptable statement as regards the boundaries
of syllables in connected speech, and this is the manner of description
adopted in the present thesis. The syllabic model of ffl.I.H. will
therefore be based on the monosyllable in isolation (following, in
this respect, the type of formula outlined in Abercrombie, 1967),
and on the probability of segmental catenation in connected speech.
4. Vowels and Consonants:
These will be described in terms of segmental phonemes and
their contextually determined allophones.* The following points may
elucidate some of the details of the treatment:
* For a "distinctive features" analysis see Chayen 1969. A prosodic
analysis (in the Firthian sense) would not, it seems to me, capture
the whole of the general picture, but might be attempted at a later
stage, to investigate some of the problems of detail.
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a. In addition to the Hebrew phonological system, comprising six
vowels and a range of 18 - 22 consonants (including dialectal and
formal realizations of what might, in natural Sabra Hebrew speech
be rf)f there are a number of other phonological systems that the
Wl.I.H. speaker finds compatible. These apply solely to the
consonants and include, in the main, Arabic, Yiddish and Russian.
However, not all the consonantal features of these phonological
systems are actually acceptable} the prominent domains of
compatibility are —
i. The filling in of possible articulatory slots not utilised
only by some Sabra ffl.I.H. speakers} Oriental Fll.I.H. speakers,
and others who have no linguistic background such as Yiddish
to provide this phoneme do not ordinarily effect the /n/ —i>
/tj/ change before velar stops or fricatives, while most Sabra
IKl.I.H. speakers, unlike Oriental ffl.I.H. speakers, usually find
it impossible to realise the bilabial approximant /w/, since
they do not have Arabic in their linguistic background to
provide it.
ii. The realisation of phono-tactic consonantal options not
permitted in Hebrew (.e.g. two-consonant syllable-arresting
clusters or three-consonant syllable-releasing clusters, such
as -/mp/, /str/-, etc.). These phoneme-realisations ordinarily
occur in non-Hebrew words (to quote Tene, 1961: "des phonemes
V /
qui a eux seuls indJEquent que le mot qui les presente n'appartient
pas au fond traditionnel dans la langue ... surtout pour des
raisons semantiques, a cause d'emploi restraint a une branche
tres particuliere de l'activite humaine" — pp.71, 84). However,
in Hebrew (e.g. /j/ to parallel /j/» /dz/, /t\/ and /dj/ to
parallel /ts/, etc.). Even here, however, there are notable
dialectal differences. phoneme realisable
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some of them also occur in rapid connected sppech u/ithin
Hebrew mords — especially in connection with suchlphenomena
I
as assimilation and reduction.
b. The table of vowels in the present thesis features six items —
/i/, /e/, /a/> /°/» /u/ and /W> the last one being the shwa, or
consonant-transition. Some accounts of Hfl.I.H. (e.g. Blanc, 196#),
would exclude the shwa, since its realisation is practically the
same as that of /e/, and list only five vowels for ffl.I.H. I
have chosen to list the shwa for reasons similar to those that
induced most traditional phoneticians describing English (.e.g.
Gimson) to distinguish between the English shwa and /3/ — namely
that there are both phono-tactic and articulatory distributional
differences that make it convenient to do so, In the case of
ffl.I.H., /a/ (like in English) cannot carry either accent or stress,
and its realisation covers a larger area than that of any other
vowel (anything between [i] and /£_/). Furthermore, it cannot
T
form part of a diphthong (in the sense in which the other vowels
may be said to form syllable-final diphthongs when followed by
/j/ — groups that may, indeed, also be considered as -\lC patterns
in that /j/ can be considered both vocalic and consonantal in
this position).
c. In the tabulation of IK1.I.H. consonants, the distinction voiced/
voiceless has been maintained throughout, even though some other
descriptions of Hebrew (notably that by Chayen, 1969) deny the
reality of "voice" in consonants (unless inter-vocalically).
Kymographic evidence, however, is presented in the present thesis
(see Appendix iii) to show that the voiced/voiceless distinction
clearly holds true even syllable-initially and syllable-finally.
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Accordingly, the non-voicing of consonants described as voiced
is here taken to be a phenomenon of assimilation in connected
speech. In fact, the voiced/voiceless distinction is particularly
important in connection with the realisation of syllable-releasing
consonant-clusters. In such cases, voiceless consonants tend to
become syllabic by virtue of aspiration (for plosives) or air-stream
constriction (for fricatives) in certain styles of speech, while
voiced consonants are either devoiced or become syllable-releasers
followed by shwa»
5. Accent and Stress.
In keeping with the theory expounded in Abercrombie 1967, the
present thesis considers accent (or word-stress) to be a potentiality
realised in the form of sentence stress, which is an element of rhythm
(and is thus analysable in connection with the prosodic features of
speech). Since Chayen's 1969 doctoral thesis has dealt quite
comprehensively with the morphophonemic aspects of accent (word-
stress), my own work will only carry a general description of the
occurrence and placement of accent in IYI.I.H., as well as the accentual
changes involved in connected speech. The latter seems to me to be
particularly important in view of the fact that the morpho-phonemic
rules do not cover the systemic changes occurring in connected speech.
6. Prosodic Features and Para-lanquaqe.
As pointed out before, none of the works dealing with the
phonetics and/or phonology of IK1.I.H. has dealt with the prosodic and
para-linguistic features of the language in any but a most cursory
fashion. The present thesis, accordingly, presents a theory of
intonation (see Chapters 7, 8 and 10) within which it describes the
prosodic features of (1(1.1.H. The final chapter is, of necessity, a
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collection of rather isolated facts set ujithin a very general
framework; any more detailed or systematic treatment of the subject
(para-linguistic features of ffl.I.H.) could well become a doctoral
thesis in its own right#
7# The Necessity for a Synchronic Description of Iti.I.H. Pronunciation
This study is entirely synchronic and descriptive, though
reference will frequently be made to the normative rulings of the
Hebrew Language Academy. The paucity of actual descriptive material
in this field hitherto may perhaps best be justified and explained by
the following quotation from Rosen (1969):
"It has been said upon various occasions that linguistic
research into current Hebrew cannot be conducted because it is a
language in process of development; it should not be conducted
because Hebrew is not yet stabilized and the publication of descriptive
treatises might serve as a stabilizing factor. Linguistically, it
can be said, of course, that any language is in development at any
given time, and can still be described, and that there is nothing to
keep us from re-describing it, should the changes incurred so
necessitate at any given moment. It may further be argued that, from
a purely theoretical point of view, there must be a 'system' of some
stability, because otherwise communication would be impossible and
that a linguist is entitled, if he so wishes, to study established
means of communication."
Likewise, it is astonishing, though true, that even during the
past decade or so of growing interest in Pfl.I.H. on the part of linguists,
research work should have been done in phonology (TBnM, 1961), morpho¬
phonemics (Chayen, 1969) and conferastive analysis (Enoch, 1965: with
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French; fflendelson, 1970: mith English) — but not in the actual
phonetics of ffl.I.H. (except for various partial studies by Blanc).
It is in order to supply this material that the present study has been
written.
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PART TWO - THE SYLLABLE
3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE SYLLABLE IN ffl.I.H.
3.01. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1. Classical and Modern Hebrew!
Traditionally, Hebreu/ — like other Semitic languages —
defines consonants as the "body" of language, and uou/els as its
"soul". Classical Hebrew is thus based on a syllable-pattern that
#
may be described as follows:
C U Co-2
In M.I.H. this is modified to C „ U C no-2 o-2
2. Restraints and Conclusions;
The restraints upon, and conclusions from, this phonological
formula will be enumerated and discussed in detail below (under the
description of the individual vowels and consonants), but a number
of points should be made already at this stage,
a. Initial consonant-clusters are to be taken as featuring some
degree of transition. In Classical Hebrew, this would signify
that all groups such as C C V C C would be considered at least
bi-syllabic — namely Ca C \l C C, it being a characteristic of
the Ca syllable that it could never occur in stressed position.
In M.I.H., probably under the influence of non-Semitic
languages affecting the pronunciation of most early IHi.I.H.
speakers, this basic characteristic of Hebrew phonology has
tended to vanish. An example in point would be the following:
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In Classical Hebrew, words of foreign origin (usually from
Greek or Latin) containing poly-consonantal clusters underwent
Hebreization, which may be contrasted with the unchanged adoption
of the same word in W.I.H., where it was re-introduced from the
liiest European languages. The phonological effect of the
disappearance of the obligatory inter-consonantal shwa-transition
is a syllabic reduction. One word in question is "sport", which
in the Classical Hebrew affected in the early 19th Century became
I \
/as(a)po"ft/, while in fil.I.H. it is /sport/, with a 2-consonant
releasing cluster. Another example is the post-Biblical form
/istrati'ja/ ("legion, camp" — from the GreekurpifroS), as against
the HI.I.H. /stratos'fera/ ("stratospherd') in which — as in the
former example — the first item features an epenthetic vowel at
the beginning of the word, while the second one does not.
Notwithstanding the above, there is some degree of inter-consonantal
transition in most 1K1.I.H. idiolects, especially in rhetorical
speech, or lento rhythm.
In fluent, connected speech, one of the implications of the above
is that, where there are identical (arresting-releasing) consonants
(or vowels, should the respective consonants be missing) at
syllable-boundaries, the realization may be C C (or V V), as
follows:
/tata'^er/ (you shall describe) — /tta'Peif/
/ra'/u/ - realised as [_ ^fa'u/ (they saw)
V will here be interpreted strictly as vowel — including /9/,
which is described as a transition, but not including the
approximant /j/. Consequently, in the description of the
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diphthongs below, the second element will be consistently notated
as /j/. Airwtl Ajlid-k. - .
d. Except for such diphthongal syllables as /ejn/ (there isn't),
the second consonant in arresting position can only be /t/ in
1*1.1.H. the morpheme denoting second person singular feminine in
the past tense.
e. For the above reasons, /ts/ will be considered one phoneme —
the only affricate of ffl.I.H. (except those in foreign loan-words
and, possibly, the realisation of /t\/ in rapid connected speech).
f. Uihere there are two consonants in the syllable-releasing cluster,
there cannot be more than one consonant in syllable-arrest position
unless the form in question in non-Hebrew — i.e. a foreign
loan-word.
3. Syllable boundaries
The 2-consonant releasing configuration acceptable in 1*1.1.H.
entails not only a complete revision of the concept of Classical
Hebrew shwa. triggered off by the change in the syllable-formula,
but also gives rise to a number of problems connected with the
demarcation of syllable-boundaries. Thus, for instance, the formula
C „ D C <L C „ U C _ at word-boundaries may, in certain cases,o-2 o-2 TT o-2 o-2
create the impression that groups of four consonants are acceptable
as "clusters", or may make it difficult to decide, on non-morphological
grounds, where the syllable-boundary is located. An attempt will be
made (in 3.02 below) to deal with the problem of utterance-internal
syllable-boundaries.
4. Other Syllabic Patterns





In the tables below, (featuring the 6 vowels and 18 essential
consonants of Ifl.I.H.) the permissible phono-tactic patterns have been
based on mono-syllabic utterances as far as possible — but the examples
of consonant-clusters (for which, see the end of Chapter 5, below)
take into account a considerable number of bi-syllabic words with
initial consonant-clusters or syllabic consonants. This is due to
the fact that in some cases the bi-syllabic examples are less abstruse
than the mono-syllabic ones might be.
Note: /r/ is consistently taken to be a voiced velar fricative in
the tables below, which omit all post-velar consonants as non-essential in
the ffl.I.H. variety described here, i.e. Babra Hebrew.
2. Mono-segmental Syllables.
The following table shows the possible mono-segmental syllable
patterns of M.I.H. It should be noted, however, that the ones marked
with an asterisk rather than a plus-sign (the plosive consonants) can
only become syllabic by means of aspiration,
aieaoupbfvmtdtssznljjkgxr
- + + + + + **» + + ** + + + + + + -**- +
3. Bi-seqmental syllables.
These are by far the most frequent in M.I.H., and follow
either a CM or a \lC pattern, as follows:
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3 i e a 0 u p b f V m t d ts s z n 1 5 j k g X
3
i - - - - - ■ - + + + + + + + + + + + * + + +
e - X + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
a - X + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
0 - X + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
u - X - - - - - - + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
P * + + + + +
b * + + + + +
f ? + + + + +
V * + + + + +
m * + + + + +
t * + + + + +
d * + + + + +
ts * + + + + +
s * + + + + +
z * + + + + +















j * * + + + +
k * + + + + +
g * + + + + +
X * + + + + +
r * + + + + +
Mote; The bi-segmental syllables marked with an asterisk cannot appear
word-finally; neither can the one denoted by a question mark — which,
indeed, would be considered sub-standard by many 11(1.1.H. speakers, who
would have that slot marked minus (empty). The slots marked x are
alternative notations for the bi-segmental syllables listed under \lj.
4. Releasing Consonant Clusters
These are taken as occurring both in (iftoho-syllabic words^
word-initially, as follows:
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P b f V m t d ts s z n 1 5 j k g X r
p + + + + + + + + + + + +
b + + + + + + + + - + + + +
f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
V - - - - - - - - + - - + + - - - - +
m - - + + + + + + + + + + + - + + + +
t - - + + + + + + + + + + + - + + + +
d - - + + + - - - - - - + + - + + + +
ts - - + + + - + - - - + + - - - - + +
s + - + + + + + - - - + + - - + + + +
z - - + + + - + - - - + + - - + + + +
n - - + + + + + + + + + + + - + + + +
1 - - + + + + + + + + + + + - + + + +
5 - - + + + + + - + + + + - - + + + +
j
k - - + + + + + + + + + + + - - - + +
g - - + + + - + - + + + + + - - - + +
X - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
r - - + + + + + + + + + - + - + + + -
Note.: A releasing consonant;-icluster must be
of the six vowels, or any one of the permissible VC combinations,
in order to form a syllable.
5. Arresting Consonant Clusters
These can only occur word-finally, as follows:
ft vt mt tst st zt nt It jt jt kt gt xt rt jn jl
Note: An arresting consonant cluster must be preceded by fc.)+ one
of two stressable Ifl.I.H. vowels (. e,a — the jj ovl-p,
6. Tri-seqmental and Cuadri-seqmental Syllables
a. Tri-segmental syllables consist of any consonant followed by a
permissible VC pattern
— or else by any permissible
releasing consonant-cluster followed by a vowel (or, alternatively, by
a stressable CV combination followed by a permissible consonant}
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Formally, then, a tri-segmental
syllable can have one of the following patterns;
I CUC
II CCU
bo Quadri-segrnental syllables consist either of a permissible releasing
consonant cluster followed by permissible UC combination, or a JaeM
stressable CU combination followed by a permissible arresting
consonant cluster# It will thus have one of the following two
patterns;
I C C U C
II 'cucc
Mote; In accordance with 3.01.2f, a (It.I#H. syllable cannot consist
of more than four segments, i/u .
?> oSi.GbJ Cjwadu-p^fkA^ 'C^Ct. fl
7. Word-internal Syllable Demarcation.
The above syllable-patterns underlie the notation utilised in
the present thesis insofar as the syllables are word-initial (which
includes all mono-syllabic words, of course) and, in the case of patterns
3o02o2, 3.02.3, 3.02.6a, and 3.02.6b.ii, for word-final
syllables. Word-internal syllable demarcation will observe the
following principles;
a. One intervocalic consonant will be deemed to be a releasing consonants
•U C U —£-U CU- (/so'fer/, "writer" -•$>/so 'fer/)
b. Two intervocalic consonants will be allocated to separate syllables,
so that the first is the arresting consonant of the earlier syllable,
and the second is the releasing consonant of the later syllable;
-U C C U-—>-UC CU- (/lif'tan/, "compote" /lif 'tan/0
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Note: However, if the 2-consonant group is preceded by the
definite-article morpheme /(h)a-/, or a structure-word incorporating
the definite article (e.g. /la-/, "to the", etc.), then the 2-consonant
group will be deemed to be a releasing consonant-cluster belonging to
the later syllable. (/ha.' jtaim/, "the two of them" /ha ' |ta im/)
c. A group of three consonants flanked by a vowel on either side
(a typically non-Hebrew pattern) will be divisible into one
arresting consonant for the earlier syllable, and a releasing
consonant-cluster belonging to the later syllable.
■U C C C U- —$~\IC CCU- (/as'klepios/, "the mythical physician-
ii . .
prototype /as kle pi os)
d. A group of four consonants flanked by a vowel on either side
will be deemed indivisible in ffl.I.H. phonology (obviously a non-
Hebrew word). Such a word can only be divided into syllables in
accordance with a non-Hebrew phonological system. This will,
naturally, also be the case for groups of more than four consonants
flanked by a vowel on either side. The syllable-division in these
cases will follow the phonological system of the language from which




1. Treatment and Sources
The treatment of the segments in Chapters 4-5 will be
phonemic, and separate attention will be paid to the allophones
of each phoneme.
a. For the v/owels, the method of description is by a comparison
of my own fill.I.H. vowels with Daniel Bones' cardinal-vowel system
(as placed within the bi-parametric trapezoid chart).
b. The examples illustrating the various points in this chapter
(and, indeed, throughout Chapters 1-6) will not necessarily
be taken from the corpus included in Appendix ii, but will be
culled from the whole of the ffl.I.H. vernacular. This is due
to the difficulty in finding suitable instances (e.g. of minimal
pairs) within a limited corpus of language.
c. The figures for statistical frequency of occurrence have been
taken from Enoch 196S, where they were based on frequency-counts
of phones in the texts of Blanc 1956 and 1964. However, Enoch
does not distinguish between /e/ and /s/ in his count., and I have
therefore taken the same texts and separated the two phonemes to
give individual frequency counts for /e/ and /a-/ (the latter
including hesitation-phenomena and centralizations of other vowels
in rapid connected speech).
d. The acoustic data regarding vowel-formants have been based on
spectjpgraphy to some extent — but, in the main, they represent
my findings in synthesizing IKl.I.H. speech by rule (see Appendix//fl).
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2. Description
tti.I.H. has a system of five vouiels and a shwa transition
(the word shwa itself being Hebrew). It may also be said to have
five diphthongs (of the type \lj).*
a. All vowels may occur syllable-initially (preceded by glottal
closure in some speakers), syllable-medially (between consonants),
and syllable-finally; shwa can only occur in syllable-final
position (unless it is a hesitation-signal). UJhile shwa
can only carry stress under very special circumstances (for
"boosted" contrasts), all vowels may occur in both stressed and
unstressed position. Kymographic measurement and speech synthesis
have shown quite conclusively that the vowels of ffl.I.H. tend to be
longer in open than in closed syllables, and in stressed rather
than in unstressed position. However, speech synthesis shows
that in natural speech the ratio is not of the order 2:1 laid
down for citation-forms of single words in TBnB 1962, but much
less (about 1 cs. in stressed or open-syllable patterns for every
4-6 cs. in unstressed or closed-syllable pattern). Even here, however,
the distinction is important for such terms as /ja'ma'ti/ (I heard) -
/^a'matti/ (I let go).
b. Some fil.I.H. speakers tend to nasalize syllable-medial vowels
followed by a nasal — or even syllable-initial or -final vowels
followed by a nasal. This is particularly the case with ultra-
orthodox Jews (who are probably affected by the nasal utterance of
certain liturgical texts); it also seems to be the case that many
Wl.I.H. speakers with ultra-orthodox parents or grandparents have
this characteristic sound in their speech (i.e. if they came under
the influence of such speakers in their childhood). To some
* In a discussion of the extent to which they may be considered true
diphthongs, see 4.04.1 below.
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extant, this also holds true of Bl.I.H. speakers with Polish in
their linguistic background.
c. Uocalic gemination may occur when a post-velar phoneme is realised
as /{/between two identical vowels. These then belong to different
syllables - e.g.
/im/ (if) - /i'im/ (islands)
/\e'la/ (hers) - /je e'la/ (question)
/•ram/ (high) - /'ra am/ (thunder) - /ra'am/ (he thundered) -
/raa'ma/ (she thundered) - /ra'ma/ (level)
/•bo/ (come!) - /bo'o/ (his arrival)
/'nu/ (well}) - /'nuu/ (move! - pi)
Mote: There is no geminated shwa in M.I.H.
d. The following chart (with examples attached) shows the average
position of the IKl.I.H. vowels, shwa and diphthongs:
Unstressed Stressed
/i*sa/ (dough) /b^'ni/ (my son)
/e'sa/ (I'll travel) /ba'ne/ (build!)
/a'sa/ (he did) /bs'na/ (her son)
/o'sa/ (shB does) /ba'no/ (his son)
/u 'sa/ (he was massaged) /b3'nu/ (build! — pi.)
/ij'na/ (she consulted)
/ej'ma/ (fear) /ba'nej/ (sons of ...)
/aj'nu/ (consult! — pi.) /ps'naj/ (leisure)
/oj'nim/ (hostile — pi.) /'noj/ (ornament)
/kuj'mu/ (they were maintained) /ba'nuj/ (built up)
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e. The vowels of 1(1.1.H. have a total occurrence-frequency of 44»5%
(as against 55.5% for the 1(1.1.H. continuants as a group). In








4.02 THE VUUJELS OF ffl.I.H. IN DETAIL
A/
This is a high front vowel, slightly more open than Oardinal 1
(by about 1/3 of the opening for Cardinal 2), and slightly retracted.
The lips are spread, although not quite maximally, and the upper side
rims of the tongue are in close contact with the upper molars.
Examples
Stressed [_l im/ (if) y^mi'!fjam/ (Miriam) Zle-ni/ (second)
Unstressed /as'ka/ (deal) /n^l'ga/ (scholar- Z'P^ti/ (silly)
ship)
a. Allophonic realisations of this vouiel range from high front
(Cardinal l) to a retracted position just over half-close and
almost centre-front — the latter especially in speakers influenced
by Polish and Ukrainian in their linguistic background. In some
respects, the allophonic realiSation-features of this vowel may
be said to parallel those of its back "partner", /u/: the latter
also has a great many allophonic realisations ranging from
forwarded (up to centre-back) and lowered (down to half-close)
positions - and these realisations depend on the place of the
syllable containing this vowel in relation to the syllable
carrying rhythmic stress. Accordingly, /u/ ranges from [_ u/
to [C^J and /i/ from J_i_] to Z L/ anci L kJ• The retracted
allophones l_\J — Z4-/» which also have less lip-spread
and are "lax" as against the "tense" close-front /I/, tend to
occur before velar consonants (especially before /x/) in pre-tonic
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syllables (the farther from the stress, the opener, the more
retracted and the laxer) and in the uiord-final suffixes for
masculine plural (/-'im/) and feminine singular (/-'it/) —
e.g. in word-final position, with'boosted" stress /i/ may tend
towards the approximant /j/ position - e.g. Z"sij_/ (record),
(system)» Znixra'su7(they entered), /mo^un/ (teachers),
ZYa'tstt/ (you wished).
b. The steady-state formants of /i/ vary between —
F 1 F 2 F 3
/i/ 310 cps. 2,260 cps. 2,920 cps.
/2/ 400 cps. 2,260 cps. 3,220 cps.
c. Cardinal-vowel charting shows the following positions for /i/s
[iJ]
d. /i/ and f\J are the phonic realizations of the written symbols
fx ('xirik ma'le) and X ('xirik xa'ser)
• — t __——"
2. _ZsZ
This is a mid front vowel about mid-way between Cardinals 2
and 3. The lips are laxly spread, and the upper side rims of the






a. Allophonic realizations of this votuel range from diphthongization
as /ej/ to the position (approximately) of Cardinal 3 — the latter
especially in speakers with Hungarian in their linguistic background.
The prescribed forms of realization (e.g. for radio announcers,
actors, etc.) call for a phonemic distinction between /ej/ and
/,£./ — as in /ejfe/ (those), where the first vowel is represented
in writing as "'£sere" (X) and the second as "'seqol" (X), the
vocalized spelling being ff• In fact, however, native speakers
of M.I.H. seldom distinguish between their realizations of the two
vocalizations, except as a regional-dialectal feature of pronunciation
characteristic in Jezreel Valley settlement (and that only for a
small number of .secjliola-te. words, e.g. /sejfetij "i>ook", /^2ct'5ej/,
"
a lot"). There is, on the other hand, a phonemic difference
between /e/ as followed by the semi-vowel /j/ (as in /'bejn/ —
between) and before other phonemes (as in /'ben/ — son — for
instance), and the allophonic range is, indeed, from /ej/ to /£/.
The allophones of phonemic /e/ are, therefore Zf_7» as described
at the beginning of this section (4.0Z.2 above) and , which is
T
a closer vowel and "tense", as against the "lax" [_£._/.
b. /_ ej usually occurs in post-tonic syllables, and becomes even
T
closer in word-final position if it carries "boosted" stress (when
it tends to diphthongize towards the approximant /j/ position) -
e.g. Z'4gei/ (fot>t), /"P(mouth).* T —
Initial Medial
Stressed /'£ste$7 (Esther) /jD'teVV (more)J. T 7"
Unstressed /gX'Cse/ (I'll want) /'j£(sun)
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c. The steady-state formants of /e/ vary betu/een -
F 1 F 2 F 3
[_ e/ 640 cps. 2,020 cps. 2,500 ops.~
T
£kj 670 cps. 1,720 cps. 2,500 cps.
-L








This phoneme ranges between a retracted low front vowel
(closest to Cardinal 4) with lips in neutral opening,and a fronted
low back vowel (closest to Cardinal 5) with a great deal of separation
between the jaws. There is little or no contact between the upper
side rims of the tongue and the upper molars.
Examples
Stressed £&€/ (you - fern, sing.) /lik'<fatf_7 (towards) /jfx'la/ (she
~~ T
— + nni 11 rcould)
Unstressed /an'1;.g/ (she answered) /p$J'v£/ (she blew) /'a^ba/ (four)
a. Allophonic realizations of this vowel range from retracted low
front to low back (almost Cardinal 5) with slight lip-rounding,
particularly in conjunction with the voiced pharynqal fricative /S~J,
as pronounced by 1*1.1.H. speakers with Arabic in their linguistic
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background. In fact, Chayen mentions* that Professor S. Illlorag
(of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem), in a personal communication,
presented the two words (I gave) and 'j
^/na'ta^ti/ (I planted) as minimal pairs — but that, although
prescribed as the correct pronunciation, this was not borne out in
his'recordings of M.I.H. speakers, the reason being that most of them
do not have a /S/ phoneme in their sound-system. However, there
doss seem to be a tendency towards o/ in open-syllable word-final
position (especially when the syllable carries stress), just as
there seems to be a tendency to less jaw-opening in pre-tonic
syllables - e.g. /xgzVk*"tyj (strong - fern.)
b. The steady-state formants of /a/ vary between -
F 1 F 2 F 3
/a/ 700 cpp. 1,360 cps. 2,500 cps.
/a/ 730 cps. 1,240 cps. 2,500 cps.
c. Gemination is particularly likely to occur with this vowel in
both unstressed and stress-split patterns (for examples see
4.01,2c above).
d. /.a/ and [a-J are the phonic realizations of the written symbols
X. ('patax) and X ('ka.roa.fs).
e. Cardinal-vowel charting shows the following positions for M.I.H. /a/:
a4] [a*T
* Chayen 1969, p.29.
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4. /o/
This is a mid back vowel about mid-uiay between Cardinal 6 and
Cardinal 7, with medium lip rounding and little or no contact between
the upper side rims of the tongue and the upper molars.
Examples
Initial medial Final
Stressed £$] (light) /Jl'fon7 (first) /mz'it'lo,~J (his coat)
T
Unstressed ^ts'ma/ (power) /kil'tlm/ (they grasp) (Jaffa)
a. Both in stressed and unstressed position, when followed by a
releasing consonant, this vowel may be lowered to a position close
to Cardinal 6. In word-final, stressed open syllables, the
realization is closer to Cardinal 7, and in open pretonic syllables
(or monosyllables) there is some centralisation. In some speakers,
there is a tendency to diphthongize this vowel to [prj in open
syllables especially when followed by j_ a/, or with word-final
+
"boosted" stress - e.g.
/kol'n^tj/ ( cinema), /qv3°"^a/ (tall - fern, sing.), /"Z->°t^7
+ *■ (this one)
b. The steady-state formants of /o/ vary between -
F 1 F 2 F 3
£?J 520 cps. 880 cps. 2,500 cps.
-r
[_ oj 490 cps. 820 cps. 2,500 cps.
T
c. and [_ o/ are phonemic realizations of the written symbols
7 ('xolam ma'le), X ('xolam xa'ser X and X (kamats ka'tan).





This is a high back vowel slightly opener and more fronted
than Cardinal 8. The lips are rounded and somewhat pouted, and there
is little or no contact between the upper side rims of the tongue and
the upper molars. .
Examples
Initial Medial Final




Unstressed /al'Csu/ (they were forced) /bus'taj^ (copse) /A'naxnu/ (uie)
T . -
a. There is a slight tendency in some speakers to diphthongize this
vowel to /uw/ in open syllables (stressed or unstressed),
especially word-finally (with "boosted11 stress) or when followed
by another vowel, and some speakers tend to have a rather open
centralised ZO/"like vowel in pre-tonic open syllables, e.g.
Z"hu^ (he), /lA'nua/ (to move), /ji&duw,tm7 (known — masc. pi.)
Jr
X
b. The steady-state formants of /u/ vary between —
F 1 F 2 F 3
LQ7 370 cps. 940 cps. 2,380 cps.
L u/ 340 cps. 940 cps. 2,380 cps.
c* Zo/ ancl Z ±i/ara ttie phonic realizations of^('^uruk) and X
('kubuts).





This is an inter-consonantal transition and, as such, does
not occur syllable-initially or word-finally (except as an involuntary
transition before a releasing consonant). It does not occur in stressed
position. It can only occur in open syllable-final position, and may
be followed either by a vowel or by a consonant. In the former case,*
[Mthe vowel represents what was originally (in Classical Hebrew)/^/ I + V,
P/J
with the consonantal sound elided in ffl.I.H. — although, normatively,




/l6 ()'a 'moty (to cheat) /me'il/, /me'iil/ (overcoat)
Mote: UJhile shwa may occur as an inter-consonantal transition
separating the items of any permissible syllable-releasing consonant
cluster — which, indeed, is the form normatively prescribed by the
Hebrew Language Academy — most 0(1.1.H. speakers tend to delete this
transition, particularly between voiceless plosive + fricative
consonantal groups. Furthermore, most IKl.I.H. speakers fail to
reali e the normatively prescribed word-medial inter-consonantal
transition, so that C^ is realised as syllable-arresting and as
syllable-releasing — e.g. /raw'to7(she appointed).
2. Realisation
0(1.1.H. speakers ordinarily realise shwa as a fronted mid-
central vowel, closer to Cardinal 2 than to R.P. /£/ as described
by Gimson. In fact, the hesitation-vowel most commonly occurring
* Mentioned by Kagan (Hed ha-Vinux 19 - a weekly publication of the
Israel School-teachers' Association) as being the case in which
most 0(1.1.H. speakers would realise a shwa-transition.
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in ffl.I.H. also conforms to this description, and may just as easily
be notated /e/, or possibly /£/. However, speakers u/ith a linguistic
background of Romanian, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croat or Czech tend to have a
central shwa. Kymographic measurement and speech synthesis have
shown that even the longest and most pronounced shwa. (the pre-vocalic
one) has a duration only half as long as that of the shortest type of
vowel (unstressed syllable-medial). Cardinal-vawei charting will
thus show the following position for shwa in IK1.I.H. —
Note It The steady-state formants of shwa are the same as those of /e/
(see 4.02.2c above).
Note 2: While shwa is often realized as /, most Hl.l.H. speakers consider
that it must be realized as a fairly close mid-central vowel —
i. Pre-vocalically.
ii. In order to distinguish between definite-article and indefinite-
article prepositional (bound) morphemes — e.g. /la'dod/ (to the
uncle) --/la'dod/ (to an uncle) j/'feroj / --jbz'2-oj/(aj-IU
3. The shwa - phoneme
As can be seen from the above, the reasons for considering shwa
a phoneme in its own right are purely distributional, in that such a




These follow the falling pattern V + j. Although the second
element of the diphthong is usually realised vocalically, phonological
considerations make for the choice of a consonantal rather than a
vocalic symbol for notations wherever the vowel-element in a syllable
is diphthongal* no 2-consonant cluster can follow the second element*

















/uj'Ju/ (they were manned) /muj'nu/ (they were classified)




Note It All other V^ + \J^ combinations are separated by syllable-
boundaries, which are marked by some^ IYI.I.H. speakers with a glottal
stop.
Examples
/ma'gia/ (he arrives), /jo'dea/ (he knows), /ra'^'u/ (they saw),
/ga'on/ (genius), /pc'el/ (worker), /ju'al/ (jackal).
Note 2; Minimal pairs for U and V+j patterns do not necessarily prove
the phonemic quality of the diphthong, since the group may be inter¬
preted (as, indeed, it is in the present thesis) as a VC group.
Nevertheless, here are some instances of such minimal pairs (which
exist only for 4 of the IK1.I.H. vowels) —
/mi'nu/ (they appointed) — /mij'nu/ (they selected)
/mo're 'derex/ (a guide) — /mo'rej 'derex/ (guides)
/ a'ma/ (he heard) — / a'maj/ (assessor)
/ra'u/ (they saw) — /ra'uj/ (worthy)
Note 3: No frequency-counts are given for IYI.I.H. "diphthongs", since
these are analysed as UC patterns, and counted separately, under V and
C (in the latter case, /j/).
2. Diphthonqizations
These tend to occur especially in syllables with "boosted"
stress, and follow a pattern of upward (tongue-)tnovement from the
position of the vowel. This means that the front vowels will
diphthongize towards /j/, the back vowels towards /w/ and the central
/a/ towards the shwa. In greater detail, this tendency is —
a. Zi7-^Zii7
b.







The consonants of 11(1.1.H. mill be described as phonemes with
various allophonic realisations. Minimal pairs featuring phonemic
contrasts will underlie this phonemic categorisation, on a purely
synchronic basis. It is this criterion in particular that will
determine such phonemic contrasts as /p/ — /f/ (e.g. /sa'pa/, couch —
/sa,' fa/, language) whose distribution is complementary in Classical
Hebrew, but not in ffl.I.H.
Direct palatography (as described in Firth, 1948, and Ladefoged
1957) and kymography of utterances made by the author underlie the
individual descriptions and diagrams of consonant-relations. Speech
synthesis is an ancillary technique utiliSed for the determination of
certain details related to the consonant phonemes and allophones of ffl.I.H.
2. Description
All ffl.I.H. consonants are pulmonic and egressive. Aspiration
is marked in single, stressed-syllable releasing fortis plosives,
weak in clusters of consonants including plosive, absent usually in
syllable-final plosives (unless under "boosted" stress) and optional
in single, unstressed-syllable releasing plosives.
a. ffl.I.H. has a system of 18 essential consonants, to which may be
added 3 consonantal sounds in dialectal variation, and 2 further
consonants in free variation, as follows:
18 Essential Consonants 3 Dialectal Variants 2 Free Variants
/p/> A>/, A/» /d/, As/, /k/, /g/ /rj, A/1 A/. /2/> /h/.
A/, A/, A/, A/> /]/, A/, /&,
A/, /n/, /l/, /j/
* /et' tipjAJfaslCClXI Ijl ft 3 At-
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b. In the detailed description, the following conventions will be
observed:
i. /$/ and /h/ will not be counted as being phonemically
significant, except dialectally or diachronically, the former
alternating with the non-phonemicM, the latter being counted
as an allophone of the /x/ phoneme.
ii. /$/ and /ij will be subsumed in notation as /r/.
iii. /h/ will be described as realizable in free variation in one
\N
of the 3 ways, namely N
h
c. The distinction voiced/voiceless will be specified throughout,
for a number of reasons. Thus, while consonant-pairs usually
seem to show the voiced/voiceless contrast intervocalically, but
not always syllable-initially or -finally, kymographic measurements
show that the voiced consonants he (| u»ntly _do show voicing
on kymograms, whatever their position. Moreover, C,C sy liable-
v -Ls/Z
releasing clusters are usually separated by shwa-transitions of
significant duration, and word-initial clusters also tend to
be separated by a shwa-transition, in some speakers — while word-
initial no^ having any such transition, must be described as
purely consonantal, as must word-initial C,COJ where C. is eithervla 1
devoiced or syllabic. Moreover, the voiceless consonants tend to
be realized forte (with greater breath force and articulatory
muscle-tension), the voiced ones lene.
3. Tabulation
The following table shows the articulafcory distribution of the
23 consonants listed above (and corresponding more or less closely to
the 22-letter Hebrew alphabet). The 5 items additional to the 18















Plosive /p/» A/ A/, /d/ A/, /g/ (A/)
Affricate /tV














(Initial - Intervocalic - Final)
/p/s /pa'rax/, he flourished - /ma'pa/, map -
/b/s /ba'rax/, he ran - /ma'ba/, expression -
/t/s /ta'rax/, he toiled - /ma'ta/, plantation - /'peret/, small change
/d/s /da'rax/, he trod - /ma'da/, science - /"pared/, mule
/k/: /ka'rax/, he bound - /ma'ka/, a blow - /'perek/, chapter
/g/j /ga'ra/, he detracted - /ma'ga/, contact - /'pereg/, poppy
*(/?/) s /(^a'rax/, he edited - /ja'C^Jon/, clock - /'pera(i)/, tousled
(A/)s /C2)a,rax/, the infant - /Ja.' (2)on/, noise - ZTpere(2^/^udId.
/t's/: /tsa'rax/, he screamed - /ma't'sa/, programme - /'perets/, breach
/f/s — - /ka'fa/, he froze - /'teref/, prey
/v/: /va'rax/, and soft - /ka'va/, he decided - /'kerev/, inside
/s/s /sa'rax/, he sinned - /a.'sa/, he did - /'peres/, vulture
AA /za'rax/, it. shenje - /a'za/, powerful, fem. sing. - /'berez/, tap
/5/8 /Ja'rax/, fern - /ma'ja/, he pulled out - /'keref/, plank/x/s /xa'rax/, he scorched - /ma'xa/, he clapped - /'perex/, oppression
/'Ax/* soft - /ma'^a/, gall - convert
(/n/)s /ha'rax/, he scorched - /ma'na/, he clapped - /'perati/i flower
#(/h/): /(h)a'rax/, the infant - /Ja'(h)a/, he stayed -(/I/)* Aax/, soft - /ma'fa/, gall - pgetj, convert (/r/ may also be trilled)
/m/: /ma'rax/, he smeared - /Ja'ma/, he heard - /'terem/, not yet/n/s /'nax/, he rested - /Ja'na/, year - /'keren/, horn
/!/« /la 'rax/, to the infant - /a'la/, he rose - /'petal/, paspberry
/j/® /ja'ra/, he shot - /ma'jan/, classifier - /j"a'maj/ assessor
Notes.
i. Additional consonant-sounds realized without significant difficulty
in loan-words are: . ^ , ,
A)/> Aj/, /j/» and /Fj/ (e.g./tfaj 'kovsk^^djin^/^argo
* J)I(^" OiiuJtaJl")
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ii. /p/ and /b/ occur in word-final position in foreign loan-words
only, e.g./'xapAgrab) and/'}lob/(bully).
iii. Word-initial /f/ occurs in foreign loan-words only - e.g.
/'fuja/, pfui!
iv. Word-initial /v/ occurs in a small number of words only, though
its statistical frequency is great because it occurs in the
conjunction /v (•a)/-> and.
v. Hlorpho-phonemically, the plosives /p/, /b/, /k/ pair respectively
with the fricatives /f/, /v/, /x/.
vi. Syllable-arresting /j/ has been discussed in 4.04 above (under
the heading "Diphthong^1).
vii. Syllable-arresting /h/, though notated orthographically, no
longer occurred in actual utterance in post-Biblical Classical
Hebrew - and, in fact, /h/ does not occur in any position in the
sound-system of n





[%J occurs word-finally only as a rare variant of /£/ or to
denote interruption,
x. Wherever the consonants under a certain heading are paired,the
first must be taken as voiceless, the second as voiced (e.g.
/p/, /b/)J of the remainder, all are voiceless, except the
nasals and the lateral, which are voiced. The approximant
/j/ may be aither voiced or voiceless.
4. Gemination
Consonantal gemination may occur where bound phonemes
featuring a certain consonant are attached to a base featuring the
same consonant at the junction-locus. If no shwa -transition is
realized, the two consonants are realized as one geminated item;
however, the two sections of this item may belong to different syllables -
the first arresting the previous syllable, the second^the latter one. The
only geminable consonant which can occur word-initially, medially and (iiki
finally is /t/; others occurring only word-initially or medially are
/v/, /m/, /n/ and /l/. Consonants geminable only word-initially (and
ii
then, very rarely) are /b/ and /j/; consonants geminable only word-
"X"
medially are /f/,//s/, /a/ /z/, /d/, /J"/, /k/, /g/, /x/ and /r/.
* For examples, see under Consonant-Clusters, 5.03 below . X
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5. Occurrence-frequency
The consonants of Afl.I.H. have a total occurrence-frequency
of 55.5$ (as against 44.5$ for the ffl.I.H. vowels as a group^.
In order of frequency, they appear as follows:
/m/ - 6.870 /n/ - 3.9$ /d/ - 2.6$ /z/ - 0.9$
/1/ - 6.3$ /x/ - 3.5$ /b/ - 2$ /f/ - 0.9$
/t/ - 4.8$ /k/ - 3.5$ /ts/ - 1.7$ /p/ - 0.7$
/r/ - 4.4$ /v/ - 2.9$ /s/ - 1.1$ Others - 1.5$
/j/ - 4.1$ /j/ - 2.8$ /g/ - 1.1$ (/h/, /2/, etc.)
6. Acoustic features
UJith two exceptions, the 18 essential consonants of ffl.I.H.
Ay
are fairly similar to the consonaxal phonemes of English, as described
in G-imson or f^nstein.
a. The acoustic features for /p/, /b/, /k/, /g/, /f/, /v/, /s/, /z/,
/j/> /™/» /n/, and /j/ are as those described by Gimson for R.P.,
and /l/ should be taken as parallel to English "clear" /l/.
b. /t/ and /d/ are more dental in IYJ• I• H. (rather than more alveolar
in R.P.) - and therefore I have found it expedient in speech
synthesis to have their F^ higher than for R.P. (280 c.p.s. as
against 190 c.p.s. for the latter), while F2 and F^ remain the
same. As for /ts/, I have synthesised it as unaspirated [_ tj
+ [_ sj (the latter about half the duration of a "standard" [_ s/J.




280 c.p.s. 1360 c.p.s. 2620 c.p.s.
There is continuous noise in the spectrum ranging between 3500-5000
c.p.s. with an amplitude of about 35 dB. Z)C/> though usually voiced
(with the characteristic voice-bar) may, however - when it is realised
* The source of this frequency count is Enoch, 1965 (for which, see
above, 4.02.2e).
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as a voiceless frictionless continuant (word-initially or -finally)
show very little spectrographs marking (see the spectrogram for
utterance-initial /_ in Appendix III C^' it is for this reason
that I have chosen to synthesise utterance-initial /r/ as a
three-tap /_x_J — a prescriptively "correct" realisation of this
phoneme).
(\lote: The acoustic feature-tables I have used for my synthesis
of the consonants of M.I.H. speech are those prepared for English
synthesis (by rule) by fiir L. lies and extant (in mimeographed form)
as a hand-out for research students at Edinburgh University.
5.02 THE CONSONANTS OF ffl.I.H. IN DETAIL
1. General Division
The consonants of KI.I.H. may be divided into two major classes -
the Obstruents (or non-resonants) and the Sonorants.* The former
contains four types - Plosives, Affricate, Fricatives and Tap, the
latter comprises three types - Nasals, Lateral and Approximant.
Note: Another division - one favoured by Martinet - would be into
three classes - namely
I. Occlusive
a. oral - /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/, (/2/)
b. nasal - /m/, /n/
II. Semi-occlusive - /ts/
III. Constrictive
a. median
1. continuant /f/, /v/, /s/, /z/, /J/, /j/, /x/, /(/, (/ft/),
(/<£/), (/h/).
2. tapped - (/f/).
b. lateral - /l/.
The following tables show the distribution of the Hl.I.H.
consonants according to this division:

























































































There are six essential plosives in ffi.I.H., namely;
Bilabial Dento-alveolar Velar
Voiceless p t k
(Fortis)
Voiced b d g
(Lenis)
There is also a voiceless glottal plosive heard in free
variation word-initially (before a vowel), intervocalically or
word-finally (after a vowel).
*




III. Release - with or without aspiration.
Incomplete articulation may occur when the plosive is the first element
of a syllable-releasing consonant cluster, the second of which is also
a plosive; in this case the first plosive is not released. Aspiration
is a feature of release for IKI.I.H. voiceless plosives, and is particularly
strong in syllables with "boosted" stress. Voiceless plosives tend
to be devoiced in the closure stage when they are utterance-initial or
preceded by a voiceless segment, and devoiced in the release stage
when they are utterance-final or followed by a voiceless segment.
However, voicing assimilation may occur, in which case the two segments,
* See Gimson, 1970 - p.150.
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though phonemically different in the feature of voicing, are both
realized as either voiced or voiceless (see below, Chapter 9).
The voiceless plosives are almost invariably uttered forte - i.e.
with considerable breath-force and muscular tension, while the voiced
plosives are uttered lene - i.e. with much less breath-force and
muscular tension than their voiceless "partners".
There follows a detailed description of the plosive consonants
of m.i.H.
a. /p/ and /b/.
These are a pair of fortis/lenis (voiceless/voiced) bilabial
stops, with velic closure, and with the air-stream held back by
the closed, slightly inward-contracted lips and then released.
There is some aspiration, if a stressed vowel follows the fortis
consonant or if it is a syllabic C, in a word-initial consonant
cluster, less if it is followed by an unstressed vowel, and no
marked aspiration for the lenis consonant. The air-stream may
also be released at a different place of articulation if the
bilabial stop forms a cluster with a following consonant. The
vocal chords are wide apart for intervocalic /p/, and vibrate
for intervocalic /b/. Secondary articulation (e.g. lip-rounding
before /u/ or /o/) occurs simultaneously in connection with the
vowels or consonants following these stops, which never occur in
word-final position (unless it be in foreign loan-items) or as
in word-initial consonant clusters.
Note: However, both /p/ and /b/ may appear, word-finally in





/'_V /'par/, steer - /ka'pit/, teaspoon /'bor/, hole - /tsi'bur/, public -
/_y /pi'ka/, cam - /lapi'ka/, to the
cam
/' C /'pri/, fruit -
/_C /pra'ti/, private -
/_aC /pari'xa/, rash -





Io Allophonic realisations occur mainly in consonant clusters,
/p/
N
dC as | C, withoutwhere many speakers would realise
the transitional shwa (contrary to the prescribed form) — but





II. Morpho-phonemically, these two plosives alternate with /f/
and /v/ respectively - especially in word-final position, or
in C^a)C word-initial groupings, where the fricative alternant
is obligatory. For this same reason, too, /f/ cannot occur
word-initially, and word-initial /v/ is limited to the four
roots beginning with the Hebrew letter Uav.
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III. /p/ and /f/ are represented by the same graphemic symbol,
the plosive featuring a "daggesh" (stop-point) - as follows:
^ or , and ■•) or]3i . UJord-final /f/ is represented as j or
^ • In its turn, /b/ is represented asT5 orj^, , and /v/ as
either^ and^J or ( and . The names of the letters are
Pej (Feu and Bet (Uet) or Vav.
b. /t/ and /d/
These are a pair of fortis/lenip (voiceless/voiced) dento-
alveolar stops, with velic closure, and with the air-stream held
back latnino-apically at the juncture of the front upper teeth and
the alveolar ridge, and then released. There is some aspiration
if a stressed vowel follows the fortis consonant or if it is a syllabic
C, in a word-initial consonant cluster, less if it is followed by
an unstressed vowel, and no aspiration for the lenis consonant.
Whenever the dento-alveolar plosives cluster with consonants
following them, the air-stream may be released at a different point
of articulation. The vocal chords are wide apart for intervocalic
/t/ and vibrate for intervocalic /d/. Secondary articulation occurs
simultaneously in connection with the vowels or consonants following
these stops (e.g. /tk/ as a syllable-releasing cluster). Nasal
plosion may occur in clusters or at word-boundaries where these
stops are followed by thB homorganic nasal /n/, and where the homorganic
lateral /l/ follows there is lateral plosion - though such plosions




/'J/ /'tan/, jackal - /'dan/, /ma'ta/, plantation -
he judges /ma'da/, science
/_V /ta'nim/, jackals, -
or A_ /da'nim/, they judge
/'U_
(V)
/'_C /'tram/, donate! -
/'drom/, south of
/_C /tla'im/, patches -
/dla'im/, pails
/'C_ /'stom/, stop up! -
/'sdom/, Sodom




/C*_ /nati'vim/, paths -
/nadi'vim/, donors
/mata'im/, plantations - /'levet/, trouble









I. Allophonic realisations tend to be either wholly dental or more
nearly alveolar - but never post-alveolar, slightly affricated,
or with a masked glottal stop, as in some types of English.
Some speakers realise the syllable-releasing /t/ followed by a
stressed vowel without any appreciable aspiration, and some tend
to have a greater range of consonantal clusters with these stops
(i.e. without any intervening shwa-transition, though this is




IIo /t/ is represented by the letters Tav or Tet (u/hose distribution
is governed by the morpho-phonemics of Biblical Classical Hebrew) -
or without "daggesh").
c. /k/ and /g/
These are a pair of fortis/lenis (voiceless/voiced) velar stops,
with velic closure, and with the air-stream held back dorsally at
the soft palate and then released. Depending on whether the vowel
following the stop is front or back, the closure will be at the front
or at the back of the velum (frontest before /i/, backest before /u/).
Following /k/, there is some aspiration in syllabic C4 position in
a word-initial consonant cluster^if a stressed vowel immediately
follows the single fortis stop, and when clustered so as to precede
other consonants the air-stream may be released at a different
place of articulation. The vocal chords are wide apart for
intervocalic /k/, and vibrate for intercocalic /g/. Secondary
writtenjV orJT and 6 orw respectively (with or without "daggesh").
/d/ is represented by the letter Dalet, written
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articulation occurs simultaneously in connection with the vowels




/«_V /kar/, cold - /'gar/,
he stays
/J1 /ka'riiji/ pillows -
or /V_ /ga'rim/,
/ • w_ (vy














/sa'rakt/, you combed -
/sa'ragt/, you
knitted
/_C /kta'im/, chapters -
/gda'im/, kids
/'C- /zkan/, the beard of -
/'sgan/, deputy
/C_ / ka'no/, his beard -
/sga'no/, his deputy
/_tsC /katlu'ra/, burial -
/g^Bu'ra/, bravery
/Ca_ /daka'lim/, palm-trees -
/dd ga'lim/ flags
I. Allophonic realisations occur either as pharyngaliSations (in
some speakers with Arabic in their linguistic background), or
as palatalisations in stressed word-final position ,(i.n some
speakers with Romanian in their linguistic background).
Furthermore, some speakers would delete the transitional shwa
in velar plosive clusters, where such prescribed transitions
usually tend to occur (e.g. with a voiced C2).
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II. ITIorpho-phonemically, /k/ may alternate u/ith /x/, especially
in word-initial Cak grouping s (inhere C represents a bound
structure-morpheme) and word-finally (e.g. /'kol/ - /ua'xoj/,
all - and all). Since, however, both /k/ and /x/ are
realisations of two Classical Hebrew phonemes each, they may
both occur in any phonological context.
III. /k/ is represented by the letters Khaf (with "daqqesh") or Kof,
thus - and , orfp and ^ . /g/ is represented by the
letter Gimmel (with or without a stop-point), thus - £
or j .
d. (A/)
This is a voiceless glottal plosive, with velic closure, and
with the air-stream held back and then released by the closure,
followed by the abrupt separation, of the vocal chords. Some
ffl.I.H. speakers (especially those with High German in their linguistic
background) use this stop to mark a stressed vowel onset, especially
after a syllable-final vowel or word-initially. It is also used
^ Ait rOj/l^u- lb^ p. iSi
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at times as a substitute for (/^/) (see below) and, slightly more
frequently, as one possible realization of /h/ (see below) - but
it is not in standard use (or even prescribed) in ffl.I.H.
I. The glottal stop is one of the most frequently found
interruption-markers in ffl.I.H. - of course, in foot-final
position.
II. iiihen not substituted for one of the above phonemes, /2/ is
represented by the letter Aleph - written or $ - and may
be used in stressed citation-forms to derive minimal pairs
based on the presence or absence of this graphemic symbol -
e.g. /ka'ra/, it happened - /kar'2a/, she read.
The Affricate
There is only one affricate in Ifl.I.H., namely the voiceless dento-
alveolar /£s/. However, voicing assimilation (for which, see
Chapter 9, below) permits the realisation of its voiced "partner",
/dz/, and there has also taken place an adoption from non-Hebrew
^ t~\
phonology ttf the affricatej/t^/ and /d^;/, especially in loan-words
(but also as realisations in free variation with /t/ + /j/ - and
its voiced, assimilated partner - e.g# /t( u'v/a/, /tju'va/, /tju'v/a/,
answer). A certain amount of affrication is possible for /_'(-.£/ and
/dr/ - but the /tS/ - /dtf/ pair really features double articulation
rather than affrication.
/tV is a fortis (voiceless) dento-alveolar ^fricate, with velic
closure, and with the air-stream checked laminally for a very
short time at the alveolar rim of the upper front teeth, and then
immediately released in such a manner as to produce friction between
the passive articulators (alveolar ridge and upper front teeth) and
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the tip and blade of the tongue. Part of the air-stream may
be simultaneously released at a different place of articulation,
when this affricate forms a cluster with a following consonant, and
secondary articulation may also occur in connection with a following
vowel (e.g. lip-rounding before /u/ or /o/).
Examples
Initial Intervocalic Final
/* V/ /'Esax/, clean /ra'tsax/, he murdered
/_V /tsa'rix/, he must /hatsa'dik/, the just one /'Jeme£s/» iota
or /V_
/'U_(U) /'ratsa/, she runs /'rats/, he runs
/1C /'kfsat/, a little
/C_ /ptsi'ra/, file




c. Allophonic realisations consist mainly of either more /s/-like
forms (less stop and more friction), characteristic of speakers
with a strong linguistic background of Arabic, or more /t/-like
forms (more stop and less friction - but a great deal of affrication),
characteristic of "baby-talk" (or young, female, "cute" affectation).
d. The cluster /t/ + /s/ functions as two separate phonemes at syllable
boundaries, including word-initially (where /t/ is syllabic), as
follows:
/tsa'jer/, draw! - /t(3)sa'jer/, you shall reconnoitre;
/hu'tsa/, he was expelled - /hut(B)'sa/, she was flown,
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e. /ts/ is represented by the letter Tsaddik, namely J or (
or^ word-finally).
Note: The articulatory diagram for /ts/ is to be taken as that for /t/,
followed very rapidly by /s/, the /t/ being alveolar rather than dental.
4. The Fricatives
There are seven essential fricatives in lil.I.H., namely
Labio- Dento-
Dental Alveolar (Pre^palatal Velar
Voiceless
(fortis) 5
Voiced Vi z «
(lenis)
There are also two dialectal varients, namely the voiceless/voiced
pharyngal pairs /ti/ and /$/.
The first of these is a morpho-phonemically conditioned
phoneme of Oriental Hebrew, whereas Sabra Hebrew makes no distinction
between this segment and /x/; the second is a morpho-phonemically
conditioned consonantal phoneme attached to vowels (or, possibly, a
"pharyngal" vocalic quality) of Oriental Hebrew realized as / (or,
in stressed citation-form, /%/) in Sabra Hebrew. Furthermore,
there is the voiceless, glottal fricative /h/, which is usually
realized as / in IKl.I.H.
A phoneme adopted from non-t-Hebrew phonology and realized
in the main without any difficulty by IKl.I.H. speakers is the voiced
"partner" of namely /j/ - as in /jar'gon/, jargon and /i'maj/,
image. However, in intervocalic position, it tends to be realized
as /d^/ - e.g. /ha-ima1djistim/, the imagists.
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Voiced fricatives tend to be initially devoiced when preceded
by silence or by a voiceless segment,. However, voicing assimilation
may occur - especially in the case of /h/, which almost invariably tends
to become /R/ intervocalically. The voiceless fricatives are
invariably uttered forte in Hl.I.H., while the voiced ones are realised
lene.
[Mote: Plosives and fricatives may be "paired" as follows in ffl.I.H.
g t d
r s z
In this tabulation, the "boxed" phonemes are, to a certain extent.,
morpho-phonemically identical (for more detailed discussions, see
under each item below). Thus, C . . C„ . ,. /C(d) -,' plosive fricative ' '
(where C - is a bound morpheme);/lit'por/, to sew - /tfi'ra/, sewing
/'bnej/, sons of - /miv'nej/, from the sons of - /'kol/, all -
/ka'xol/, like all.
a. /f/ and /v/
These are a pair of fortis/lenis (voiceless/voiced) labio¬
dental fricatives, with velic closure, and with the air-stream
obstructed by the upper front teeth against the middle inner part
of the lower lip so as to produce audible friction. Secondary
articulation occurs simultaneously in connection with the vowels
or consonants following these fricatives. The vocal chords are































/Ca_ /mafu'tar/, dismissed -
/mavu'tar/, cut up











in syllable-releasing position. Similarly,
in syllable-arresting position. It is for this reason that /p/
and /b/ cannot occur word-finally. On the other hand, /f/
cannot occur word-initially - while /v/, being a conflation of
two originally different phonemes, represented by two graphemes
(the second originally a bilabial semi-vowel, but in 11(1.1.H.
a voiced labio-dental fricative), may occur word-initially, but
in a limited number of lexical items only. Accordingly, words
in IK1.I.H. usage beginning with /f/ (e.g. /'flik/, a blow) are
foreign loan-items. Interuocalically and in syllable-release
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b. /s/ and /z/
These are a pair of fortis/lenis (voiceless/voiced) alveolar
fricatives, ujith velic closure, and with the air-stream obstructed
C wvKv, (Ll bt-ujjcu,
laminallyj|by most speakers (apically by a very few) so as to produce
strong audible friction. Secondary articulation occurs simultaneously
in connection with the vowels or consonants following these fricatives.
The vocal chords are separated for intervocalic /s/, and vibrate for
intervocalic /z/.
* Stt 3 Jj 3
position word-internally, the morpho-phonemic rules are more
complex, and any of the four phonemes in question may occur
/e.g. /rits'pa/, flour - /rits'fa/, she paved) /nik'ba/, it was
settled - /nik'va/, she punched). /v/ + /a/, meaning "and",
alternates morpho-phonemically with /u/, thus: /va/- -•£> /u/-
^labial ^ and functions as a prefixed bound morpheme.
II. The only allophonic variety here is the regional dialectal
/ v / —-5>/b_/, characteristic of the Upper Galilee region of
Rash Pina, (e.g. /zvu'vim/ —/zbu'bim/, flies). However,
it is noteworthy that inmny contexts syllable-releasing /p/








/a'sa/, he did -
/a'za/, strong
Final
/_\1 /sa'rak/, he combed -
or /\J_ /za'rak/, he threw
/•y_(\7)
/'C_ /'psol/, cancell -
/'pzol/, squint!
/C_ /psu'lim/, unfit -
/pzu'rim/, scattered
/,'_C /'srok/, comb! -
/'zrok/, throu/l
/masi'kim/, they conclude /'eres/, poison -








/_C /sli'la/, laying -
/zli'la/, overeating
/ aC /s^ga'no/, his deputy -
/zaka'no/, his beard
/Ca_ /lasa'res/, to bowdlerize -
/leza'rez/, to hurry
I. Allophonic realisations, in addition to the usual separation
of consonant clusters by the shwa-transition, consist mainly
of more dental or more post-alveolar productions (the latter
especially in speakers with Lithuanian Yiddish in their
linguistic background). The position of the tongue-tip is
optional in the laminal realisation, some speakers lowering
it to touch the bottom edge of the middle lower teeth, others
holding it rather tensely above the floor of the mouth.
II. /s/ is represented orthographically by either the letter Sin
(a variant form of Shin - for which, see below), namely C or
w (with the identification-point top left), or the letter
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Samekh, namely 0 or (with or without Daqqesh). As for /z/,





This is a fortis, voiceless pre-palatal fricative, with,
£un(L ^ Twjtwt Mf d KsH OCc
velic closure, and with the air-stream obstructed apicallyyj at 'the
front of the hard palate (close to the alveolar ridge), to produce
a rather diffuse type of friction over a fairly extensive area.
Secondary articulation consists of lip-pouting (unless an /i/
follows), and other features may occur simultaneously in connection
with the vowels or consonants following this fricative. The
corresponding lenis, voiced (especially intervocalically) fricative
occurs in foreign loan-words (e.g. /'bej /, /ga'rajim/, etc.) or
in connection with voicing assimilation.





/1 y and /1 Jam/, there -






/'reja/, evil /'roj/, head
/1C and /'p^at/, simplex -
/C_ /p Ja'im/, crimes
/' C and /'jdod/, rob! -
/_C /jdu'dim/, robbed
/_j)C and /j^su'im/, split -
/Ca_ /ni^o'taj/, my wives
/ja'rajft/, you
inherited
I. Apart from the possible separation of /J/ consonant-clusters
by shwa-transitions, there is also a rather affectedly feminine
(or childish) lamino-post-alveolar realisation of this fricative,
(instances of which can be found in Reading 8 of The Worth
Wind and the Sun - Appendix IIB and Tape I). An even more
/s/-like realisation is characteristic of speakers with a
linguistic background of Lithuanian Yiddish, who use this form
as a joint, conflated realisation of two phonemes - namely /s/
and ///. It may be of some interest to note here that it was
probably this more /s/-like realisation of /J/ that underlay
the Biblical criterion for recognising the dialectally different
pronunciation of the word "shibboleth" (ears of corn),
characteristic of the Ephrdmites (Budges XII, 5-6).
II. /J"/ is represented orthographically by the letter Shin, with
or without Daggesh, and with the identification point (if at














These are a pair of fortis/lenis (voicless/voiced) dorso-velar
fricatives, with velic closure, and with the air-stream obstructed
dorsally in the region between the forward edge of the soft palate
and the uvula. Secondary articulation occurs simultaneously in
connection with the vowels or consonants following these fricatives.
The vocal chords are separated for inter-vocalic /x/ and vibrate for
intervocalic ZT7, which is the "Sabra" Hl.I.H. realisation of the
phoneme /r/. The articulation of this pair has been described
as follows in Chayen 1969 (p«14)s
"The back of the tongue is raised to the soft palate forming a
trough with the rear rims of the tongue actually making contact









/_V /xa'ka/, fishing-hook - /pa'xot/, less -
or /\l_ /ra'ka/, soft /fem.) /pa'rot/, cars
/'nejex/, usury -
/'nejer/, eagle









/C_ /kxu'/a/, lean -
and /kru'fa/,annulled
/'_C
I. ft'lost ffl.I.H. speakers do not have a phonemic /x/ - /ti/
distinction (as in Classical Hebrew) - but it is still
observed by speakers with Arabic in their linguistic
background, and is normatively prescribed by the Hebrew
Language Academy for actors and radio announcers).
On the other hand, this phonemic distinction is widely
believed to be a rather undesirable social class-marker,
so that there is considerable socio-linguistic pressure for
the conflation of the characteristically Arabic /ti/ with the
Central European /x/. The fact, therefore, is that second
generation, and to an even greater extent third generation,
ffl.I.H. speakers do not have /fi/ in their Hebrew sound-system,
whatever their linguistic background.
II. By an obligatory morpho-phonemic transformation, in syllable-
releasing position,/k/ —> /x/ /Ca_, and similarly /k/ -•?>
!*■/ /V_ in syllable-arresting position, wherever /k/ Khaf.
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In word-final position, /k/ —^ Koft is the only possibility,
thus reflecting the Biblical Hebrew phonemic contrast /k/ - /q/,
the former represented by Khaf, the latter by Kof. Moreover,
the shwa-transition for /InSC/ being obligatorily /a/-coloured
in Classical Hebrew, it has developed into a full-fledged
/a/-vowel in M.I.H., and there are therefore no word-initial
/x»C/ or /xC/clusters. Similarly, in word-final position, /vTi/
—?>/ati/# The conflation of four previously separate phonemic
realisations of Biblical Hebrew (namely /k/, /q/, /x/ and /ti/)
into the current two of M.I.H. has caused a great deal of
confusion, and practically no M.I.H. speaker, however highly
educated, observes the morpho-phonemic rules outlined above, so
that /k/ often occurs where /x/ would be obligatory in correct
speech, and numerous spelling-errors occur involving word-final
Khaf and Chet.
III.The phoneme /r/ is realised in two diametrically opposed
manners:
i. For most M.I.H. speakers (i.e. for those with Yiddish,
German or most Slavonic languages in their linguistic
background), it is a voiced lenis velar fricative, which
may be realised before or after silence as a frictionless
continuant.
ii. For M.I.H. speakers with a linguistic background of Arabic,
Spanish (including Ladino), Romanian and Czech, it is a
voiceless alveolar flap realised apically - namely /ij,
It is the second realisation that is prescribed (e.g. for radio
announcers), but it is the first one which, together with the /x/
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phoneme, gives (Yl.I.H. its typical velar-fricative sound-
character. Secondary articulation occurs in both realisations
in connection uiith the votuels or consonants following the /r/-
sound.
IV. Allophonic realisations of the velar fricatives tend to occur
in connection with retraction - so that, even though individual
speakers may tend to have mainly velar (or mainly uvular) /x/-
/r/ realisations, there may be a great deal of free variation
even idiolectally. Furthermore, "boosted" stress tends to
produce considerable "backing" Of these sounds as well - so that,
in fact, they may be described as being either velar or post-velar,
and in some cases as uvular (/x/ [Xj and /r/ —Z> [_%J or
[_ ¥)_/)• Furthermore, the voiceless uvular fricative may be
uttered with a considerable amount of "tapping" while the voided
uvular fricative may be realised as a trill (see also 5.02.5 below).
V. /x/ is represented graphemically by the letter Khaf without the
stop-point - namely ^ or medially, and p or ^ finally.
It is also represented (in its f[\J variant) by the letter Chet -
namely A or . /r/ is graphemically represented by the





e. C/h/) and (/9/)
This is a pair of fortis/lenis ^voiceless/voiced) pharyngal
stops, usually mith velic closure (though thare may, alternately, be
some nasalisation), and with the air-stream obstructed by the root
of the tongue in the mid-pharyngal region. fflost ffl.I.H. speakers,
though capable of realising these phonemes, do not have them as part
of their sound-system of Hebrew, and some speakers without Arabic in
their linguistic background realiSe the voiced fricative as a
pharyngal plosive. Other speakers frequently substitute a glottal
stop for the voiced phoneme, especially to mark word-initial stressed
vowel onset or intervocalic syllable-division.
I. In addition to having some degree of nasaliSation, aUophom&s of
/£/ range from the pharyngal plosive to the pharyngal semi¬
vowel, through all the stages intermediate between these two
extremes.
II. An obligatory morpho-phonemic rule of Classical Hebrew, observed
by "Uriental" Hlil.H. speakers, states that, in word-final
position, > a.*! .
This is ausually lenis glottal fricative, often voiced, and
only rarely used by 1K1.I.H. speakers (mostly intervocalically preceding
a stressed vowel). It never clusters with consonants, and does
not occur in syllable-releasing position.
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I. This phoneme of Classical Hebrew is sometimes realised as
either Z h/ or [_ 2/, but most usually as / in ffl.I.H., representing
the onset of a vowel. It is most likely to be realized as
l_ h/ intervocalically where = \i (and in this case it is in
free variation with Z6L/)» and most likely to be realised as /
word- (on syllable-) initially, following a voiceless consonant,
e.g. /ba'lat - (h)a'bait/, the landlady).
II. Forming, as it does, the definite article ha - prefixed to
both nominal and adjectival substantives, the morpho-phonemic
rules of Classical Hebrew for /h/ specify that /ha/- —^ /htT-
Aa/'i
/_ /tia/l . This rule, though prescribed, is not consistently
observed in ffl.I.H.
III. /h/ is represented graphemically by the letter He_ - namely ^
or n.
5. The Tap
This category comprises allophones of ffl.I.H. ("Sabra") /r/
realiJed as apico-alveolar taps or trills, and uvular trills - the
trills usually consisting of either two or three taps. Trills occur
especially when /r/ is a syllabic consonant (as the first item in a
syllable-releasing cluster) or is followed by a shwa-transition - as
in the following examples:
A^ji •mot/ —y ZR§Ji 'm^t^j Zr£ji1mot^_/, lists
/nifra'du/ —^ /ngfRi'du/, /nsfre'du/, they separated.
l\lote: Alveolar trill realisations of ffl.I.H. /r/ tend to be typical of
those speakers with a linguistic background of Arabic, etc., whose /r/-
fihoneme is usually realized as /fJ, whereas uvular trill realisations
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of /r/ tend to be typical of "Sabra" IY1.I.H. speakers, whose /r/
6. The Nasals
There are tujo nasal consonants in Ifl.I.H. - the bilabial /m/,
with lip-position as for /p/ or /b/, and the dento-alveolar /n/, with
tongue-position as for dental or dento-alveolar /t/ or /d/; in both
cases, the velum is lowered, thus providing an additional resonator -
the nasal cavity,, Both nasals are voiced, and there is secondary
articulation in connection with the vowels or consonants following
them,.




/xa'mak/, he dodged -
/xa'nak/, he choked
/ma'tan/, giving - /ama'kirn/, valleys - /'kerem/, vineyard -












/C_ /smu'im/, hidden -
/snu'im/, hated







I. Allophonic realisations include [w^/ replacing /m/ before
labio-dentals and, especially in speakers with Polish in
their linguistic background, the elision of the syllable-
releasing consonants, with the nasality transferred to the
preceding vowel (e.g. /'xam/, hot --•> /.'xeT/ ). In addition,
/n/ is realiSed by some speakers as /JjJ before a velar
consonant without a shwa-transition (e.g. /'bank/ -~> /,'baijk/,
/bank/; however, this tends to be the case mainly in foreign
loan-words and in "cliches-type" phrases.*
II. In consonant-clusters of the syllable releasing type, the
nasals tend to be either syllabic or separated by a shwa-
transition from the other consonant (e.g. /r\Si1 a/-■£>/nsi'a/ -
/nesi'fl/, journey — /tmu'ra/--j»/tirn^ 'rf/', payment,).
r
III. /m/ is represented orthographically by the letter IKlem -
namely N or ( ? or £3 in word-final position), and /n/
is represented by the letter Nun - namely J or (j or
in word-final position), both with or without the stop-
point.
* For which contrast, see Chayen, 1969, p.15, where the pair /maf^gi'na/,
melody - /hanga'na/, intonation is given: the first is a familiar
word, the second a new technical term.
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7. The Lateral
This is a lenis, voiced sonorant with velic closure, and with
the air-stream partially obstructed apically at the alveolar ridge,
but escaping on both sides of the tongue-tip at the same time.
Secondary articulation may occur simultaneously, in connection with
the vowels following this lateral. After a voiceless consonant, in
















/_U and /li'ket/, he
/V_ gathered
/•y_(v)
/'_C and /'lmad/, learn -
/_C /lma'men/, to
finance
/'C_ and /'bli/, without -
/C_ /tlu/, take
/_aC and /lata'(?k/, lizard -
/Ca_ /nala've/, we'll
escort
I. Allophonic realisations of the "clear" /l/ characteristic of
m.I.H. are of the "dark" type, and occur in the utterances of
speakers with S. Polish or Ukrainian in. their linguistic
background.





/ /'/ v ^ v"-
i / '\ t . v v
V 1 ' V
» 1 I
1 < 1 V
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This is a palatal semi-vowel, with velic closure, and with
the blade of the tongue rapidly gliding towards and away from the
position for the high-front vowel /i/ - but approaching the hard
palate more closely, and having a flatter shape. However, when (as
may happen idiolectally, though rarely) /j/ is followed without a
shwa-transition by a consonant, it may be uttered either exactly like
/i/, or without voicing in a manner similar to In syllable-
arresting position it forms a falling diphthong with each of the five
vowels except /i/, after which it maintains its consonantal quality.
Examples
Vck<J. I oJl
/* U and /'jam/, sea - /i'jem/, he menaced
/_\1 /ja'mi/, marine
/'V_(V) /ij'mu/, they menaced /'raja/, Bame -
and /V_M /kaja'sim/, pickpockets
/_^C and /jadu'im/, known -
/Cj>_ /maja'lel/, he
howls
/_C /jva'le/, he will
spend
I. Enoch 1965 j^p.107) reports an anaptyctic palatal glide replacing
a non-realized intervocalic glottal stop - but terms this typical
of fil.I.H. speakers with German in their linguistic background
(e.g. /(h)e'vi2a/ — Z(h)e'vij£/, she brought). I myself have
not noticed this in my corpus - which, however, does have evidence
of a certain tendency among some M.I.H. speakers towards an
anaptyctic /j/ glide inter-vocalically in connection with
stressed syllables in qeneral /*e.q. /'bait/ -$■ /'beijit/, house),
^ + r
and not only to replace a glottal stop.
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II. /j/ is represented orthographically by the letter Jod - namely
?
or . This letter can also be used to represent the
vowel /i/ (just as the letter representing the Classical
Hebrew bilabial semi-vowel - Uav - can also be used to represent







a. For the purposes of this section, the list of ffl.I.H. consonants
shall comprise only the eighteen essential items.
b. All clusters consist of two consonants only.
c. Syllable-arresting clusters are taken as being word-final, and are
restricted to the combination /Ct/, where C stands for any consonant
except /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/* (for which, see the detailed
descriptions above).
d. Syllable-releasing clusters occur in any pattern except the following,
exceptions being typical of foreign loan-words (e.g./zberj/, /pfuj/,
/'flik/, etc.)





















(except J + ki )
9 t




The two consonants of all syllable-releasing clusters may be
separated by a shwa-transition (this being the prescribed
realisation). Kymographic measurements show that this is most
likely to occur where both the consonants of a cluster are voiced.
* £ X t£|q f f"oJMj
* * See also above, Tri-segmental syllables (Chapter 3) for consonant-
cluster patterns.
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f. Examples will be given of word-initial syllable-releasing
clusters only, followed by either a stressed or an unstressed
vowel. Instances of word-final clusters can be found in the
examples illustrating the detailed descriptions of the consonants.
In this context, "word-initial" is not taken to include clusters
formed with consonantal morphemic prefixes - namely /b(d)/, in -
/d("3)/, of - /k(a)/, as - /v(a)/, and - /l(a)/, to (though such
clusters have been used to illustrate the consonants in the
detailed description). The reason for this is that there are a
number of minimal pairs with this type of word, where Ca-is the
realisation of the bound morpheme whereas C is just the initial
segment of a cluster - e.g. /ba.'roj/, at the head of - /'b raj'/,
cypress - /tasu'la/ shall be paid - /tsu'la/ depth.
g. Geminated consonants (restricted to /t/ or /dt/, /m/, /n/, /l/,
C
and idiolectal /j/) are realised as *C: (extra-forte) or as CO.
ho While many Kl.I.H. speakers realise non-word-initial syllable-
releasing clusters, such clusters will not be exemplified below
(even though they can cover the whole range outlined in 5.03.Id
above).
2. Examples
The list of examples below illustrates the following tendency
patterns (as supported by kymographic measurements):




/ - C2ciS -->




Sib -> 112c c
i 1 2
UJhen is syllabic, it usually has secondary word-stress,
Examples
In the following^* marks the commonest realisation.
/p/ pt *pta'kim - pata'kim (scraps of paper)
pd pdu'irn - [3 ^du'im - padu'im (redeemed - pi. masc.)
pk *'pkaat - pS'kaat (cocoon)
pg pgi'ja - *(3 ^gi'ja - pagi" ^a (meeting)
pts *p£si'ra - p^tsi'ra (file)
ps *psol - pa'-sol (disqualification)
pz 'pzol - *[3 ^zol - p3-'zol (squint!)
p *pja'irn - p^ja'im (crimes)
px *'pxat - pa'xat (amortization)
pr *'prat - pa'rat (detail)
pn 'pnaj - *|3 ^naj - p^'naj (leisure)
pi *pla'im - ppla'im (miracles)
u
/b/ bt bti'xut (*bti'xut) - *bti'xut - bati'xut (safety)
bd bdi'xa - *badi'xa (joke)
fi
bk bka'im (*bka'im,) - *b ka'im - bska'im (cracks)
bg bgi'da - *bagi'da (betrayal)
R
bts btsa'lim (*btsa'lim) - *b tsa'lim - bdtsa'lim (onions)
bs bsa'mim (*bsa'mim) - *b sa'mim - bssa'mim (perfumes)
bz bzu'im - ^bazu'im (despicable - pi. masc.)
b bji'lut (*bji'lut) - *b ^ji'lut - b^ji'lut (maturity)
bx 'bxor (*bxor) - *b 'xor - bS'xor (first-born)
» I
br *'bram - b&'ram (however)
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bn *'bno - ba'no (his son)
bl *'bli - bh'li (ujithout)
tt t^a'er (t:a'er) - *tata'er (you shall describe)
td t^di'rut -*tadi'rut (frequency)
i
tk *tkuma - taku'ma (revival)
tg tgu'va - -K-t^gu'va - t^gu'va (reaction)
I
'***
/ \tts ttsa'jet - *tatsa'jet (you shall obey)
tf *tfu'ka - tafu'ka (output)
tv tvu'na - *t^vu'na - tavu'na (wisdom)
I
ts -K-t^supak - tasu'pak (it shall be delivered)
tz tzu'na -*t^zu'na - tazu'na (food)
i
t *t^u'va - taju'va (answer)
tx *'txol - ta'xol (spleen)
tr *tru'ma - taxu'ma (donation)
tm *tmu'ta - tarnu'ta (mortality)
tn *tnu'a - tanu'a (traffic)
tl *'tlut - ta'lut (dependence)
R
dk dka'lim (*dka'lim) - *d ka'lim - daka'lim (palm-trees)° i
dg dga'lim - *daga'lim (flags)
c
df dfok (*dfok) - *d 1fok - da'fok (knock!)
° i
dv 'dvaj - -Kda'vaj (honey)
d dja'nim (*dja 'nim) - *d^Ja'nim - daja'nim (fertilizers)
dx dxi'sa (*dxi'sa) - *d^xi'sa - daxi'sa (compression)
° i
dr *'drom - da'rom (south of)
dm *'dmut - da'mut (personage)
dl **dli - da'li (pail)
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/k/ kt *kta'im - kata'im (paragraphs)
kd kde'ra - *k^de'ra - k de'ra (cauldron)
kts *ktsat - ke'tsat (a little)
kf *kfor - ka'for (frost)
kv 'kvar - *k^uar - ka'var (already)
i
ks *ksa'jot - kasa'jot (gloves)
kz kza'vim - *k'1za'vim - kaza'vim (lies)
I
k *k^a'im - k.)|a'im (difficulties)
kx *kxol - ka'xol (the blue of)
kr f'kro - ka'ro (reading)
km *krna'rirn - kama'rim (priests)
kn *'knu - ka'nu (buy1.)
kl *kli'ta - kali'ta (absorption)
t'§/ 9^ ,'gdi - *ga'di (kid)
fi
gf gfa'nim (*gfa'nim) - *g fa'nim-gafa'nim (vines)
o \
gv 'gvul - *gi>'vul (border)
gs gsi'sa (*gsi*sa) - *g^si'sa - gasi'sa (death-throes)
0
gz 'gzor - *ga'zor (cut!)
f Fi f
g gja'mim (*gja'mim) - ^g"1 a'mim - gaja'mim (rains)
gx gxi'na (*gxi'na) - *g^xi'na - gaxi'na (stooping)
° i
gr -*'grar - gg'rar (tow-truck)
gm *'gmul - ga'mul (reward)
gn *'gnaj - gs'naj (censure)
gl *gli'ma - gali'ma (cloak)
/ts/ tsd tsda'ka - *tsda'ka - tssda'ka (charity)
tsf *£sfi'ra - tsfi'ra - tssfi'ra (hooting)
tsv 'tsvi - *ts'vi - tsa'vi (stag)
f




tsr *'tsror - ts'ror - tsa'ror (bunch)
I
tsm tsma'xim - *tsma'xim - ts^ma'xim (plants)
i
tsn tsni'ut - *tsni'ut - tsani'ut (modesty)
tsl 'tsli - *fcs.'li - tsa'li. (roast)
vr *vri'dim - vari'dim (veins)
vl *vla'dot - vala'dot (offspring)
us *usa.'tot - vasa'tot (menstrual periods)
u ^vja'tim - vaja'tim (gullets)
Mote: word-initial /v/ occurs in only 14 lexemes,
sp *'sport
st *'stav - s'tav (autumn)
sd 'sdar - *s'dar - sa'dar (set type)
i
sk *ska'rim - ska'rim - saka'rim (surueys)
sg 'sgan - *s'gan - sa'gan
sf *sfa'rim - sfa'rim - s3fa'rim (books)
su sua'ra - *sva'ra - sava'ra (version)
i
sx *'sxar - s'xar - sa'xar (salary for)
sr *'srak - s^'rak (non-effectiue)
sm *'smox - sa'mox (trust!)
sn *sna'2i - sana'Xi (squirrel)
si *'slax - sa'lax (forgive!)
zd zdo'ni - *z3do'ni (malicious)
zk 'zkan (*Skain) - *z*kan - z^'kan (doyen)
o t
zg zgu'git - *zagu'git (windows-pane)
zf zfa'kim (*z(Ja'kim) - *zfa'kim - zafet'kim (gullets)® i
zv *zvil - za'vil (shell-container)
zx zxi'la (*zxi'la) - *zxi'la - zaxi'la (creeping)
O I
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zr *'zrok - z.Vrok (throw!)
zm •fc'zman - za'rnan (time)
zn *zni'xa - zani'xa (neglect)
zl *zli'la - zali'la (gormandizing)
jt *jtok - j~'tok (be quiet!)
Jdu'da - *jdu'da - j^du'da (robber)
\k *jka 'rim -jka'rim (lies)
jg Jgagfi - *jga'gfc - ^aga'gH (error)
jf *^fa'nim - jfa'nim - j«")fa'nim (rabbits)
^va'rim - *jv/a'rim - j.}v/a'rim (shards)
jx *jxo'ra - jxo'ra - (black)
jr * jri'ka -Jtei'ka (whistle)
[m *' jmor - jd'mor (guard)
| n -K-'Jnat -jVn^fct (the year of)
jl **Jlax -j^'lax (send!)
js jsu'a - *^su'a (split - fern.)
jz jzu'rim - -^zu'rim (strung - pi),
rt *rti'xa - rti'xa - rati'xa (boiling)
I
rd rdu'dim - *rdu'dim - radu'dim (shallow - pi. masc.)
I
rk *rku'\/im - rku'uim - raku'vim (rotten - pi. masc.)
\
rg rga'im - *rga,im-raga'im (moments)
t
rts *rtsu'a - rtsu'a - ratsu'a (strip)
i
rf *rfu'a - rfu'a - rafu'a (medicine)
i
ru 'rvav - *r'uau - r^'uau (stain)
(
rs *rsi'sim - rsi'sim - rpsi'sim (shrapnel)
(
rz rzi'ma - *rzi'ma - r^zi'ma (wink)
r
rj *'r(|Om - r'|"om - ra om (note!)
rx *rxo'kim - rxo'kim - rftxo'kim (far - pi. masc.)
i
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/r/ rm rma'zim - *rma'zim - rama'zim (hints)
rn rna'na - *rna'na - rana'na (jubilation)
I
Mote: When syllabic, as it can be in any /rC/ cluster, /r/ is usually
trilled (either apically or dorsally).
'mtax (*m'tax) - *m'tax - ma-'tax (tightenl)
0 J
1
nidi'da - *mdi'da - *madi'da (surveying)
'mkor (*m'kor) - *m'kor - ma'kor (the source of)
?
mgi'ra - *mgi,ra - *m'»gi,ra (drawer)
'mtsa (*m'tsa) - *m'tsa - ma'tsa (find!)
?
mfa'ked (*mfa'ked) - *mfa'ked - mafa'ked (commander)
0 I
1
mva'ker - *mva'ker - *mava'ker (critic)
i
'msor (*rn'sor) - *m'sor - ma'sor (hand over!)
C (
I
mza.'ve - *mza've - ■%i3za've (larder)
i
'mjox (*m.,j~ox) - *m.'jox - ma^Jox (pull!)
'mxe (*mxe) - *m'xe - ma'xe (protest!)
6 i
I
mr *mru tse - mru'tse - maru'tse (satisfied)
i
mm m:a'men - ^ama'men (he finances)
mn mna'se - mna'se - *m&na'se (he tries)
i
ml *mli'£sa - nrali'tsa (phraseology)
Note: Before a voiceless consonant, /m/, /n/ and /l/ may be both
devoiced and syllabic0
/n/ nt 'ntiv (*ntiv) - *n
}
'tiv - na'tiv (path)
nd nda'va - *nda'va -
i
* nada'va (alms)
nk nke'va (*nke'va) - *nke_'va - nake'va (9 female)
ng ngi'na - *ngi'na -
1
*nagi'na (playing)
nts ntsa'pe (*ntsa'pe) - *ntsa'pe - natsa'pe (we'll hope)
nf
1















/n/ n\/ nve'la - *nve'la - *nave'la (carcase)
ns nsa'per (*nsa'per) - *nsa'per - nasa'per (we'll tell)
» '
nz nzi'fa - *nzi'fa - *nazi'fa (rebuke)
'njoret (* n'^oret) - fn'joret - na'joret (fall-out)
nx nxu'tsa (*nxu'tsa) - *nxu'tsa - naxu'tsa (necessary - sing, fem.)
0 \
1
nr *nra'ped - nra'ped - nara'ped (we'll upholster)
nm nma'jen - *narna'jen (we'll classify)
nn nsa'se - *nana'se (we'll try)
nl *nla'ked - nala'ked (we'll rally)
/l/ It lta'2a (*lta'2a) - *lta'ia - lata'la (lizard)
? ' 1
Id lda'ber - ^lda'ber - *lada'ber (to speak)
lk lka'jem (*lka'jem) - *lka'jem - laka'jem (to maintain)
T
lg Igi'ma - *lgi'ma - *lagi'ma (sip)
lifs ltsaf'tsef (*l£saf'tsef) - *ltsaf'tsef - la£saftsef (to whistle)
1
If lfa'ter (*lfa'ter ) - *lfa'ter - lSfa'ter (to dismiss)
1 '
lv lva'vi - *lva'vi - *lava'vi (hearty)
i
Is lsa'per (*lsa'per) - *lsa'per - lasa'per (to tell)
0 »
»
lz lzam'zem - *lzam'zem - *lazam'zem (to hum)
i
11 lja'per (*lja'per) - *l|a'per - laja'per (to improve)
lx lxa'pes (*lxa'pes) - *lxa'pes - l^xa'pes (to seek)
f i
lr *lro'ken - lro'ken - laro'ken (to empty)
lm lmi'da - *lmi'da - *lami'da (learning)
1
In Inateax - *lna'teax - *lana'teax (to analySe)
i
11 lsa.'tef - *lala'tef (to caress)
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For the purposes of this chapter, "word" is taken to mean
the potential phonic realisation of a grammatical word. The grammatical
word will include in its morpho-phonemic shape a consonantal root and
one or more bound morphemes. These latter include both consonantal
and vocalic morpho-phonemes signifying morphological categories and
classes ("patterns" in the terminology used by Blanc, 1961) and a
small niSmber of morphemic affixes (signifying such syntactic elements
as "construct form", "gender" and "number" for nouns, "person, "gender"
and "number" for verbs). Excluded from the consideration of the word,
as conceived in this section, will be bound prepositions and
conjunctions, as well as the definite article (all of which are
prefixed to the base), but not objective or possessive pronominal
suffixes (including those affixed to prepositions) and the directional-
locative suffix.
Note: In this section, a "compound word" is taken to consist of two
or more words, such that the whole structure has only one primary word-
stress (or potential salient syllable, when the compound word is
actually spoken).
2. Definition of Word-Stress
In this description of Modern (Israeli) Hebrew, word-stress
(or accent) is taken to be a potentiality enabling a syllable to become
salient in actual speech - i.e. to carry rhythmic stress (for which,
see Chapter 7, below). UJard-stress (accent) will be classified
fi<JL u* cLy l&c
'<$ <AA. J.OI. 3
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according to three categories, notated by the following symbols:
'X = primary stress (where X stands for the potentially
salient syllable)
,X = secondary stress (syllable with some potential
rhythmic prominence - i.e. kinetically stressable
for contrastive purposes, otherwise only statically
stressable: see 7.02.2 bdiaw).
X or X = weak stress not usually stressable syllable.
3. UJord-Stress Patterns:
On the whole, word-stress in Modern Israeli Hebrew is fixed
and pattern-linked. All Hebrew words in citation utterance have one
primary (kinetic) stress (salient syllable), and may have one secondary
(static) stress and a varying number of unstressed (weak-stress) syllables.
All the vocalic syllables of IYI.I.H. except Cs - may carry primary stress.
Word-initial consonantal syllables (or Ca-groups) usually carry secondary
stress. The favoured word-stress pattern in ffl.I.H. is word-final
primary stress. For certain configurations, primary word-stress is
carried by the penultimate syllable. Ante-penultimate primary stress
also occurs, but almost exclusively as a potential alternative-
realisation of rhythmic stress in natural speech. This and other
stress-patterns, though prescriptively branded as Vungrammatical", are
in common use owing to the considerable influence of the Ashkenazic
dialectiupon Pf).lTH"\of Classical Hebrew,, Ashkenazic (i.e. "Germanic")
Hebrew, which favours penultimate or ante-penultimate rhythmic stress
(in addition to certain alternative realizations of segmental phonemes,
especially vowels), was (and, indeed, still is) the liturgical accent
of the great majority of European Jewry, and thus strongly affected the
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speech of the founders of Modern Hebrew - or, rather the revivers of
Hebrew as a vernacular. The Ashkenazic stress-pattern is most obvious
in certain formal-style words (especially in classical loan-words from
the Aramaic or Greek), in personal names, diminutives and place-names —
as well as in compounds consisting of a Hebrew base and a non-Hebrew
suffix (e.g. /-nik/, /-tjik/ or /-'izdm/).
4. Phonological Stress-rules
The phonological word-stress rules for M.I.H. have been
investigated and described in Chayen, 1969 . Here is his
informal outline of word-stress patterning^ p-p. ;
"4.5.1: The structure of the Hebrew word comprises two discontinuous
morphemes: a consonantal root and a vocalic element consisting of two
vowels, or one vowel and zero. Stress in Hebrew may be considered
an intrinsic feature of the second vowel - or, where there is only
one vowel in the vocalic element (as in the case of segholate nouns),
then stress is a feature of that vowel.
"4.5.2: Certain morpheme-suffixes carry characteristic stress. When
any of these are affixed to a word, the word-stress will be on that
suffix ..." Chayen then goes on to list these suffixes, which
denote pronouns, person,gender and number, or may be typically nominal
or adjectival.
"4.5.3: In such cases, where stress moves to the suffix, the vowel
previously accented will lose its stress."
However, this statement (as well as its formal expansion, which forms
the major part of Chayen's work), while adequate for most patterns of
Hebrew, fails to reflect the facts in respect of additions to the
language other than from Hebrew root-forms, and does not take into
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account the influence exerted on the language by the Ashkenazic dialect.
Thus, it fails to account not only for the stress-patterning of names
and modern loan-words, but also for the formation of acronyms and
compound words, as well as for the shift away from stress on some of
the highest-frequency suffixes (e.g. masc. plu. and second pers. plu.).
In other words, while it is valid as a description of the rules governing
pronunciation as prescribed by the Hebrew Language Academy, it fails




The stress-patterns for these are X'X, ,X'X, or 'XX.
1. Pattern. One - X'X
This may be exemplified as follows:
/ga'dol/ (large), /'jav'ra/ (she passed), /mi'la/ (word), /2a'val/ (but).
2. Pattern Two - .X'X:
This applies to ,C'C\/(C) syllables — e.g.
/,1'mad/ (learn!), /.p'ne/ (apply), /.z'tial/ (crawl!).' 1 ■ i 1 ;
3. Pattern Three - 'XX:
This applies to -
a. mono-syllabic verb-roots (with i. or _o/u as the second - or vocalic -
radical) followed by a number of suffixes, namely —
i. all past-tense forms realised as di-syllabic words (except
second pers. fern, sing., second pers. plu. and third pers.
masc. sing.) - e.g.
/'kamfci/ (I rose), /'jarta/ (you sang), /'ba2a/ (she came),
/'samnu/ (we put), /'Joru/ (they lit up);
ii. all imperative di-syllable forms (except masc. sing.) — e.g.
/•Juvi/ (return!), /'lufu/ (fly!).
Mote: The imperative (fern. sing, and both genders plu.) of certain
other verb-patterns may also be initial-syllable-stressed for di¬
syllabic forms - but only as a formal-style alternative of the favoured
colloquial final-stressed form(which, in addition, usually has a
different vocalisation-pattern) — e.g. /'redi/-/r'di/ (come down!),
/'sovu/-/sova'vu/ (surround!).
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b. di-syllabic noun-patterns, usually singular,, with the stressed
syllable open >
i. configurations of the type 'CVa(/<?V), where V stands for
any vowel except /a/ or /V - e.g.
/'piati/ (soot), /'reati/Csmell), /'koati/ (strength), /'luafi/ (board),
/'loa*5/ (muzzle);
Mote: This configuration does not include feminine nouns ending in
the grapheme (he). realized phonetically as / — e.g. /ze'aS/
C'7 T' ' 5 s sweat).





/'meri/ (revolt), /'peleg/ (brook), /'selaS/ (rock), /'bajit/
(house), /'2avel/ (injustice), /'na'iar/ (youth), /'Soni/ (poverty),
/'boreg/ (screw), /'kovaV (hat);
Mote 1: A morpho-syntactic change entailing a different phonetic
v
realization of these words restores the favoured stress pattern X'X, —
e.g. /re'tiot/ (smells), /ba'tej/ (houses of - i.e. construct form),
/bra'gim/ (screws), /i'ja/ - /'ejet/ (woman -woman of);
Mote 2: The segholate noun-pattern can only include nouns constructed
according to the paradigm given above. However, other (non-segholate)
nouns exist in the same (C)VCU(C) patterns, often signalling quite
different morpho-syntactic data; this is particularly so for the
(C)oCe(C) and (C)aCa(C) patterns. Similarly, other -non-nominal-
patterns may have the same segmental phonic shape, though differing
in stress pattern — e.g.
/ma'tar/ (shower), /na'dan/ (sheath), /'2ones/-/2o'nes/ (rape - he
rapes), /'psret _ pe'ret/ (small change - he detailed);
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iii. a limited number of di-syllabic nouns of Aramaic origin — e.
/' 2abaC?y( daddy), /' 2ima(?J/(mummy);
iv. segholate singular di-syllabic acronyms and masculine plural
forms of monosyllabic acronyms and loan-uiords — e.g.
/'2ejel/ (expenses), /'dotiim/ (reports) - cf. /do'lnot/ (its
feminine equivalent), /'d^ipim/ (jeeps);
v. imitations of non-Hebrew words formed by the addition of
~ i
/-nik/, /-t(ik/ or /izdm/ as suffixes to Hebrew monosyllables
e.g. /'klumnik/ (a failure in life).
a limited number of other word-class items, mainly segholates,
namely —
i. some pronouns — e.g.
/'2anu/ (we), /'2ele/ (these), /'2elu/ (those), /'?ejze/ (which);
ii. some adverbs — e.g.
/'mata/ (down), /'hena/ (hither), /'Jama/ (thither), /'2emej/
(last night);
iii. certain (feminine gender) numbers — e.g.
/' Jtajim / (2), /'2arbay (4), /'jeva^ (7), /'tejaj/ (9), /'iesev/
/'Zelef/ (1,000);
iv. some fractions — e.g.
/'reva?/ (i), /'tie^si) (i)
v. some prepositions — e.g.
/'neged/ (against), /'tatiat/ (under), /'2etsel/ (at);
vi. alternate pronunciations of some conjunctions — e.g.
/•?ela(i^/(but), /'2ilu/ (if);
vii».certain interrogation and request forms — e.g.
^'2ana(S?^tplease!), /'lama/ (why?);
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viii. the names of some of the letters of the alphabet — e.g.




The stress-patterns for these are XX'X, ,XXX, X'XX, and 'XXX.
1. Pattern One - XX'X
This may be exemplified as follows:
/tiara'da/ (anxiety), /ma'ia'vak/ (struggle), /tsahu'bim/ (yellow - masc.
2. Pattern Two - tXXX
This applies when the first syllable is consonantal, or end
in a particularly tense consonant -- e.g.
/,nna'se/ (we'll try), /jhit'ia,'ver/ (he grew blind)
3. Pattern Three - X'XX
This pattern applies to —
a. verb-forms ending in certain suffixes, namely —
all verb-forms of the pattern (C)Ut:)'cUa — e.g.
/jo'dea?/ (he knows), /ho'^iaH/ (he saved), /2a'nuati/ (I'll rest),
/la'daiat/ (to know), /|a'moa'i/ (hear), /nir' tsafiat/ (a murdered
female), /ka'rua*!/ (torn);
Rote: In the pattern (C)UCia?, the distinction sing. masc./fern, in
the present tense is marked by the contrasted stress-patterns
(C)V'Ciafy(C)VCi'a£ — e.g.
/mo'diacL/-/modi'a£/ (he/she informs);
ii. present, fern. sing, in all three-syllable forms except the
active causative and the present tense forms of verb-roots
ending in an open syllable, as symbolized by the graphemes,
^7) (he), K (alef) or T C4.J in)
/'io'vedet/ (she works), /nix'bejet/ (she is conquered), /mo'remet/
(she is lifted);
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of. /mafSi'la/ (she operates - i.e. causes to work), /meva'ka/
(she beu/ails - from the root - bet, khaf, he), /mo£si'2a/
(she takes out - from the root , - jod, tsadi, alef);
iii. past — first pers. sing, and plu. and second pars. masc.
sing, for all three-syllable forms, third pers. fern. sing.
and third pers. plu. for the active causative only — e.g.
r (?) -v
/la'faxti/ (I poured), /ka'ranu/ (we read), /nif'tsa^ti/ (I was
wounded), /nir'2enu/ (we were seen), /ku'basti/ (I was washed)
/ku'palnu/ (we were folded), /he'ramti/ (I lifted), /hi'natinu/
(we laid down), /di'barti/ (I spoke), /si'parnu/ (we told),
/hog'darti/ (I was defined), /ho'radnu/ (we were lowered),
/sa'maTita/ (you were happy), /nir'Jeta/ (you were seen), /si'kamta/
(you summarized), /su'darta/ (you were settled), /hif'Salta/ (you
operated), /hox'palta/ (you were multiplied), /hik.'lita/ (she
recorded), /hil'binu/ (they whitened);
iv. future — second pers. fern. sing, and second/third pers. plu.
for the active causative form of all verbs, and active
ordinary form for bi-syllabic verb-roots with i or o/u_ as
the second - or vocalic - radical — e.g.
/tax'pili/ (you'll multiply), /ta'vi2u/ (you'll bring),
/jafiilu/ (they'll operate), /ta'kumi/ (you'll rise), /ta'simu/,
(you'll put), /ja'nutiu/ (they'll rest);
Mote: The formal-style second/third pers. fern. plu. alternative
form ending in /-na/ also has penultimate stress — e.g.
/tir'Zena/ (you/they will see), /ta'vona/ (you/they will come);
v. imperative — all three-syllable forms of verbs listed in
6.02.3a.ii and fern, or plu. causatives — e.g.
/hi'konu/ (get ready!), /hax'pili/ (multiply), /ha'bitu/ (look!);
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Note 1: Alternative third pers. plu. forms exist, the penultimate
stress pattern marking a highly formal style as against the ordinary
di-syllabic colloquial end-syllable stress - e.g.
Z^av'ruZ-Z^a* varuZ (they passedZpast), Zj°v'duZ-Zjo'veduZ (they'll
be lostZperish);
Note 2: In formal style, the prefixation of the bound morpheme
{\ia~y (and) to the third pers. sing, ordinary future shifts the
stress to the penultimate syllable, and serves as a syntactic marker
for "past tense" — e.g.
Zva'jomerZ (and he said), /va'teled/ (and she gave birth);
Note 3; In formal style, the prefixation of the bound morpheme \ya
(and) to past-tense forms shifts the stress to the final syllable in
those patterns where the ordinary colloquial stress falls on the
ante-penultimate syllable, and serves as a syntactic marker of
"future tense" — e.g.
Zvskam'taZ (and thou shalt arise);
Note 4: Although final-syllable stress is prescribed for the
second pers. plu. of all past-tense forms, the colloquial stress-
pattern is usually penultimate stress — e.g.
Z^amar'temZ-Z^a'martemZ (you said).
Certain noun-patterns — namely
i. tri-syllabic nouns of this type follow the two-syllable
patterns listed in 6.02.3b with the addition of a (CC)V(C)
first syllable —
Zta'puatiZ (apple), Zja'tsia?Z (9allery), Zra'kefetZ (cyclamen),
Ztsa.'ra'iatZ (leprosy), Z^sroar 'moretZ (ague), /la* sutaZ (cure),
Zrar'natimZ (grenade-throwers), Z^i1butsnikZ (member of collective
settlement);
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iio tri-syllabic nouns (and other parts of speech) in dual number,
patterning (CC)V1(CC)ajim — e.g.
/ja'dajim/ (hands), /kif'lajim/ (double);
iii. directional locatives, ending obligatorily in-(C)a, and often
having the definite-article prefix^ha-}— e.g.
/ha'^ira/ (to town), /da'roma/ (southwards).




A. N Iplu. 1 + first pers. plu. — e.g.
/su'senu/ (our horse), /su'sejnu/ (our horses);
B. N plu. +
second pers. sing, and plu.
third pers. fem. sing.
— e.g.
/su'sajix/ (your horses), /su'sejha/ (her horses);
C. M sing. (-'Ce) + third pers. sing. masc. and fem. — e.g.
/sa'dehu/ (his field), /mar'2eha/ (her appearance);
Mote: The configuration N plu. + pers* plu., thoughthird pers.
final-syllable stressed in formal style, usually carries penultimate
stress — e.g.
/susej1xem/-/su1sejxem/ (your horses), /susej1hen/-/su1sejhen/
(their horses);
ii. objective — e.g.
/sam'tiha/ (I put her), /da'jenu/ (it suffices us);
Mote: fi'lost of these patterns have four (or .more ) syllables, and
are therefore listed below (under 6.04.2b.ii).
iii. negatives of the copula(present), which also serve as negative
auxiliaries to pres. forms — e.g.
/iej'neni/ (I'm not), /2ej'nenu/ (he isn't, we aren't), /2ej'nena/
(she isn't).
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do a very small number of other word-class items — namely
i. some pronouns — e.g.
/la'natinu/ (we), /ku'lanu/ (all of us);
ii. Segholate and monosyllabic bases structuring morphologically
as noun-patterns, namely:
A. some interrogatiues — e.g.
/min,2ajin/-/me'2ajin/ (from where?), /ma'du^a/ (why?), /ia'jexa/
(where are you?);
B. some prepositions with pronominal suffixes (first pers. plu,
second pers. sing., third pers. sing, fem.) — e.g.
/mu'lejnu/ (opposite us), /2e'lexa/ (towards you ), Aa'lajix/
(on you), /mi'mena/ (from her/;
Note: the second/third pers. plu. forms of pronominaliSed
prepositions with long ante-penultimate vowels are end-stressed
in formal style, but carry penultimate stress in colloquial
style, exactly like the parallel no^n- forms{usee above
6.03.3 ci - Note) — e.g.
/felej,xem/-/fe'lejxem/ (on you), /Xelej,hen/-/2e'lejhen/
(towards them).
4. Pattern Four - 'XXX
This pattern applies, as an alternative pronunciation to —
a. those past-tense forms listed in 6.02.3a.i above, where the second
syllable is -/ a t/-, thus giving the pattern '(CC)V
e.g. /'matati/ (I died), /'kadeta/ (you bowed);
Note: when the shwa is not realised, the above forms are di-syllabic,
with a geminated or extra-tense consonant — namely /'matati/-/_,matti/,
/ma*t* i/#
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b. the numbers between eleven and nineteen — e.g.
A
/,'Jnejmjasar/ (12), /*tj aiesre/ (19).
c. some personal and place-names, especially with the diminutive
suffixj-le'j— e.g.
/'jonatan/, /'2aJ ka-lon/, /'sarale/j
Note: The prescribed traditional pronunciation for these is final-
syllable stressed — e.g.
(a) r
J ^ne^la1 sar/, /tj a^es're/, /jona'tan/, /?aj k«y' Ion/.
d. Compounds with Hebrew bases and the non-Hebrew suffix|/-'nik/}
when the base is an itially stressed di-syllable — e.g.
/'matialnik/ (member of a volunteer-corps in the Independence War).
e. alternative pronunciations of some (possibly compound) high-
frequency words — e.g.
/'ma^ehu/-/ma|e'hu/ (something).
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6.04 UJGRDS OF FOUR (OR MORE) SYLLABLES
These pattern (in formal style) with the accent on the last
syllable or with penultimate-syllable word-stress, antepenultimate
accent being an alternative (colloquial-style) pattern in most cases.
In all cases, there may or may not be secondary word-stress on one
of the syllables preceding the one with primary accent.
1. Final-syllable Stress;
This is the favoured pattern — e.g.
/^avafta'lot/ (lilies), /jpardasa'nim/ (orange-growers), /fmitparn3'sim/
(they earn a living), /,hitgalujo'tav/ (his appearances).
2. Penultimate-syllable Stress:
This applies to —
a. all patterns of verbs, nouns and pronouns listed in 6.03.3 above,
and having four or more syllables — e.g.
/m?iva,tseaS'/(he commits), /mako'memet/ (she arouses), /(hitpa1 lenu/
(we were astonished), /^tata'pelna/ (you/they will cope), /tiava1tselet/
(lily), /mijka'fajim/ (spectacles), /j.}ruja'lajma/ (to Jerusalem),
/(hit partsujo'tejha/ (her outbursts);
b. pronominal case-suffixation — namely
i. possessive (following the patterns outlined in 6.03.3c.i, but
having four or more syllables) — e.g.
/(hit tiajvujo'tejnu/ (our obligations), /(psSulo' tajix/ (your
activities);
ii. objective suffixes to past, future or imperative verb-forms
(being all highly formal style patterns) — e.g.
_. . I second pers.I
A. first pers. + ... . sing. — e.g.\third pers. I
/hikar'tixa/ (I knew you), /na'iavi 'rexa/ (we'll transfer you),
/^avar'nuxa/ (we passed you), /hosaf'tiha/ (I added her),
/2ahav'nuha/ (we loved her), /jasaf'nuhu/ (we collected him);
first pers. ,
.... ■ (except second pers. masc.third pers. sing.
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Mote: The^second pers. fern. sing, is always stressed on the final
syllable when it follows the first pers. sing, past, the second
pers. masc. sing, (after future) and the third pers. masc. sing,
usually so, and the third pers. fern. sing, occasionally so — e.g.
/hikar'tix/ (I knew you), /2ahav'tiv/-/2ahav1tihu/ (I loved him),
/2akir'xa/-/2aki'rexa/ (I'll know you), /na^tasi'ka/-/nalasi'kena/
(we'll employ her);
B. second pers. +
sing. + third pers. fern, sing.)in past tenses — e.g.
/^azav'ta/ - you left her) — e.g.
/^azav'tani/, /(iazav'tini/, /lazav'tuni/ (you left me),
/(jazav'tani/, /jazav ' tini/, /lazav'tunu/ (you left us), /ta^az'veni/,
/talaz'vini/, /taSiaz' vuni/ (you'll leave me), /ta^az'venu/,
/ta^az' vinu/, /ta'iaz' vunu/ (you'll leave us), /lazav ' tuni/
(you - pi. - left me), /lazav'tunu/ (you - pi. ~ left us),
/ta^az'vuni/ (you - pi. - will leave me), /ta^az'vunu/, (you -
pi. - will leave us), /iaz'veni/, /^iz'vini/, /'aiz'vuni/
(leave me!), /^az'venu/, /^iz'vinu/, /?iz'vunu/ (leave us!),
/^•az'vehu/, //iz'vihu/, /iiz'vuhu/ (leave him!), /(iaz'veha/,
/(tiz'viha/, /iiz'vuha/ (leave her!), /lazav'tahu/, /iazav'tihu/,
/tazav'tuhu/ (you left him), /5azav 'tiha/, /(jazav' tuha/ (you
left her), /ta^az'vehu/, /ta^az'vihu/, /ta^az'vuhu/ (you'll
leave him), /ta^az' veha/, /ta'taz' viha/, /ta'iaz' vuha/, (you'll
leave her;
C. third pers. +
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first pers.
second pers. masc. sing,
third pers. sing.
(except third pers.
masc. sing. + third pers. fem. sing, in past tenses, where the
configuration is end-stressed — e.g. /huSaz'va/ - he left her) —
e.g. /Saz'vani/ (he left me), /4az'vanu/ (he left us), /iaz'vuni/
(they left me), /"xaz'vunu/ (they left us), /ja^az'ueni/ (he'll
leave me), /ja^Laz' vunu/ (they'll leave me), /ja^az'venu/ (he'll
leave us), /laz'vatni/ (she left me), /iax'vatnu/ (she left us),
/ta'iaz'vani/ (she'll leave me), /ta^az'venu/ (she'll leave us),
/^aza'vexa/ (he left you), /ja'laz'vexa/ (he'll leave you),
/iaz'vatxa/ (she left you), /jaz'vuxa/ (they left you),
/ja'taz'vuxa/ (they'll leave you), /taiaz'vexa/ (she'll leave you),
/(laza'vahu/ (he left him), /ja'laz' venu/ (he'll leave him),
/ja^az'vena/ (he'll leave her), /laz'vathu/ (she left him),
/<iax.'vata/ (she left her), /ta£az'venu/ (she'll leave him),
/ta^az'vena/ (she'll leave her), /iaz'vuhu/ (they left him),
/ja'i.az'vuhu/ (they'll leave him), /iax'vuha/ (they left her),
/ja'taz 1 vuha/ (they'll leave her).
c. names ending in /-'ahu/ — e.g. /matit jahu/ (Matthew).
3. Ante-penultimate Primary Word-stress
This occurs
a. as the standard pronunciation of first pers. sing, and second pers.
masc. sing, past-tense verbs where the last radical is d_ or jt —
(see also 6.03.4a above) — e.g.
/"ia'madati/ (I stood), /hi J 'matd-ta/ (you omitted).
b. as the standard pronunciation of many modern loan-words — e.g.
/foa'patefon/ ("record-player) ,A>a' frid^ider/ (Refrigerator), /nor'vegia/
(Norway).
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c. as an alternative pattern for loan-ujords adopted (often from the
Greek) by Classical Hebreuj — e„g.





The primary word-stress is usually carried by the relevant
syllable of the final word — e.g.
/lo'xlum/ (nothing), /Satsej'pri/ (fruit-trees), /Tiadar' oxel/
(dining-hall).
2. Initial-syllable Accented
Compound structure-words often have initial primary stress
as an alternative pronunciation — e.g.




Some cliches and traditional (usually religious) compound
forms have initial-syllable primary word-stress, or are accented on
the relevant syllable of the first or second (rather than the last)
structural item, usually as alternative stress-patterns — e.g.
/,re^itkol/-/re'jitkol/ (first of all), /'2isrutiag/-/2 isru'Tiag/ (the
day - or night - after a religious festival).
4. Back-shifted Accent
The addition of the suffixed morpheme £-naj to the imperative
(meaning "Please!") shifts the stress back one syllable (towards the
beginning of the word) — e.g.
/ho'(eaina/ (hosanna — i.e. save!), /ja'vona/ (Come in, please!).
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6.06 STRESS-DISTINCTIVE MINIMAL PAIRS
Many of these may be distinctively separated by segmental
quality in the rhetorical style (especially in citation-form), but are
purely stress-distinctive in the natural speech style. There are three
major categories:
1. Simple-iuord Contrasts:
Both items are single Hebrew words, in which case the
distinction may be —
a. morphological (usually Verb/Noun) — e.g.
/2o'nes/-/''Zones/ (rape - V/N), /{ia,zavta/-/<iazav' ta/ (you left/
you left her).
b. semantic and syntactic contrasts (usually Verb/Noun) — e.g.
/sa'^adZ-Z'saiad/ (he dined/welfare), /2o'rez/-/'2orez/ (he wraps/
rice), /bo ,ker/-/,boker/ (herdsman/morning), /r^tio'votZ-Zr^'tiovot/
(stxeets/Rehovoth), /te* vel/-/'tevel/ (worlsl/spice).
Note: This category, in fact^might well be included in the following
one, since it usually features morpho-syntactic pattern-differences
characterised in Classical Hebrew by consonant- or vowel-distinctions.
However, since the Biblical 22-consonant alphabet is now realised by
means of the 18 essential consonantal phonemes of HI.I.H., and the Classical
"lo/l.2-vowel system (excluding the shwa) has been conflated to a 6-vowel
system in M.I.H. (including the shwa) — and, moreover, since the
segmental distinctions involved in the following category are often
realised dialectally, it may be as well to have two distinct categories
here.
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c. semantic (based on the conflation of some of the segmental phonemes
of Classical Hebrew) — e.g.
/S.0'rex/-/2orex/ (editor/length), /ko ' tel/-/'kotel/ (killer/uiall),
/ je' lax/-/' j eiafi/ (yours - fem. sing./spear).
2. Compound-uiord Contrasts;
Either one or both items are compound words, acronyms or
loan-words — e.g.
/tsi,na/-/tsa'2ina/ (modesty/come out, please!), /ha'raV-Z'hara/
(the evil/pregnant), /l3ma(i?)n/-/l?> 'ma'xan/ (to whomever /for the
sake of), /la'IiZ-Z'laj/ (to the island/Israel Pounds), /o1 to/-/!?ata/
(him/car)> /mir'^/-/'miri/ (my pasture/a common land title of Turkish
origin).
3. UJord/Phrase Contrasts:
The phrases in this category are accentually distinguishable
from the words in that the former contain more than one primary stress
(i.e. they may carry more than one rhythmic stress in citation-form) —
e.g. /ma'raZ-Z'ma 'ra^/ (gall/what1s bad?), / a1tsamt/-/'2at samt/
(you closed/you put), /£al1 kolpanim/-/<i.£d 'kol pa'nim/ (anyhow/on every
face).
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7. RHYTHMIC STRESS AND THE FOOT
7.01 GENERAL REMARKS
1. Accent and Stress:
Whereas word-accent represents an abstract potentiality,
rhythmic stress is its concrete reali ation in the actual speech
utterance, in terms of syllable-length (duration), variation in
pitch (frequency), and energy of articulation (intensity, or amplitude,
of sound). As described recently stressed (or salient) syllables
tend to be slightly longer than unstressed ones (by about 1/6 - 1/3
rather than to the extent claimed in T§n§ 1962*) to coincide with
noticeable variations in pitch (moving upward or downward), and to
be uttered with greater intensity than unstressed syllables.
2. Pitch-levels:
For the purposes of this section, there will be postulated
five levels of pitch in 1K1.I.H. — all of them relative and independent
of musical values, but covering a possible total span of about an










The extreme levels (taken to cover about four semi-tones
each) will always indicate that the utterance is attitudinally
marked, while the three central levels need not indicate this.
* TfinS claims to have measured (kymographically) regular differences
in length of up to 100% more for stressed than for unstressed syllables -
but, while this may be possible in citation-form, it has not been borne
out in respect of ordinary speech by my own work in speech synthesis,
where differences of more than 30% tended to make the utterance sound
unnatural (see Appendices IIA and IIIC below).
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3. Notation:
Basically, the Kinodon system of stress-notation will be
followed, namely;
"X = extra high
'X = high
,X = low
„X = extra low
The "mid" level is relevant only in respect of kinetic stress (see
below, 7.02»2).
Note: All stresses notated in this chapter (and in Chapters 8 and 10)




The criteria for producing and perceiving stress in Afl.I.H.
have been described and discussed in Enoch 1967. They are, as already
stated, pitch-variation, syllable-length, and intensity of articulation
(reinforced chest-pulse, in Stetson's terminology) — in that order
of importance. The quality of the phonic segment is an important
secondary element in "boosted" stress, and also in determining the
boundaries of the foot (see below, 7.02.4 and 7.03.7).
2. Types of Stress:
If there is little or no perceptible movement or change
in pitch during the utterance of the stressed syllable itself, the
stress will be said to be static; if such pitch-movement(s) occui(s)
in the course of the utterance of a stressed syllable, then the stress
will be said to be kinetic. The latter may be either ordinary or
"boosted" (see below, 7.02.4).
3. Pitch Spans:
UJithin the foot, the unstressed syllable(s) will usually
be uttered at pitch-level(s) different from those of the stressed
syllable(s). Similarly, if the stress is dynamic, it will usually
move from one pitch level to another at least once(and several times
if the tone is a complex, undivided one). A pitch span that does
not attitudinally mark the utterance covers at most two contiguous
non-extreme levels, namely —
a. from high to mid (the narrow high fall, notated xX)
b. from mid to low (the narrow low fall, notated SX)
c. from low to mid (the narrow low rise, notated ,X)
d. from mid to high (the narrow high rise, notated 'X).
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Unly one such span may be covered by a kinetic stress or by the (stressed
and unstressed) syllables of a foot that constitutes an attitudinally
unmarked utterance.
Note: It will be seen that this description, taken together with that
of the actual span of each pitch-level (see 7.01.2, above), allows for
attitudinally unmarked pitch movements (or jumps) that are slightly
broader in span than those of RP English, and narrower than those
ascribed to Yiddish or Russian (by tlieinreich, and Buning and van Schooneveld
respectively). They are more or less similar in span to those ascribed
to Polish, Czech or German (in HJodarz 1962, Ondrackova and von Essen
1964 respectively).
4. "Boosted" Stress:
Attitudinally marked pitch-levels and spans include whatever
patterns contain "X or „X (including, of course, all kinetic stresses
starting from either of these levels). They are notated as follows here:
a. X I i extra high fall
b. *X " extra low fall
c. *X " extra low rise
d. ^X - extra high rise.
All such extreme pitch levels and movements will be termed "boosted"
stresses. This implies that, in addition to the greater pitch-spans
of the feet containing such stresses, the syllables carrying them will
be of greater duration, and will be uttered with greater intensity,
than syllables with ordinary (i.e. non-"boosted") stresses.
Note: "Boosted" stress is also accompanied by certain changes in
the quality of the phonic segments of the stressed syllable, namely —
i. The longer vowel becomes "upward-diphthongized",* as follows:
* and/or followed by if utterance-final.
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A. /a/ —> /ajy, e.g. //^its^lc*-xta// //Atsla^Xta//
(you succeeded — you succeeded?)
B. /e/ —^> []?J, e.g. // etfei// —>y //\te feX// (a book —
a bookl)
C. /o/ -•» /o^7, e.g. //gadol// //gadho°l// (big — big!)
D. /i/ —> /i£/, e.g. //mi// —> // mi"®// (who? — who?)
L. /u/ /u^7> e.g. // kum// -->//VkhuWm// (get up! —
get u£!)
ii. Releasing obstruents are uttered extra-fortis, with greater
duration and muscular tension — e.g. //ha boke/// —?
— N
-r r
//ha b-3 keif// (this morning — this morning!)
iii. Stops, in both release and arrest position, are followed by
considerable aspiration — e.g.
//t£xef// -^> // t^£ BXef// (at once — at once?)
// ka et// -r> //kai^t^// (now — now?)
iv. "backing" of velar fricatives — e.g.
//maxA-^V --?> //ma/^// (tomorrow — tomorrow?)
—•4- +-




/ 2/, e.g. //mtil// —•> //m£ 2i^l// (a coat — a coat?),
//em// //A Bm// (a mother — a mother!),
B. /h/ —> / h/, e.g. // u// //"hum// (he ~ he?).
vi. Realisation of releasing consona.tt/t,-clusters as either
A. syllabic consonant + consonant, e.g // (m<a// //\ m«J2//^ + ' +"
(listen — listen! ) or
B. CeC, e.g. // bni// —> //ba^ni"®// (my son — my son! ).
5. Wide Kinetic Stresses:
Stresses involving movement of pitch across more than two
conti guous levels are said to be wide, and are always marked attitudinally.
They are kinetic stresses, moving —
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a. from high to low (the wide high fall, notated\x)
b. from low to high (the wide high rise, notated /X).
Note: Wide stresses may or may not be "boosted" stresses as well;
their being so depends, in the main, upon intensity of articulation.
6. Complex Stresses:
If there is a double (or triple) pitch-movement in the
kinetic stress of one and the same syllable, then that syllable
carries complex kinetic stress, the different parts of which may be
narrow or wide, "boosted" or non-"boosted" ~~ e.g.
a. the fall-rise (A, WX,\X, -/X, S^Vx)
b. the rise-fall ( "~X, ^X,/x, Ax, ^X,Ax)
c. the rise-fall-rise ('vX,'Vx,A/x,/ X,/VX).
7. Silent Stress:
There may occur, in ffl.I.H. as in English, a silent stress, e.g.
// j/va Kvoj li// (Oh dear!). It will be notated , without any
accompanying segmental phoneme.
Note: Indeed, a silent stress may follow the unstressed syllables
of a foot, where the utterance has been interrupted, and — in fact —
the whole of a foot may consist of a slight pause marked as silent
stress.
8. Contrastive Stress:
While ordinarily only open-set lexical items carry stress,
closed-set and/or structural items may also do so, if the utterance is




The foot is a stretch of utterance consisting of one or more
syllables (or of a short silent pause) the last of which usually carries
stress. Feet may be either tonic or non-tonic; in the former case,
they have static stress, in the latter kinetic.
2. Stress-patterns:
The foot necessarily contains one ictic realisation of word-
accent, and an optional number of unstressed (remiss) syllables. An
ictic syllable may be followed by remiss syllables in one and the
same foot, only
a. li/hen the word is di- or polysyllabic and has penultimate or
ante-penultimate accent — e.g. //^seffer// (book), //xa^mejesre// (15).
b. When an open-set lexical (i.e. stressable) word is followed by
a short unstressable word closely linked with it semantically
and/or syntactically (in which case, the unstressed word is often
"compressed", and loses one or more segment — or even syllables) —
e.g. //af\pa*m lo//( (not once not), // jej laem// (they have —
literally, "there is to them"), //aba%ja(a)zot// (this problem),
//ra iti (o)to// (I saw him).
c. In foreign loan-words, where the accented syllable may be followed
by three or more unstressable ones. However, it may happen in
these cases, that the unstressed syllables are attached to the
following foot, this being indicated by a perceptible lengthening
of the vowel and/or the arresting consonant(s) of the stressed
syllable — sometimes even to the extent of constituting a "filled"
hesitation-pause, in the sense expounded by Goldmann-Eisler, Boomer
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and Dittman*,and iTiaclay and Osgood. In this case, this is an
obvious signal that either the word is not familiar to the speaker,
or that its phonological structure is one he finds difficult to
master — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 12: //alingu ,istika// or //alingu.,is:/
(Appendix II D b) tika ...//
3. Secondary Word-stress Realised as Contrastive Stress:
While stress, be it static or kinetic, generally falls on the
primary word accent, the secondary word accent may also be realised
as kinetic stress, for thematic markedness (contrastive emphasis).
In such cases, the stressed word must contain at least three syllables,
of which the secondary-accent syllable is usually the first — e.g.
//'exets/ isra'el / ^a/rnizraxit// va'erets / isra'el / l\\ma*ravit//
(Eastern and Western Palestine). The words /,mizra'xi-t/ and
/lma°ra'yit/ may both be notated with secondary and primary accent, as
indicated.*
4. Stressed Structure-words:
While stress occurs only on open-set lexical words as a rule,
in certain cases of thematic marking it may be the closed-set lexical
word (e.g. a preposition or PRO-form)„, or even a structural word, that
carries kinetic stress. The open-set lexical word then either
carries no stress at all, or constitutes the tail of the syntagm
/(see below, 8.02) — e.g.
//atem (jo)/clim// (Do you know?), and its variants
//a/^em jodim// or //a/Zem/jo'dim//.
A minimal pair in this connection is mentioned in Blanc 1964 (p.140,
note 17)
*This example is quoted from R^bin 1958, p. 249.
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// (ze) \garn kafe// (it, too, is difficult)
// (ze) gam ka\je// (it is difficult, too — i.e. as well as having
other characteristics).
5. Silent Stress Feet;
As stated in 7.02.7 Note, above, it is possible for a whole
foot to be realised as a short silence, with silent stress.
6. Definition of the Foot in fii.I.H.:
The foot may therefore be said to have any number of syllables
from zero to nine, but it will most frequently be found to contain
2-5 syllables, according to the formula ^1 where R = remiss
and I = ictic syllables.
Note; This formula gives a maximum of seven syllables per foot —
but it is possible, though extremely rare, to find slightly longer
feet, with up to five pre-ictic and up to three post-ictic syllables.
7. Foot-boundaries;
As outlined in Lehiste 1960, the segmental foot-boundary
signals are, in the main, the relative durations and phonetic quality
of the syllable nucleus (usually vocalic) and the arresting consonant(s)
at the boundary in question. Thus, in the minimal pair cited and
discussed in TSnS 1961 (pp. 65/8) as an instance of minimal pairs
distinguishable in terms of juncture-phonemes — namely
//ma'xat^ta uv// (Tomorrow you'll return)
- J. _ N.J. 0
//ma'xa^ta^/Jyv// (You've sold it again).
it is the duration and phonetic quality of the segments /a/ and /tj
(as expounded in 7.02.4, Notes i. A and iv, above) that represent
the articulatory and perceptual cues for prosodic struoituring.
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7.04 THE TONES OF ffl.I.H.
1. Theoretical Foundation:
In keeping with the findings of Lieberman, and with the
theories expounded by Agard and di Pietro, Bolinger 1962, Chayen,
Kretschmer, Pike 1945 and Stockwell (inter alia) — the wholly
unmarked tone of ffl.I.H. is taken to be the one carrying the narrow
low fall (see 7.02.3 above). Any other tone will be taken to be
attitudinally marked.
2. Distribution;
The following table shows the attitudinal distribution of













Complex: Thematic and/or emotional markedness
This table indicates that tones in ffl.I.H. may be —
a. either unmarked or marked for tenativeness. In the former case,
they are falls, and in the latter non-falls. A tone that is
unmarked for tenfeitiveness may be —
i. unmarked for modality, in which case it is a declarative
statement;
ii. marked for modality, in whichncase it will be an order,
fflodal markedness is here indicated by the width of the pitch-
span.
b. tones marked for tenativeness, being either non-complex or complex.
In the former case they are unmarked for emotion, in the latter
they are so marked. A tentative, non-complex tone may be —
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i. non-level, which indicates that the flow of speech is not
interrupted by hesitations, other people intervening, etc.
This type of tone may be further divided, according to the
width of its pitch-span, into:
A. non-high tones, denoting continuation ("comma");
B. high tones, denoting confirmation questions.
ii. level, which indicates hesitation, interruption, etc.
30 Distinctive Features:
The above treatment of tones postulates a number of distinctive
features of the foot as a whole, namely —
+
wide , + fall, + level, + high ,
These features will be combined in the next chapter with those of the
syntagm, in order to define and describe the intonation patterns of
ffl.I.H.
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,RT FOUR - THE S YIMTAGIYI
8. THE INTONATION OF ffl.I.H.
01 GENERAL REMARKS
Theoretical Foundation:
For the purposes of this section, intonation is taken to subsume
tonality, tonicity and tone, more or less in the sense expounded
in Halliday 1967 and 1970 — although the definition of the
intonation units mill differ from that given there. In addition,
the findings detailed in Lehiste I960 and 1970, and in Uldall 1971
mill be taken into account in the folloming description.
While the system of tonetic notation basically folloms the one
devised by Kingdon, Pike's bar and double-bar separators mill
also be used.
The theory of intonation upon mhich this description of the
prosodic patterns of fti.I.H. is based stems from tmo viems,
expressed as folloms (in Danes, and Denes and Milton-Williams
respectively) —
i. "(The) communicative validity (of sentence utterances) is
signalled doubly — by the intonation and by the sentence
pattern."
iio "(Intonation) is a linguistic form in mhich information about
the speaker's emotional attitude tomards his subject-matter
(e.g. agreement, doubt, questioning) is encoded — an attitude
not normally expressed in the phonemic sequences mhich convey
the factual elements of information about the subject-matter."






where the surrounding box
(i.e. Rhetorical/Natural);
^ stands for Syntagm;






— Sentence (as a syntactic unit).
2. Prosodic Units;
These will be defined as follows, in the light of the
theories expounded in Abercrombie 1965 and 1967, Crystal, Kozhevnikov
a* The foot — a stretch of utterance consisting of one or more
syllables usually, the last of which carries stress, as a rule.
However, when the word containing the stress has penultimate or
ante-penultimate word-accent, or when it is followed by a short,
unstressed word closely connected with it syntactically (e.g.
verb + dative/accusative pronoun), the foot will be taken as
extending beyond the stress, to include the following unstressed
syllable(s).
b. The syntaqm — a stretch of utterance comprising one or more feet,
the last of which, in the wholly unmarked form, usually carries
kinetic stress. However, in different types of marked syntagms,
kinetic stress may be —
and Ch. istovitchj Undrackova and Trim 1964:
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i. carried by a foot that is not the last in the syntagm, in
which case the remaining feet will show a pitch-movement
usually following that of the kinetic stress;
ii. carried by more than one foot, in which case the tone will
be said to be both complex and divided;
iii. absent altogether, where the syntagm represents an interrupted
utterance.
Co The tonal sequence — a stretch of utterance comprising one or
more syntagms in different relations to one another, and making
up at least one complete surface sentence.
3. The Function of Intonation;
researchers cited in 8.01.1 above) mainly in the light of the theories
outlined in Cruttenden, von Essen 1962 and 1964, Hultzen 1957 and 1964,
Rigault,and Wodarz 1960 and 1962. An attempt will therefore be made
*
to continue the binary classification of prosodic features, taking
into account the thematic-informational and the modal-semantic functions
of intonation. The emotive elements are here considered to be para-
linguistic in nature, and will therefore be dealt with only in very
general terms.
4. Rhythm;
a. This aspect of speech which, together with pitch-variation, is a
major component of intonation, is a function of stress and tempo
of utterance.
b. In this connection, it may be stated that ffl.I.H. is a stress-timed
intonational language. Its feet (or stress-groups) have a
tendency to isochronicity, and the pitch-movement is meaningful.
However, it must also be pointed out that the slower the tempo
This will be discussed (in addition to the views of the
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(and, consequently, the more rhetorical the style) of speech, the
less isochronous will the feet be — until, in fact, in the citation




The wholly unmarked syntagm consists of one or more feet, the
last of which carries kinetic stress. It covers a stretch of utterance
that may, in a minority of cases, consist of not more than one word, but
ordinarily comprises a phrase (or group). This latter may be either
nominal (with or without modifiers and possibly governed by a preposition)
or verbal (with or without adverbial modifiers, and with or without
nominal complements). As such, it is quite often prosodically equivalent
to a clause, and occasionally may cover the same stretch of utterance
as a sentence — although the latter usually consists of a sequence of
#
syntagms. Here are some examples:
//'ruali/ ^a-tsa'fon/ vd'^a^emej// (The Worth UJind and the Sun)
//(la'tuf/bama'^il/tiam// (clad in a warm cloak)
//'ken/^it^a'tef/^ a'2ij/bama'ii 'lo/b31 jeter/ Ns(r')et/^(the more strongly
did the man wrap his cloak around himself)
//'mi/mi'^en/fiaza Nka joter// (which of them is the stronger?)
2. Structure:
Every syntagm is structured according to the formula
(H)M(T)
This means that every syntagm necessarily has a Nucleus (or tonic
foot — i.e. a foot carrying kinetic stress), which may be preceded
by a Head consisting of several non-tonic feet (i.e. feet with static
stresses only), and may be followed (if the syntagm is prosodically
topicalized) by a Tail, whose pitch-movement will follow the same
direction as that of the tonic foot (i.e. continue rising after a
tonic rise, or continue falling after a tonic fall) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 16: //'lo/ad 'kama/Jea^ni/ jo,da.t//
Head Nucleus Tall
(Appendix II D b)
(not so far as _I_ know!)
* flTt hiL
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Mote: An attitudinally marked, prosodically topicali£ed syntagm
may have more than one nucleus (usually two), under the following
constraints:
i. After the first nucleus, each succeeding tonic foot of this
complex, divided intonation pattern must follow a pitch-movement
opposite in direction to the one immediately preceding it — i.e.
a rise must be followed by a fall, or vice-versa (with one
exception, noted below, under 8.05.2d).
ii. If there should be any non-tonic feet between the nuclei of
the same syntagm (or, indeed, if there should be any unstressed
syllables between the kinetic stresses), these must follow the
direction of the pitch-movement featured in the first (or
pre ceding) nucleus — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 37: //jebix'lal/lo xa'juv/ im amo're/jej^no/
(Appendix II D b) ovlo/ ani xo,(evet// (that it doesn't
IKIaclay and Osgood for English, breath- and hesitation-pauses (including
"filled" hesitation breaks) nearly always occur pre- or post-
syntagmatically, unless they are connected with interruptions in the
stretch of utterance (what is termed "fracture" in Pittenger, Hockett
and Danehy). It is tnis phenomenon, together with pitch-kinesis in
stress, that helps determine the phrasing of connected speech — i.e.
its division into syntagms (or tone-groups, or breath-groups, as they
have been variously termed).
matter at all whether the teacher is
present or not, I think)
As specified by Boomer and Dittmann, Goldman Eisler^and
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4. Span:
The most frequently occurring syntagrns consist of 1-4 feet
and although this number may increase if the tempo of speech is very
fast, it is hard, indeed, to find a syntagm with more than seven feet
(and, if so, then each foot has a relatively small number of syllables).
5, SifetJ - She** r
I] ''/acuuie11 C Atd (fL ULOXC Jt-oht<ki
./ .'/ / V I U , /) / a (I A L >1 . / A . //
1W\ ^ ^ W- ,4ML A-/" ^ '^y ft
j/mui ■ <£ (uvic-Mj cL-to ^ <*- 4tcn£ 4C&u,f^
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8.03 THEMATIC MARKEDIMESS (TONICITY)
1. Theme and Rhems;
Each simple-tone syntagm comprises one information-span,
organised into one foregrounded theme and one, or more, non-foregrounded
rhemes. This corresponds, more or less, to Halliday's "new" and "given"
elements of information in his analysis of English intonation (see
especially el-Menoufy and Halliday 1970). The foregrounded theme
carries kinetic stress, and the non-foregrounded rheme(s) static stress
(or even, in strongly emphatic contrasted thematic foregrounding, no
stress at all).
Note: In a one-word syntagm, it is — of course — possible to have
only the kinetic stress, without any static stresses at all — e.g.
//VLo// (No!)
//ulv^sof// (and, at last, — a poly-morphemic word-form, but one foot).
2. Modes of Language:
Spoken sentences, accordingly, tend to be short, or to consist
of short co-ordinated clauses, or to have only a bare minimum of
embedded clauses. Written language that is read aloud, on the other
hand, is uttered at a far slower rate than natural, ordinary speech —
and its syntagms tend to consist of phrases rather than clauses
(otherwise, it tends to seem rather hurried and breathless, just as
natural speech with phrase-length syntagms tends to appear "choppy"
or asymmetrical).
3. Prosodic Topicalisation:
The non-topicalised syntagm of M.I.H. carries kinetic stress
on the last open-set lexical item before the double-bar (or, more
specifically, on that syllable of its last open-set lexical item
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which bears the primary word-accent). The prosodically topicalised
syntagm may carry kinetic stress on a topicalised word*, usually (but
by no means always) any open-set lexical item preceding the last one
before the double bar; however, closed-set structural items or lexical
items may also be topicalised, usually for emphatic contrastive stress,
as may syllables carrying secondary word-accent (see 7.03.3 above).
4. Thematicity:
The last open-set lexical item before the double bar may also
be proebdically foregrounded, to indicate thematic markedness. This
may be realised in a number of ways, namely by means of —
a. complex kinetic stress, e.g.
Tape 1, Speaker 2: //lfhaf'Jit /it^hfl,'/ mem3i^lj°// (to make the
(Appendix II B) man strip off his cloak)
b. Widening the pitch-span of the kinetic stress, e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 4: // aozni/oty/ (the earphones, ..„)
(Appendix II D b)
Co "boosted" stress, with or without a considerable pitch-jump
between the stressed syllable and the one preceding it immediately,
e.g.
//la' tsiti / et^a^sefer// (I wanted the book — i.e. not something
else)
//ts3,xim la*/v3°dh// (one must work, ...)
do a special form of "boosted" pitch-span widening, whereby the kinetic
stress moves in a direction contrary to that of the last stressed
syllable of the preceding foot (i.e. if the unstressed syllables
were low and the stressed ones high, having the kinetic stress start
from low, and vice-versa), often with a silent stress just before
the tonic foot, e.g.—
* In which case, the item may or may not be syntactically and /or
spnantically topicalised as well.
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//a'ni / la// (me — certainly not)
.: I, I
d. having the secondary uiord-accent syllable carry kinetic stress,
to the exclusion of the one with primary word-accent (see above,
7.03.3).
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8.04 PRUSUDIC II1ARKEDNE3S IN RELATION TO SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS
1. Attitudinal Marking:
A syntagm may be unmarked attitudinally (in which case it
carries a narrow low-fall kinetic stress on its last foot). It may
be marked triply (for emotion, thematicity and modality), doubly
(for emotion and thematicity, for emotion and modality, or for
thematicity and modality), or singly (for each one of the attitudinal
components). The prosodic markedness may or may not be reflected in
eitherihg syntactic pattern of the sentence or in the choice of words,
or in both. Thus, the following utterance —
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 9://ani xo'Jev /Jeze ag\glit// (I think that
(Appendix II D b) it's English).
which is marked by means of prosodic thematicity for contrast
(i.e. with "wide" kinetic stress on the last lexical item), might
have been topicalised prosodically (with or without concomitant
syntactic and/or semantic topicalisation) as follows:
//a^ni/xo, j ev / jeze an,glit// (_I think that it's English)
//ze a^ni/ j exo ,J ev/jeze an,glit// (It's _I_ that thinks that it's
English);
with a different subject-pronoun, this syntagm might have been
modally marked (for confirmation-question) as follows:
//ata xo'jev/ jeze an glit// (You think that it's English?)
//""a-xo' jev ata/jeze an "glit// (Do you think that it's English? —
formal style).
It might also have been triply marked in the prosody, for "dramatic"
contrastive continuation, as follows:
//ani xo'jev/(eze anj_glit// (I think that it's English, ...)
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On the other hand, the same sentence might have been attitudinally
unmarked -- and thus, necessarily, also unmarked syntactically or
semantically — as follows:
//ani xo'jev /^eze anlit// (I think that it's English).
2. Prosody, Syntax and Semantics:
Attitudina! marking may have the following realisations,
which must (in all cases) include prosody, for speech:
a. ELmotional marking, realised —
i. prosodically alone;
ii. both prosodically and semantically (by means of some expression
equivalent to such phrases as "Please!" or "I'm angry with you."
b. Thematic marking (including topicalisation), realised --
i. prosodically alone;
ii. both prosodically and syntactically (by some such device as
passivisation or clefting).
c. i)lodal marking, realised —
i. prosodically alone;
ii. prosodically and syntactically (by means of transformations
such as the interrogative or the imperative);
iii. prosodically and semantically (by means of expressions
equivalent to some such phrase as "I wonder", "I order you");
iv. prosodically, syntactically and semantically, e.g.
h h C C// a'ged li/ axo'jev ata/leze an/glit// (Tell me, do you think
it's English).
f'-Jote 1: In each case, the utterance must be marked prosodically.
It may also be marked in the other manners indicated. It is, however,
important to remember that emotional marking is a para-linguistic
feature, which may be (and, indeed, usually is) also characterised
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by variations in vocal quality and phonation-type, articulatory
setting, etc.
Mote 2: Since the syntagm need not (and, in fact, usually does not)
cover the same stretch of utterance as the full surface sentence,
the element "sentence" in the diagram shown in 8.01.Id above may
(and, indeed, usually does) refer to smaller units, such as the phrase
lijc- JMJ- 'VLdJiJaJ-iru.
or clause (either of which may, of course, be interpreted as)(an
underlying sentence).
Note 3: No utterance can exist as such without a prosodic realisation.
That is why the element A (Attitude) hierarchically precedes the element
S (Sentence) in the syntagm-tree. moreover, since it is impossible
to conceive of any utterance that does not express some emotional
colouring (including, in this case, lack of emotionality), this element
(namely E — or Emotion) has been placed hierarchically first under
the Attitude-node. Thematicity, which comes next, has been
hierarchically placed before Modality on syntactic grounds:
passivisation or clefting, for instance, must come before the
interrogative transformation (and, as has already been shown -- in
8.04.2b and c above — syntactic thematicity and modality marking must
be accompanied by the corresponding prosodic marking).
Note 4: An analysis of prosodic emotional marking has been excluded
from any but the most cursory of examinations in this thesis, as being
by and large para-linguistic in the sense (and for the reasons) given
in martinet 1960 (Section 3.25). However, prosodic marking for
thematicity and modality are more extensively reviewed in this thesis,
since it follows from their descriptions therein that they are
analysable in terms of features that are both arbitrary and consistent
1
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with that duality of language-patterning which martinet has denied to
all intonational features.
3. Emotional Colouring:
The prosodic realisation of both thematicity and modality may
be affected, and thus changed, by emotional colouring. Thus, thematised
continuations may be "dramatised" by means of a rise-fall-rise intonation
pattern, orders may be changed into requests by carrying a rising or
falling-rising pattern, confirmation questions may be given a peremptory
turn by carrying a falling (rather than a rising) tone, and information
questions (which carry a low fall when emotionally unmarked) may be
turned into topicalised echo-questions with a strong element of surprise
by carrying a wide-span high rise. Now, as stated previously, complex
tones are invariably marked emotionally. Simple tones may, however,
also be marked emotionally if their intonation pattern runs counter to
the standard thematically or modally marked one. For this reason,
some of the distinctive features in the formal descriptions below may
be specified as either —
a. + X — which shall be taken to read "+X is here a counter-tone
to the standard -X" (or X, meaning "~X is here a counter-tone
to the standard + X");
b. + X ~ X (or -X + X, or ""X + X ~X) — which shall be taken to
read "a tone marked + X is followed by one marked X, etc."
This type of notation will, in particular, be used for complex tones.
Mote: In at least two case?, the counter-tone will indicate thematic
and/or modal marking, without necessarily exhibiting any emotional
colouring — namely:
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i. An utterance that is semantically and syntactically an unmarked
declarative statement of the type SVQ (Subject + Verb + Object)
may carry a rising intonation (the counter-tone to the standard
narrow low fall): such an utterance will be considered to be
modally marked (as a confirmation question), e.g —
//ata xo'jev/Jeze an 'glit// (You think that it's English?)
ii. An utterance that may be (within its context) semantically and
syntactically a question, but carries falling intonation (the
counter-tone to the standard wide high rise): such an utterance
will be considered to be either —
A. an information question, and as such marked modally, but
not otherwise, e.g.
//'ma / a'ta / xoNJev// (UJhat iplo you think?)
B. an information question, in which case it is marked not
only modally, but also thematically and emotionally by
the counter-tone, e.g.
//'"'aim xo'jev ata/jeze anvglit// (Do you think that it's English?)
In both these latter cases, the syntactic structure may
be either (tl+) V + IMP (+Comp) or Q + IMP + VP.
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8.05 CUMPUX T0NE.S
X. Topjcalioation by Division!
Complex tones may occur either on one and the same tonic syllable
(with or without a tail, in which the pitch continues to move in the
same direction as the last kinetic element of the tone), or on different
tonic feet of the same syntagm. Topicalisation, in the case of complex
tones, may thus be effected in one of two ways, namely —
a. Dsprivative — in which case the complex tone occurs on one and the
same syllable (or, at least, on one and the same foot) which is not
the last stress-carrier in the syntagm, thus depriving the syntagm
of its standard thematisation (on the last open-set lexical item))
b. Additive — in which case the separate movements of the complex
tone occur on different tonic syllables, ons of them being in the
last foot of the syntagm! the divided complex tone thus adds
topicalisation to the standard thematisation of the syntagm. The
whole syntagm, in addition to being thematically and modally marked,
also has emotional colouring, as stated previously.
2. The Bia.ior Complex Tone3»
These arei-
a. The fall-rise, which marks the utterance emotionally (as well as
thematically and modally) for what may in general terms be called
"appeal to the interlocutor's sympathy") this may be then variously
re-interpreted (for greater detail) under a variety of circumstances,
or under similar circumstances &y a variety of speakers, as "warmth",
"politeness", etc. Here are some examples!
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 36s //^lo / sid'ru / et ha \xomer// (They
(Appendix II D b) didn't grade the material)
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Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 10: //'mi /ka^moxa /bae, l±m// (UJho is like
(Appendix II D a) you among the gods')
Mote: An undivided complex tone may occur in such a manner as to
have the pitch of the stressed and unstressed syllables move in
different directions. Thus, in the first example above, the last
syllable of the utterance is unstressed (being unaccented phonologically),
but carries a rising pitch movement contrary in direction to the fall
on the stressed syllable preceding it. Together, the fall on the
stressed syllable and the following rise on the unstressed syllable
make up the divided fall-rise tone.
b. The rise-fall, which marks the utterance emotionally (as well as
thematically and modally) for what may be in general terms called
"verbal attack on the interlocutor"; this may then be variously
re-interpreted as "warning", "refutation", etc. (under a similar
variety of circumstances as the fall-rise, above).
Here are some examples:
Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 65: // uzmiwnu:// (They were asked!)
(Appendix II D a)
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 35: //al o'to /ba 'sis/ bax\lal// (on the same
(Appendix II D b) principle at all — a divided tone
c. The rise-fall-rise, which marks an utterance as "dramatised stressed
continuation", and is one of the most immediately obvious
characteristics of ITI.I.H. speech (accompanied by rallentando and
"boosting") — e.g.
complementing the stressed negative
of the preceding syntagm in this tonal
sequence).
Tape I, Speaker 2:
(Appendix II B) man strip off his cloak).
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d» The divided fall + fall (the only exception to the rule expounded)
in 8.02.2, Note i) uihich, like the rise-fall-rise, is accompanied
by rallentando and "boosting", and may be loosely termed
"dramatised contrastive emphasis". Being, by its very definition,
a divided complex tone, it also implies additive topicalisation —
e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 80: //a'ni / lo / xa,javti / al
(Appendix II D b) (I did not think of thatl).
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8.06 HEADS AND TAILS
1. Down-drift:
Wholly unmarked syntagms consisting of a head and a non-wide
final-foot nucleus carrying a low fall are characterised by a down-
drift movement in pitch: the stresses in the feet making up the head
are progressively lower in pitch. (Harked syntagms may or may not have
this down-drifting movement, which can take any one of the following
specific configurations:
a. Smooth — in which case the stressed and unstressed syllables move
downwards in smooth steps (with the possible exception of the first
and the last — or tonic — foot, for which see below) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 40: //'ex/ze ni.sxe laxa// (What's your opinion
(Appendix II D b) of it?)
h h ^
Tape 2, Poem 5: // a na<x')fim/ (m)£ ti' sim/et cutfi-f^n// (The boys are
, I . AA I T T - 1 + T >
(Appendix II C) * • . . . « j flying the kite)
item n/3 U :—_J S_JI
b. Oerky — in which case the unstressed syllables are (at least
in part) consistently lower in pitch than the stressed ones. It
is this pattern that seems to be the favourite one in IK1.I.H. (but
see also below, 8.08.1/2) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 53: //latax'gem scl zs /lsCsu'-ra/ ak^ivit//
zn(Appendix II D b)
(to translate it into an active form)
Note 1: Onstressed syllables following a stressed syllable and
preceding another stressed syllable on a different pitch-level from
the previous one may —
i. be on the same pitch-level as the preceding stress (see the
first foot of the example immediately above);
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ii. 6s on the stuns pitch"level as the following stress — u*y*
r
Taps 2, Poem Si // u min&f'ndf / l£^aNl3°m// (He's waving farewell)
(Appendix XI C)
ltevw IIj$
ill* he on e lower pitch-level then both stresses (see the example
referred to in i* above)*
iv# descend progressively lower in pitch — e»g*
Taps 1, Speaker 3* /t?^ tre&'ll-ex/hfi'Ia/ UVf 'jit/<ith ^i*J//
(Appendix IX 8)
(that the one who first aucsadsd in making the man
strip off)
v* be higher in pitch* or rise slightly (sea below* i*06*2)*
dote 2: The same patterning of stressed-and unstressed syllable
sequences is also possible before a rise or a complex tone* However*
the rise may start from only one of the following positions relatively
to the syllable preceding itI
i* lower (as In the example immediately above)}
11* higher — e*g*
Taps 3* taction 2* Speech 4?l //Je^ani ja'xol/ (l)il'mod/ sa^fa//
(Appendix Hub)
(that I can learn a language)
dote 3i while there may be down-drift (of the different types outlined
above) on a syntagm* the tonic syllable may carry a higher pitch-level
than the stressed syllable preceding it — or* indeed* than any of the
syllables in the head* This* of course, is typically the case for
thematic marking (wide-span kinetic stress)*
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2. Down-step;
Emotionalljand/or thematically marked syntagms consisting of
a head and a nucleus (with or without a tail) may have a down-stepping
pitch-movement. In such cases, the unstressed syllables are consistently
higher in pitch than the stressed ones — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 84s //hi'lo/haji^ta/ hajSi^la/ bajo\er/
(Appendix II D b)
lahakna\jat/ sa.sfa// (It's not the most
. . efficient method of
* 1 * >
inculcating a language,)
This "gliding" type of intonation imposes a rather staccato pattern
of emphasis on each of the stressed items — and, in fact, may have
the effect of making an utterance so realised seem to be syllable-
timed rather than stress-timed in rhythm. It may be that the influence
of syllable-timed languages (particularly French, Ladino and certain
dialects of Arabic) is making itself felt in this prosodic configuration.
Vy
Note; Down-step will be notated A t as can be seen from the example
immediately above.
3. Level Pattern;
This pattern of stresses is possible under the following
circumstances;
a. When a stressed syllable is followed immediately by another
stressed syllable, without any unstressed syllable intervening — e.g.
Tape 2, Poem 5; //'ad /' keuno/ mi^lim// (a few more words)
(Appendix II C)
item u/g
b. When the tempo is presto or accelerando — often when the syntagm
is fairly lengthy — e.g.
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Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 223: //axuz ga•voa/ma"od/Jel geru^jin//
(Appendix II D b) j
(a very high percentage of divorces)
c. UJhen the pitch-level is unusually high or low, and the syntagm
is accordingly marked for emotion — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 2$6: //to"da/ra"6li// (thank you very much! —
I t <fc
(Appendix II D b) || uttered with a sigh of
relief, after a hard, long
job has been done).
4. The First Foot:
In the first non-tonic foot of a syntagm, the unstressed syllable(s)
(if any) may be, in relation to the stressed syllable of that foot —
a. lower in pitch (unmarked);
b. higher in pitch (marked for down-step — see above);
c. on the same pitch-level — an extremely unusual occurrence.
Note: In a single-foot syntagm, the unstressed syllable(s) preceding
the stress may thus be —
i. slightly higher than an unmarked fall (wholly unmarked);
ii. slightly lower than an unmarked fall (emotionally marked
"pleasant");
iii. slightly lower than a rise (unmarked thematically);
iv. higher than the beginning of a rise (marked emotionally
and/or thematically) for "dramatic emphasis").
5. fflarked Rhythmic Stress:
When closed-set lexical items, structure-morphemes or syllables
with secondary word-accent carry rhythmic stress of any type (either
static or kinetic), they are ipso facto thematically foregrounded, — e.g.
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Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 97: //ze bmet 'bejn/, edimbur/ldxglazgo//
(Appendix II D a)
(It's really between Edinburgh and Glasgow)
Note: Special emphasis may be placed upon a word of more than one
syllable by making not only the primary word-accent syllable carry
rhythmic stress, but also giving such stress to one or more other
syllables of the same word — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 26: //et'mol /ze haja "m^/ tsu^jan//
(Appendix II D a)
(Yesterday it was marvellous!)
6. Silent Stresses:
These may occur anywhere in the head, either to mark
interruptions (in which case they may complete a foot begun by
unstressed syllables, and are not followed by any nuclear — or
tonic — foot), or as a whole foot interposed before some element
of a syntagm that needs to be thematically marked with special
emphasis — e.g.
Tape 1, Speaker 3: //v£i*n£e / 'tn?/ lik(fT?,t£n/altX/^&gel//
(Appendix II B)
(and, lo, there came towards them — a traveller).
7. Foot-boundary Conventions:
While it might be possible to consider down-stepping and silent
feet as separate syntagms or syntagm-separators respectively, this is
obviated both by the tempo of the utterance and by the non-signalling
of any syntagm-boundaries, which would otherwise be marked by changes
in the duration and quality of the vowel and/or arresting consonant(s)
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(if any) of the syllables presumed as signalling such boundaries.*
8. Tails:
The tail of a syntagm may consist either of a (small) number
of syllables fallowing the tonic syllable of the last foot (u/hich are
thus contained witnin it), or of a number of feet following the tonic
foot. In both cases, the pitch-levels of the syllables (stressed
and/or unstressed) following the tonic syllable will have the same
direction as the kinetic stress carried by that tonic syllable.
Mote: It is occasionally possible for a slight counter-movement to
occur in some of the stressed syllables of a tail — i.e. a slight
rise after a tonic fall (or rise-fall), or a rather lower level
stress after a tonic rise (or fall-rise) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 101: //aval ^avtexnika/ xaju,va/ ma,od//
(Appendix II D b) , * t <9
'
(but the technique is very important)
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 101:
(Appendix II D b)
// aizdamnu^jot/| 8 u mana'C&el//
•
(the opportunities that he makes use of)
Both these patterns may, of course, be considered divided complex
tones (fall + fall, and rise-fall-rise respectively) — but the
variations in the pattern are so small and the effect so hard to
notice thematically and/or emotionally that it seems better to
consider such variations simply functions of stress-production
(without actual stress-kinesis) and, as such, associated not only
with duration but also with some minimal pitch-movement.
*A discussion of this aspect of prosodic analysis is found in Lehiste
1970 and 1971, where the conclusions are more or less those outlined
above; in el-Wenoufy, the opposite conclusions would seem to have
been reached, and this affects the manner in which the principle of
tonality is interpreted throughout that work.
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8.07 DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF INTONATION PATTERNS
(PROSUDIC DISTINCTIVE FEATURES)
1. Features of the Syntagm:
+
topicalisation (to which must be added, in brackets, the topicalised
H
down-drift.
Note: Stressing and/or foot-boundary delimitation may occasionally
cause some difficulty in connection with topicalisation. Thus,
in the following example, the first version is thematically unmarked
and consists of one foot only, while the second is thematically marked
(because a closed-set lexical item — a pronominalised preposition —
is stressed, whereas it usually is nothing but the unstressed appendix
of the stressed syllable in a foot); in neither case is it possible
to speak of prosodic topicalisation:
Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 83: //j-a^iti otx&// — //ra'iti/ot ^ "Hz//
(Appendix II D a)
(I saw you/ I saw you)
2. Features of the Foot:
+
fall, * level, + wide,+ high.
3. Features of the Tone Sequence:
+ rhetorical (see below, 10.02)
Note: These will generally be placed in the following order:
+




8.08 THE INTONATION PATTERNS OF ffl.I.H.
1. The Status of Intonation in iTI.I.H.
Of all the phonetic elements of ffl.I.H., prosody is still in
the greatest state of flux. While a great deal of normative teaching
has been devoted to the various features of the syllable and of the word,
practically no attention has been paid to the features of the foot, the
syntagm and the tone sequence. Accordingly, while the normative
approach to segmental pronunciation has proved highly successful (in
that it has undoubtedly led to the current existence of a recognizable
standard ffl.I.H. pronunciation — even though that pronunciation does
not agree with the precepts of the normativists in a number of important
respects), the intonation of ffl.I.H. presents a variety of puzzling
characteristics that can only be explained by the existence, side by
side, of several prosodic systems. This is, naturally, not unexpected,
in view of the historical development of ffl.I.H. over the past century
(see Chapter 1).
2. External Influences upon ffl.I.H. Prosody:
The only normative prosodic standards in the language are
still the ancient liturgical ones of the Biblical cantiilations.
These differ, however, for the various communities — and particularly
in respect of the Askenazic, Sephardic and Yemenite-style religious
rites, which are (and have been ever since the re-birth of Hebrew)
the major ones in Jewish Israel. The effects of liturgical prosody
have made themselves felt in particular through the intermediary of
the so-called "jargons" — Yiddish, Ladino and Judaeo-Arabic. Thus,
the so-called "sung" intonation of the "dramatised emphatic continuation"
derives from Yiddish (for which, see Weinreich), while the down-step
probably derives from the syllable-timed Ladino. Furthermore, the
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relationship between "boosted" stress and intensity (or loudness) on
the one hand, and the "backing" of certain consonants on the other
(e.g. /x/ J_ X/, /r/ ^ V --v- / 2/V — for which,
see above, 7.02.4 Note iv and v) derives from Judaeo-Arabic.
Similarly, the favourite "jerky" down-drift pattern (see above, 8.06.1b)
is derived (possibly through the intermediary of Yiddish) from Russian
and Polish — whence stems also the standard width-span of the pitch-
movement in ffl.I.H. (see Buning and van Schooneveld,and Wodarz 1962).
However, these prosodic configurations often contrast or co-exist with
others that are totally different and derive from alternative linguistic
backgrounds — e.g. the "smooth" down-drift associated with such
languages as English and Romanian parallels the "jerky" down-drift
(for whose derivation, see above) and may be juxtaposed to contrastive
emphasis (by means of the realisation of rhythmic, kinetic stress of
secondary word-accent — for which, see above, 7.03.3), which can be
associated with French and German, in the main. Accordingly, any
study of (11.1.H. prosody can only point to sets of trends within a
continuum that is currently in even more of a (possibly dynamic) state
of flux than that associated with most "long-established" languages.
Note: Such normative efforts as the standard writing-oriented
school-teachers' dictum, "The voice goes up before a comma or a
question mark", have had as little effect on Ill.I.H. natural speech
as they have on the intonation of any other language. The only
exception to this (which is probably parallelled in many other
linguistic situations) seems to have been the creation of what may
be termed a recogni-Sable "school-teachers' rhetorical style" (instances
of which can ba clearly recognised in the recording of Reader 3 on
Tape 1 - see Appendix II B). Another, though a very different,
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possible effect of the teaching of reading in schools is the occasional
stressing (invariably while reading aloud) of short, "unstressable"
structural items (such as the objective preposition /'et/ — probably
because it is so easily recognizable, due to the frequency of its
occurrence and its obvious shortness , and thus forma a sort of easy
point of rest for the incompletely literate eye).
3, The Patterns:
With the above reservations, the main prosodic patterns of
ft'l.I.H. are: —
a. The final-foot narrow low fall, characteristic of the —
* i. "cold" declarative statement
(+ fall, - wide, + down-drift)
ii. "cold" information-question
(+ fall, - wide, + down-drift) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 24: //'ma ze/hara ^gil// (UJhat's the usual one?)
(Appendix II D b)
iii. "cold" order
(+ fall, + wide, + down-drift) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 114://'bou/nat'xil/ (l)a^redet// (Come, let's
(Appendix II D a) start going
down!)
Note 1: "Cold" in the above descriptions is taken to signify
AiVVw,
"emotionally unmarked" (and is the^used by Chayen, pp. 24/7).
Note 2: The features -level and -topicalized need not be specified
in the above three intonation-patterns, being subsumed in + fall and
-wide respectively. The practice of not specifying subsumed features
is followed throughout this section.
* In the following descriptions, an asterisk marks the basic intonation
patterns — i.e. those featuring no counter-tones.
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Note 3: The placement of the symbols + and - before a specified
feature is hierarchical: if both symbols are specified before a
distinctive feature, the topmost one indicates the manner in which
it is to be taken for the actual utterance, while the lower one
indicates the manner in which it is specified for the basic intonation
pattern (i.e. the one without a counter-tone).
Note 4: The feature + rhetorical refers to the general style of
the whole discourse, and not only to a single syntagm (see below,
10o02). It will therefore be specified in the following examples
only in one of three ways —
A. +rhetorical (for utterances from Tapes 1 and 2 — readings
of "The North Wind and the Sun" and poetry pieces respectively);
B. + rhetorical (to indicate that a syntagm rhetorical in style
is embedded in an utterance that is, by and large, natural
speech) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 1, Speech B3: //ma^dua /ze^lo /maf * xid/ot \ xa//
(Appendix II D b) *)
(Why does this not scare you?)
(In which the speaker is quoting something said on a TV programme).
This will be specified ("""rhetorical, + topicalisation,
+ fall, + wide, down-drift).
+
C.
+ rhetorical (to indicate that a syntagm natural in speech-
style has been embedded in an utterance that is, by and large,
rhetorical).
Note 5: + topicalisation indicates that the nucleus of the syntagm
is not (or not only) the last foot. The item foregrounded by means
of kinetic stress is then indicated after the specified feature — e.g.
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(Appendix II D a)
//'lo/i ijavnu/ ba a,vua/ ea,var//
• > ^ , i
■ » ,
—t-*—e
(UJe didn't listen last week)
This will be specified as (+ topicalisation /ik'Javnu/, + fall,
+
wide, + down-drift).
Note 6: Questions are taken to be marked for tentativeness by - fall.
It is for this reason that item 8<,Q8.3a ii has bean specified as
the counter-tone + fall.
Note 7: The feature + wide, which marks an utterance attitudinally,
is here taken to occur in two major ways:
A. when combined with - topicalisation it indicates ordinarily-
stressed thematicity on the final foot;
B. when combined with + topicalisation, it indicates that there
is "boosted" stress, and it is then specified as + wide,
since ordinary topicalisation is - wide.
In 8.08.3a iii above, the specification is
+ wide, because
an order cannot, if unmarked emotionally, be "cold", and the
counter-tone thus indicates emotional colouring ("indifference").
Note 8: - down-drift, which often accompanies the + rhetorical
counter-tone, may also mark an utterance emotionally (e.g. for what
may be called "impatience", "talking down", etc.). It also adds a
weak element of topicalisation to each separate foot of the syntagrn — e.g.
Tape 1, Reader 3; //xpz"e^k"H?/W.m£na// (was stronger than herself)
' •* I
(Appendix II B) „ ^
This will be specified (+ fall, - wide, - down-drift), and indicates,
in the present utterance, what may be termed "school-teachers' style".
It is worth noting also that down-drift is the usual pattern not only
before a fall, but also before a rise —-and therefore a configuration
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marked - fall may (if necessary) be specified as - down-drift as
well.
Mote 9; Ordinarily, there is no difference between "smooth" and
"jerky" down-drift. Thus, the following "cold" declarative statement —
Tape 2, Poem 7: //'biXit /jj^,jan /v£-jj>xnim// (an old house with pigeons)
(Appendix II C)
ifcet* (j/2,
might just as well have been uttered //'bait/ jQ-.(ccn/ v£j:> nim//
•+- T * J A X x -j-
without any attitudinal difference. Indeed, the latter is the
favoured form in 11(1.1.H. — but both variants will be specified ( +
rhetorical, + fall, - wide, + down-drift). However, together with
the feature + wide, "jerky" down-drift on a topicalised or thematically
marked foot usually accompanies "boosted" stress, whereas "smooth"
down-drift does not do so. — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 11: //av^l \gam/bsiv,rit// (but in Hebrew, too)
(Appendix II 0 b) ** j 'J ' O
,
specified, for "boosted" stress, as (+ topicalisation /'gam/, + fall,
h
wide, + down-drift). This may be compared with the possible (but
non-"boosted") //av^l vgam/ bsiv,Tit//
i V
'■ ' -1
which is specified (+ topicalisation /'gam/, + fall, - wide, + down-
drift.
bo The high fall, which may be —
i. narrow, in which case it characterises the first fall in the
complex divided fall + fall — an additively topicalised
declarative statement specified as (+ topicalisation /'X/,
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+ fall, + fall, - wide, + doujn-drift). The example appears
in 8.05.2d, above,
ii. wide, in which case it is characteristic of the —
A. deprivatively topicalised declarative statement with
"boosted" stress (see the example immediately above);
IMote: Exclamations, whatever their syntactic surface structure,
are taken to be topicalised or thematically marked statements
whenever they have this syntactic pattern — e.g.




B. thematically marked declarative statements — e.g.






(not that it's a particular
difficulty for me)
specified (- topicalisation, + fall, + wide, + down-drift).
Note: The thematically marked information question, which
may have the same prosodic pattern, will be specified (-
topicalisation,
+ fall, + wide, + down-drift).
* 0. orders, specified (+ fall, + wide, + down-drift) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 120: //ta\biti// (Look here!)
(Appendix II D a) •N
c. The narrow low rise, characteristic of the —
*i. emotional^and thematically unmarked continuation-pattern, e.g.









• •/(Appendix II C)llttn 111/2
(the mirrors' silvering?which is dimmed and peeling)




//to'da/xa^ba// (Thank you), specified (+ fall, - level, - wide,~
+ down-drift);
iii. tag-type confirmation-questions, e.g.
//,lo /^xen// (Is it not so?), specified (- fall, - level, ~ wide,-
+ down-drift).
The high rise, which may be —
i. narrow, in which case it is characteristic of the —
*A. emotionally and thematically unmarked confirmation-question, e.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 21: //at mada'bej-et/ al iv'rit//
(Appendix II D b)
(Are you speaking of Hebrew?)
specified (- fall, - level, - wide,)^+ down-drift).
Note: Confirmation-questions may be topicalised or thematically
marked, like most other types of utterances, and then they will
be specified as + topicalised and + wide, as required. However,
they may also be emotionally marked, in the sense that they may
indicate an order to answer, or contain an indication as to the
type of answer expected; in this case, the confirmation question
may feature a falling intonation-pattern, e.g.
Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 111: //^a'im/ a^naxnu/ m3urga.vnim axjav//
(Appendix II D a)
(Are we ready now? — indicating that
the expected answer is affirmative)
/ *1" \
specified ( fall, - wide, - level, + down-drift);
ii. wide, in which case it is characteristic of the —
A. topicalised or thematically marked confirmation question
} i uKcfe, f J+ j 'J- c, to. I■j
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8. echo-question, e.g.
///(hi ze/ ^i'gia // (ilJho was it that arrived?)
specified (+ topicalisation /mi/, - fall, - level, + wide,+ ni9^
down-drift);
+
C. emotionally coloured continuation-pattern, (for which, see
also below, 10,02), e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 4s // a-ozni,/joUt// (the earphones, .
(Appendix II, Do) , .
+ -kf'
specified (- fall, - level wide,^+ down-drift).
The level tone, characteristic of the —
*i. hesitation or interruption; these may be either high-level or
low-level, stressed or unstressed, filled (i.e. lengthened or
supplemented with the 11(1.1.H. hesitation vowel /a/,yjreali_fed as
z!l\ repeated (as in stuttering), or just broken off, e.g.
(Appendix II D a)




specified (- fall, + level, - wide, + down-drift)
f |j ^
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 8s //aval Uea, hi// (but I ...)
(Appendix II D b)
specified (- fall, + level, + wide,
+ down-drift);
ii. vocative, which usually has one of the following configurations
A. high, with a sort of up-step, e.g.
//,xa'va// (Eve!), specified (- fall, + level, + wide,
down-drift);
B. high, with down-drift, e.g.
//"xa'va// (Eve!), specified (- fall, + level, wide,
+ down-drift);
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C. mid, uuith a narrow up-step followed by down-step, e.g.




F. The fall-rise (divided or not) characteristic of the —
i. emotionally and/or thematically marked statement, continuation-
pattern or question (with or without topicaliSation), e.g.
//ma\du„a// or //maNdu„a// (Why?), where the first utterance,
specified (* fall, - fall, + wide,
+ down-drift) is marked
both emotionally and thematically, whereas the second utterance,
specified (+ fall, - fall, - wide,
+ down-drift) is marked
only emotionally.




(but the more strongly it blew,...)
— a topicalised continuation-pattern, specified (+ topicalisation
/xa'zak/, + fall, - fall, + wide, + down-drift)
ii. request, e.g.
h
//'ten li/et aXsefer/bSvaka,, j"a// (Give me the book, please!),
h _
specified (+ topicalisation /_ a'sefer/, + fall, - fall, + wide,
+ down-drift).
Mote 1: The specification + fall, followed by - fall indicates
a complex tone — a fall, followed by a rise, in this case. If
the first kinetic tone of the utterance happens to be a counter-
tone, this will be indicated in the usual fashion (e.g.
_ fall,
- fall for an emotionally coloured confirmation-question).
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Mote 2: The emotional marking specified by this intonation -
pattern may usually be summed up as "appeal to the interlocutor".
The rise-fall (divided or not), characteristic of an emotional
marking that may usually be summed up as "verbal attack upon the
interlocutor" (e.g. protest, warning, etc.) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 116: //anS-xnu ^lo/na^mod/ ba,xuts//




(UJe shan't stand outside —
a contradiction)
specified (+ topicalisation /'lo/, ~ fall, + fall, - wide,
+ down-drift).
The rise-fall-rise, characteristic of what may be termed
"dramatisation", and which may be —
i. undivided, in which case it marks the "dramatised, contrastive
continuation" — the so-called "sung" comma typical of Yiddish
prosody and directly descended from Biblical cantillation — e.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 179: //lain'jan aze/Jel^ 2em//
(Appendix II D b) -I
(As for this business of
being a mother.)
specified (- fall, + fall, - fall, + wide, + down-drift);
ii. divided, in which case it may be interpreted in most of its
occurrences as a slow-tempo down-step (see also 8.06.7, above)
Mote: Mon-topicalised complex tones (i.e. undivided ones) are
very often used for contrastive emphasis in IYI.I.H.
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4. Summary of Basic Patterns:
a. As can be seen from the above exposition, there are in ffl.I.H.
five basic simple intonational configurations, namely —
I. the declarative statement (narrow low fall);
II. the order (u/ide high fall);
III. the continuation (narrow low rise);
IV. the query (narrow high rise);
V. the break (level)
b. To these may be added the three complex intonational configurations,
all of them emotionally marked and (if undivided) implying some kind of
conteastive emphasis — namely
i. appeal (fall-rise)
ii. verbal attack (rise-fall)
iii. dramatisation (rise-fall-rise).
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9. PHONEME REALISATION IN CONNECTED SPEECH
9.01 GENERAL REMARKS
1. The Phonemes of M.I.H. in Connected Speech
As is the case in every natural language, certain changes tend
to take place in the segmental phonemes of citation-forms when these
are uttered in natural-tempo connected speech. Such changes tend to
occur in strings of more than one word, utterance - initially and
medially, never utterance-finally, Elision, reduction and haplology
account for the greatest number of these systemic changes. Assimilation
is mainly connected with voicing while metathesis and dissimilation are
much less significant in Modern Hebrew (although important features
in Classical Hebrew! Epenthesis, on the other hand, while of historical
interest in the main, still occurs to some small extent in M.I.H.,
especially in connection with syllable-arresting (usually word-final)
consonant clusters in loan-words. Most sound-changes tend to occur
in commonly used collocations (idioms, cliches).
In order to simplify the presentation, and so as to give a
unitary description of the processes involved in the sound-changes
occurring in rapid M.I.H. ("natural speech") (particularly as contrasted
with the measured formal variety - "rhetorical speech"), both word-
internal and word-external sound-changes will be dealt with in this
chapter, although the examples will be kept separate.
2. Sources of Information:
The examples in this chapter have been taken from Blanc (1956,
1961, 1964), from Chayen (1969), and from Section 1 of Tape 3 appended
to this description (see Appendix II D a for the transcription). The
technique of description follows to some extent that used in Bronstein
1960 (Chapters 11 and 12).
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The subjects dealt with in the passages used are:
a. Blanc —
I. Life in a kibbutz (collective settlement), as related by
a young (female) teacher;
II. A night on the town, ending in a night-club fight, as
related by a taxi-driver (speaking Oriental Hebrew);
III. Theatrical work, as related by a young actress (speaking
Sabra Hebrew, but whose parents were born in Morocco).
b. Chayen —
School life, as related by a number of Sabra Hebrew
speakers, all teen-agers.
c. Tape 3, Section 1 —
A British television programme — six minutes of free
conversation, the speakers being three young Sabra Hebrew
speakers of ffl.I.H. (all female, two being school-teachers
and the third a university lecturer), a middle-aged (male)
non-native Hebrew speaker who is a university lecturer,
and myself.
Mote: The phonetic transcription in square brackets used in this
chapter is "broad" — i.e. it usually features no diacritics and
does not distinguish between vowel-allophones.
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02 ELISION, REDUCTION AND HAPLOLOGY
Vowels;
In natural speech (Sabra Colloquial, Blanc's Style V), most
unstressed vou/els may become centralized. If the vowel precedes
(or, less frequently, if it follows) a syllable carrying primary
or secondary stress, it may be devoiced or elided. In fact, the
process could be graded as follows;
y --*/*/—> w//a/—» j
Here are some examples of centralisation;
/a'ta/ -9 ta/ (you), /et ha / -9 /^ta/ (the), /atiar'kax/ —>
/axaStf'kax/ (afterwards), /jaj'vu/ —/j^j'vu/ (they sat);
/'az hu 2a'mar/ //,azu«3,mar/ (then he said).
There exists what may be termed a scale of elidability for vowels,
with the closest vowels least elidable (the back vowel /u/ being
omitted only very infrequently), the mid-vowels most elidable (/a/)
and /e/ being the most elidable of all), and the open vowel /a/
also being fairly elidable. Centrality and frontedness thus
represent criteria favouring vowel-elision, front vowels being
more elidable than back Vowels, the scale being (from most to
least elidable); /a/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /i/, /u/.
I. /»/, the most elidable of vowel-sounds, is usually in free
variation with Inter-consonantally it has practically
vanished in ft'l.I.H., giving rise to consonant-clusters.
However, when particular emphasis is placed upon a word
containing an inter-consonantal shwa, (e.g. in citation-form
with contrastive stress, or with "boosted" stress), this
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latter may be uttered, giving the word a slow, emphatic
quality that makes it stand out against its rapidly uttered
background (see the items /agalu'la/ and /afoka'mot/ in Tape
3, Section 1* Speeches 22 and 62.).
II. /e/ The most frequent word-internal elision of this vowel occurs
in the second (unstressed) syllable of segholates, and in the
fern. sing, suffix {-(e)t}s lliord-external elisions occur most
frequently in connection with structural or collocational items
such as £ (?e) = object preposition, •6(e) } = this,
= conjunctive that, C (2e)4»ad} = one (masc.).
Here are some examples:
/?e'tiad/ /pad/ (one), /la'jevet/ --> /la'jeyt/ (to sit),
/'majehu/ ~^/'maju°_J (something), /la'gejet/ —?> /la 'gejt/
(to go to), /U)2e'met/ —i> /b'met/ (really), /'2ejze/ -^>
/ze/ (some);
/'rega 2ehad/ —>/7ega*xad/ (one moment), /mikej ' van, je/ —
/mi'kvanje/ (because), /b^'derex'klal/ --•> /b' de'tfxklal/
(generally), /re'jit 'kol/ —^/Tjitkol/ (first of all),
/2a'ni tio'j evetje/ —$>/anxo'jevtj e/ (I think that ...),
/'2ejze 2a'dam/ —5>/eza*dam/ (some man), /'2i 2ef'jar/ ~
/•ifjaj/ (impossible), /Je jisa'pek/ -r" /Jisa'pek/ (who will
supply), /'ze 'tavo'dot/ /zavo'dot/ (it's jobs).
III./a/ ~ The most frequent word-internal elision of this vowel
occurs in the unstressed syllable of the past-tense verb-
pattern (C)a'Ca(C), in the final syllable of the pattern
(Ca)'Cahat, and in the words •£. (?a)'tiat} = one (fern.),
£ (?a )ti (a) 're(j) J= after, and ■£ (fa)x'Jav3 = now. UJord-




(2a)z) = then, £ (2a)'n(i) I, and ■(kv(a)r}' = already.
Here are some examples;
/la'kafcat/ —^ /la'kaxt/ (to take), /iax'^av/ —•> ZT*jav/ (now)
/mal'tajim/ ~j_ mtaim/ (200), /lav'da/ —7 /Zv'da/ (she worked)
1 »
/veTax'jav/ -$>/vex'^av/ (and now), /Ja'tinu/ — /"j^tinu/
(we drank), /^a'varti/ —7 //Jvafti/ (I broke), /^atia'rej/ —^
Z*f®/ (after), /ja'fe/ —> J_j 1 fe/ (nice);
i
/2aZ 'rov ha'zman/ —> /z/ova'zman/ (then most of the time),
/'gan 'jerek/ —)> Z9^'je^ei</ (vegetable garden), /'kvar ha'jinu/
—> /ky/a'inu/ (we already were), /vgjihi'ju kanir,2e/ ---?■
/yo'jukni^e/ (and there will be, apparently), /da'var Ze'tiad/
--r> /dvaZe'xad/ (one thing), /ba2arba'iim va'tejaS/--•>
/batbimv£,1 tej a/ (in *49), /pa'gajti 2et '^aimke/ -■£>
/pgaj tet'tiaimke/ (I met Haimke), /ha'ja li/ Z'Jall/ (I had),
/b^'vejt ha'sohar/ —7 /be'tsoal/ (in prison), /ka'Je m«')?od/ —>
/_'ki|em2od/ (very hard), /'ze ma'kom/ -•$> /zem 'kom/ (this is a
place), /v^2a'ni Cod 'lo hitna'sejti ba'ze/ —-7 /vanodloitn1
setibze/ (and I had had no experience of this as yet).
IV. /o/ - This vowel tends to be especially elidable in
pronominalized prepositions (e.g. £ ^oj'tanuj = us) and
between the first two radicals of the present-tense pattern
(C)o'Ce(C). Here are some examples;
/ha-avo'dot/ —'•) Za*uV^°i/ (the jobs), /tio'Jevet/ --> Z'xjeyt/
(I think), /mo'fiCa/ -^/g'fia/ (he appears);
/'zot 2o'meret/ /st'me^(t)/ (that is to say), /'kvar ro'tsim/
UJ o
~"i> Z^v^'tsim/ (they already want), /ios'fim 2o'ta/ —-?
/'sfimta/ (they collect it), /ja'ni jo'daCat/ —$> /an'da't/
w •*) o
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(/do/ I know?), / 6'tim ka'fe/ —^ /ytimka'fe/ (they drink
coffee), /hu <io'ved/ /u'ved/ (he works), /?ej'fo je-ti'lex/
/efjeti'lex/ (wherever you go), /lak'tiu 2o,*tanu/ —^
/lak'tiutanu/ (they took us), /ma ja'xol laia'sot/ -s>
/majaxla*'sot/ (what can he do?), /har'be jo'ter/ —^/a^'beteJV
} Vo vO
(very much more).
V. /i/ - The most frequent elisions of this vowel occur in the
morphemes (-t(i) ) = first pers. sing, past tense, { (?a)'n(i) 1 =
I, and {m (i)/jf = from. Here are some examples:
/nij'?ar/ -*> /n ja|7 (is left), /vahatii'ta/ —r> /y.vax'ta/
(and the wheat), /haj^fii'da/ /ajix'da/ (the only one),
/miha'lievre/ —> /ma'tievfe/ (of the boys);
/mi'jum je/ —/m'jurnje/ (because), /ja'rakti lo/ /ja'Jaktlo/
(I spat at him), /pa'gajti 2et/ ~£> /'pgajtet/ (I met),
/mijta'lem 'lanu/ —£> /m jta1lemlanu/ (it pays us to ...),
'a- rv t _ _/nuts mize/ —> /'xutsmze/ (apart from this), /2a'ni 'la/ -■£>
/an'lo/ (I + neg.).
VI. /u/ - This is almost exclusively elidable in the third pers.
sing. masc. pronoun {, (hu) } = he. Here are some instances:
/hu Jo'mer/ /jnttJ (says he), / hu 'kvar ha'ja/ -■}> /t^vaia'ja/
(he already was), / je?im hu ro'tse/ /punfotse/ (that if he
wants), / hu ja'xol/ —•> /.ja'xol/ (he can), /'jum da'var/ —>
/■Jmdava^/ (nothing), /'letiem matsu'jan/ -•?> /lexem't^jan/
(wonderful bread).
The reduction technique for vowels is quite simple:
I. A double vowel, or two identical vowels separated by /h/,
/2/» or /£/ are reduced to one vowel only — e.g.
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/'pa^am/ —/pam/ (once), /ka2a'mur/ -?> /ka'muX/ (as I u/as saying).
II. If the first vowel is a shwa, even if separated from the vowel
succeeding it by /h/, /2/, or /£/, then only the second vowel
is realised, though it may be given slightly longer duration
than on the average — e.g.
/tsa^i'ra/ —■> /tsi#,ia/ (young), /ha'2ejze|e'fiu/ -j> /'bezejeu/
(in some kind or other), /va2et la'tiuz/ -•> [yeta'xuz/ (and the
percentage of), /ba'^etsem/ -•? /'betsm/ (in fact), /vaiatia'rej/
I
—■> /yax')fej/ (and after), /ma'2od/ ^/mo'd/ (very), /tafu'dot/
—/tu0,dot/ (documents).
Consonants:
These tend to be omitted mainly in structure words and in cliche
formulas, provided they are in unstressed syllables. The trend
is especially noticeable with the following:
I. /l/ - e.g.
/jel/ —!>Z|_y (of), /la'jad/ "5> /jad/ (by), /la'tox/ /a'tox/
(into);
/'jej lanu/ —jej antj/ (we' ve got), /'kol mi'nej/ /'komne/
(all sorts of), /va'ze la'kati li/ /vzea'kaxli/ (and it took me),
/ al mavet/ —J> /a'mavet/ (about death), /jef lax/ -•?> Z'jejax/
(you've got).
II. /n/, which may be realized either as / or as a nasalization
of the preceding vowel — e.g.
/Za'ni la'marti/ -y> /aja'marti/ (I said);
/2a'natinu/ —i> /'axnu/ (we).
III. /j/ inter-vocalically — e.g.
/masuja'mim/ —> /maSua'mim/ (certain), /Jejisa'pek/ -■$> /Jisa'pek/
(that will supply);
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/'lo jo'dalat/ —>> /'loda't/ (I don't know), /2a'ta ja'xol/ —^>
/ta'xol/(you can), /har'be jo'ter/ —■> /a/'bete// (very much more).




e.g. /mij'nu/ /mi*'nu/ (they selected), /j^Je'nim/ /ije'nim/
(they sleep).
The corollary statement of this rule is /i/ /j/j (C) _
e.g. /jadi'^ot/ -•$> /icMjot/ (news)
Two consonants abutting at syllable or word boundaries, if they
are identical or differ only as to voicing, are reduced to one
consonant with a slightly greater degree of tenseness than either
of the two original ones. The consonants in point may also be
reduced if they are separated by an unstressed vowel, especially
a shwa. Here are some examples:
/ji'Jim/ -~> /Jim/ (60), /^a'vadati/ —•> /'vati/ (I worked);
/mux'rati/ —^ /mu 'Vax/ (must), /2atia'rej/ —> /atye/ (after);
/na'niati/ /'nia^/ (let's say);
/va'gam maf'rid/ —;> /vgama' fkfid/ (and also separates), /iana'fim,
masuja'mim/ —> /ana'fimsuamim/ (certain branches), /'derex ?a'gav/
—•> /'deyagav/ (by the way), /va2atiar'kax/ —> /vx'kax/ (and after
that), /^a'lo| ja' nim/ /Ja'lojanim/ (three years), /ta'ram 2et
truma'to/ —?> /ta,5fanftluma'to/ (made his contribution), /bix'lal
laha'fik/ —5> /bixlala'fik/ (to produce, all in all), /nij'2ar 'rak
'gan/ /ni ja»)a'gan/ (only a garden remains).
3. Stress
a. It is a general rule that structure words (including pronominalised
prepositions) are unstressed in rapid speech — e.g.
/'2aba je'li/ —^> /'"abajeliT" (my daddy), /2a'mar 'lanu/ -■$>
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/a'maKlanu/ (he told us), /ma'kir 2o'to/ —/ma'kifto/ (I know him).
b. In rapid speech, it is the word carrying the main information point
that carries primary (kinetic) stress, the rest of the content and
structure words in the group having either no stress or only
secondary (static) stress, and the whole group being run together,
especially in idioms or cliche' formulas — e.g.
/'2ejfo 'samnu 'kol da'var/ -r> /efo'samnu,kolda,va£7 (where we
put everything), /mata'pelet to'va/ —> /rnsta'peltava/ (a good
nurse). /"lad 'lor ha'boker/ /adofa'boker/ (until dawn, i.e.
until morning light), /b32arba"£im va'tejai/—■> /batbimv£-' tej a/
(in '49.), /2i 2ef'Jar l^hag'dir 2et ze/ —>> /,ifja^flag• dijedze/
(it can't be defined).
4. Haplology, syllable- and word-reduction
a. Following upon such processes as vowel elision, consonant reduction
and the de-stressing of minor information points, haplology, syllable-
reduction are among the most characteristic features of rapid 1K1.I.H.
Here are some examples:
/bama'lon hana'si/ —> /bmalona'si/ (at the President Hotel),
/u'xal laha'gid la'xa/ —S> /uxa'gidxa/ (I can tell you),
/,<ial hasaf'sal/ --■> /asaf'sal/ (on the bench), /habafa'ja hi lim'noSa/
—•? /abajim'noa/ (the problem is to prevent). /ba'xol mi'nej mako'mot/
—•> /pxolm'ko'mot/ (in all sorts of places), /bij'vil le2e'xol/ -••>
/pjile'xol/ (in order to eat), /ki'dej Jena.'giefx/ —> /kdej'na'gia/
(in order that we should arrive), /2a'natinu/ —■> //axnu/ (we),
/2a'ta ja'xol/ —> /ta'xol/ (you can), /'derex 2a'gav/ -~> /deVa'gav/
(by the way), /na'niati/ /.'n'iax/ (let's suppose), /ha£avo'dot/ --=>
/a'v'dot/ (the jobs).w3 ^0
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b. The same processes may lead to the reduction or even elision of
whole words in rapid speech — these being bound morphemes or
structure words (including pronouns). Here are some typical
instances:
I. {ba-}{ba-} = in: /bsvaka'Ja/ --•> /vak^ja/ (please), /baja'na haba'Ja/
/jana'ba/ (next year);
II. = as: /kajekots'rim/ —> /Jekots'ZimT* (when harvesting);
III. tjmi 1pnej[} = because: /mi'pnej jeba'2im/ —/mjeba'im/
(because they come);
IV.{Fa'val} = but: this is progressively reduced to , /al/
or L*J 5
V. { kolj = all: /'lo kol 'kax bQki'Ja/ —/lok'axpki'a/
(not all that expert);
VI. {Zsa'rix} = must: this is reduced to /£sax/ or /£six/, unstressed.
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9.03 SIMILITUDE AND ASSIMILATION
1. Vowels
a. 'V + N -■> V, especially in monosyllables — e.g.
/•tiam/ Z'xa/ (hot), /'ken/ --)> /ke/ (yes).
b. As a regional dialectal feature (typical of Dezreel Valley
settlements — see 11.04.2a I, below), /e/ /ej/', in stressed
syllables of segholates, e.g.
/'sefer/ —> /,sejfe^/(a book).
Note: An exceptional item of this sound change is met very frequently,
namely, /har'be/ —i>/a-)'bej/ (much).
c. /?>/ —? /j/ ^C_V (with a theoretically possible, but not actually
realised, consonant often intervening between the shwa and the
vowel), e.g.
/baXo'to/ —/bjo'to/ (in that same).
Note: An exception^item of a very similar change is met very frequently,
namely, /badi'juk/ -^> /bid'juk/ (exactly),
2. Consonants
a. In connection with "boosted" stress, the more important features
of consonant-realisation (in addition to those features typical of
citation-forms, such as the actual realisation of /h/, /l/ and /?/)
are —
I> extra-tense "holding" of stops and extra-strong aspiration of
fricatives,
II, "backing" of velar consonants (e.g. /x/ —5> [_ X/)o
Note: For examples, see above,7.02,4
b. Anticipatory assimilation occurs at word-boundaries (similitude
at intra-word syllable-boundaries), whereby the realisation of
two abutting consonants tends towards the same state of the
glottis as that of the second consonant.
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I. CC —\ CC, e.g.V O ' oc
/jov'tim/ ~^> /jo'ftim/(they strike), /la'vadati/ —/a'valti/
__ ^ __
(I uiorked), /la'maddti/ -■£> /la'mati/ (I learned), /no'lad^ti/—>
—
__
/no'lati/ (I was born); /mi-faxi'na/ /mipxi'na/ (from the
point of view of ...), /"lad ka'ma/ -$> /atka'ma/ (how far),
/,(iod tsa'li'rim/ —P /ottsi*'^im7 (still young).
II. CC --■> CC, e.g.
ov vv* J
/mak'bil/ —£> /mag'bil/ (parallel), /hit'lats'ben/ —/itadz'ben/
(he grew angry);
/lShati'zik et ze/ -•/lati'zikedze/ (to hold this), /'xak 'gan/ -
/ila'gan/ (only a garden), /l^fa'tiot ba'lajla/ —^/lsfxodba'lajla/
(at least by night), /bre'xot da'gim/ ~?> /b-fexoda'gim/
(fish-ponds).
Nasals tend to be realized with homorganic similitude to the
consonant immediately following them, particularly in unstressed
syllables of high-frequency words — e.g.
/hin Jga/ —> /hi>)'ga/ (fun), /^inba'lit/ —> /imba'lit/ (uvular)
The consonant reduction rule stated in 9.02.2b also holds, in
unstressed syllables, for two homorganic consonants, the one
that is realised tending to be the one with less closure — e.g.
/bivvaka •ja/ —> /vak'Ja/ (please), /mi'pnej je/ --i> /nine^e/
(because).
The realisation of /h/ shows the following trends:
CV]_ i(C) |
C.i|_ e(C)
i. N --> /J/ — e.g.
/ba'hir/ —5s /ba*ji^7 (light), /mi'hem/ —> /mi1jem/ (from them).
II. /h/ y£y j J \L u — e,9/h//V
/ja'ha/ —5> ZJa'2(he stayed).
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IMote: The morpho-phonemic stop/fricative distinction (p/f, b/v,
k/v) — one of the characteristic features of Classical Hebrew —
may tend to be disregarded in rapid fll.I.H., to the extent (in
some younger speakers) of free variation — e.g.
/Ja'fav/-/Ja'paK/ (he poured), /lit,por/-/lit*fc^ (to sew),
/latal,pen/-/l&tal,fen/ (to phone);
/b^'vejt ha'sohar/-/ba "bejt ha'sohar/ —/b *e1 tsoal/ (in prison),
/uvik^ u/-/ubikjjj/ (and they asked), /l»'xol/-/!^'kol/ (to all).
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9.04 EPENTHESIS
1. "Boosted" Stress and Citation-form
a. Special emphasis realised as "boosted" stress in words or syllables
beginning or ending with vowels(together with a non-realised
/h/, /2/, or /£/) is marked by the addition of a glottal stop — e.g.
/'h ej/— 2ej/ (hey!), /"ial/ -■$> /"2al/ (on), /'po/ -^> /"pho2/
(here!).
b. Syllable-releasing voioiess stops are strongly aspirated pre-
vocalically for added emphasis. Otherwise they are only weakly
aspirated — e.g. /ti'pul/-/ti'p^ul/ (care + contrastive emphasis).
c. Consonant-clusters in syllable-releasing position are separated
by a shwa when special emphasis is placed on a lexical item
(the emphasis being realised either as "boosted" stress or as a
going over to citation-form within a stretch of natural speech).
The shwa may be considered epenthetic in 1Y1.1.H. — though it is
a phonological feature of Classical Hebrew, with its C II C^ ^
syllable pattern. Here are some examples:
/(h)aglu'la/-/hag§lu'la/ (the pill), /(h)a£ka'mot/-/hal8fcka,mot/
(the body-tissues).
2. Syllable-arresting Consonant Clusters.
An epenthetic shwa (or is often realised in syllable-
final consonant clusters, where the second consonant is a nasal. The
lexical items in this case are loan-words frequently used in fll.I.H. —
e.g.£' filtmj (film) ,£idja'lizemj (idealism),£femi1 nizimj (feminism),
I1 jafifimj (Sharm-el-Sheikh).
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PART FIVE - FROM SYNTAGM TO DISCOURSE
10. THE TONE SEQUENCE
10.01 GENERAL REMARKS
1. Tonality:
The division of an utterance into syntagms is a delimiting
operation, in that it cuts the sentence up into thematic information-
spans. Two minimal pairs to illustrate how differences in tonality
serve to delimit information-spans and, occasionally, even to point
up differences in meaning would be the following:
a. //m^na\je// 'rut / (t)etse// (Menashe! Ruth is going to go out)
//ma'na / je'rut / (t)e\t'se// (Prevent Ruth from going outi)
b. // ^.0 // et ^a"\sefer / (r)^tsiti// (No: it was the book I wanted)
//'lo / et ^aXsefer / (r)a,tsiti// (it wasn't the book I wanted —
but, presumably, something else).
2. Tempo and 5yntaqm-lenqth:
The more rapid the speech, the longer the syntagm tends to
be — as reported by Chayen and Crystal. This can be seen very
clearly from Section 2 of Tape 3 (see Appendix II D b,for the trans¬
cription) — and more especially in those portions marked lento or
rallentando on the one hand, and presto or accelerando on the other.
This can also be seen, on a more general scale, by comparing the
reading of Speaker 3 with that of Speaker 3 on Tape 1 (transcription -
Appendix II B).
3. Modes of Speech:
It may be said that natural speech tends to consist of stretches
of utterance in which the syntagms roughly equal either (surface) clauses
or sentences, while written language that is read aloud (or the artificial
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type of speech connected with lecturing or oratory) tends to consist
of syntagms equalling (surface) phrases. Accordingly, any slowing
down of natural speech tends to result in the formation of phrase-
equivalent syntagms, while any speeding up of rhetorical speech tends
to result in clause-equivalent syntagms. Clearly, the two modes of
language (spoken and written) being different in surface structure,
the effect of any excessive slowing down of natural speech on the one
hand, and of speeding up rhetorical speech unduly on the other, is to
make the utterance stylistically unacceptable to a greater or smaller
degree. Thus, a markedly phrase-equivalent syntagmal organisation
of natural speech creates either a "ponderous1' or a "choppy" effect
(what Crystal terms "asymmetric"), while a markedly sentence-equivalent
syntagmal structure of material that is read aloud, far from achieving
a "natural" effect, tends rather to seem "breathless". In each of
these cases, the prosody runs counter to the syntactic (surface)
structure of the utterance. In poetry (or in metrically structured
prose), there is likewise a strong tendency to emphasise the regularity
of the rhythmical element (or the rhetorical organisation of the trope)
by marking caesura, verse-endings and/or rhetorical periods prosodically
with silent feet or "double bars", together with an element of
rallentando in the tempo of the last foot or feet (see Tape 2 and the
transcriptions of poetry in Appendix II C).
4. Styles of Utterance;
It is possible, in the light of the above, to re-define the
major styles of utterance in ffl.I.H. as follows:
a. Rhetorical Style, which has phrase-equivalent syntagms, by and
large.
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b. Natural Style, which has clause-equivalent syntagms, by and large,
and is faster in tempo than rhetorical speech.
Note 1; An important sub-variety of rhetorical style is the
citation-formwhich tends to be syllable-timed, in uuhich the
syntagm is usually word-equivalent, and in which the syllable
structure may be a reconstruction of that of Classical (rather
than Modern) Hebrew — namely CVC^ ^ (with an inter-consonantal
transition fully realised as shwa at every syllable-release).
Here, too, word-accent is realised as kinetic stress.
Note 2; In a rather general way, then, it may be said that the
unmarked tonalities of rhetorical speech and of natural speech
are phrase-equivalent and clause-equivalent respectively (for
that special variety of rhetorical speech known as citation-
form, the unmarked tonality may be either phrase- or word-
equivalent). Ihe thematically and/or emotionally marked tonality
of natural speech will therefore be phrase-equivalent, and the
stylistically marked tonality of rhetorical speech will be
clause-equivalent. In this way, rhetorical syntagms may be
embedded in natural speech discourse, and natural speech - type synt&gms
may be embedded within rhetorical tone-sequences, in order to
create certain stylistic effects.
Note 3: One type of reading aloud (generally practised by readers
at an early stage in the acquisition of their reading skills) thus
features a prosodically marked tonality-delimitation?whereby a
transitive verb may be separated by a double bar from its direct
object, and the objective preposition (a purely structural item
realised as /It/), then becomes deviantly stressed, for reasons
outlined above, in 8.08.2), e.g.
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//v.") em ia^u//^ //'et / '"'a^melex// (and they saw — the king).
5. Theoretical foundation:
a. This section is based, in the main, upon the findings and premises
expounded in Crystal, Palmer, Quirk and Crystal, Schubiger, and
Trim (see Bibliography). The prosodic statements in the
following pages have been checked against current fflodern Hebrew
grammatical theory — particularly Oman and Rubinstein 1970
and 1971.
b. The general approach stems from an indication of a possible
performance model of discourse in Sgall — where intonation is
linked up with syntax and semantics, namely!
"UJhere one word of the sentence is stressed (by means of a
certain intonational feature, or by a special position ...),
the cause being ... a certain sentence-pattern ... or a position
of the stressed word as a member of an enumeration or contrast ...
such sentences should be looked upon as sentences whose basic
Functional Sentence Perspective pattern is modified in a way
by ... the position of the sentence (or its part) in the
context ... The process of generating a proposition «.« does
not begin here with a symbol corresponding to the notion of a
sentence, but with a lexeme ... chosen as the theme of the
sent.nee. Further, the derivation proceeds with attaching
another word to the phrase so derived, so that the newly attached
word is rhematic in respect to the phrase ... The newly attached
word stands, in the proposition, to the right of the phrase ...
Every phrase has its theme and its rheme ...; another word can
be added to a phrase (as a rule, it is the rheme of the so-derived
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phrase); this new word can function as the head of the new
phrase, or as a member depending on the head of the previously
formed phrase One could admit that there are conditions
excluding the form of one sentence as a representation of a
proposition, where its representation in the form of a sequence
of two or more sentences would be allowed... The set of
propositions and their realisations, not of sentences only,
would be defined as 'language*. This can be viewed as a step
towards taking a larger unit than sentence as the basis of
linguistic description (i.e. a unit corresponding to 'text' or
'message' in the sense in which 'sentence' corresponds to
'utterance')... The description... (would)include ... a
mechanism with finite storage, where (for some or all levels)
the lexical (and morphemic) units from the preceding text would
be stored for a certain stretch of time (given, partly, by the
stress of these units in the preceding text, as well as by their
position in Functional Sentence Perspective, those with a greater
amount of communicative dynamism being preferred in some way)."
(pp. 208/213)
However, until the formalization of such a description of
discourse has been worked out both for rhetorical and for natural
speech (and that is certainly not the object of the present thesis),
the only solution — other than not going beyond the syntagm at
all — to the innumerable problems raised in this connection is
to indicate in the present analysis whatever phonological
correlations the corpus of evidence tends to indicate between
the phonetic elements in the prosody of III.I.H. on the one hand,





In many instances, the intonation-pattern of a syntagm does
not seem to correspond to its syntactic structure (or to its semantic
interpretation). This is particularly the case for shorter (phrase-
equivalent) syntagms linking up with others of a similar length to
form a sentence-equivalent tone-group, whose internal tonality-
delimitations are stylistically motivated. Here are some instances:
a. The high rise typical of a confirmation-question may be syntactically
motivated by the first phrase-length syntagm of such a sentence
(which, itself, may have a typical continuation-pattern, with a
narrow low rise), and appear only in the last syntagm of the tone-
group. Clearly, if this syntagm is then analysed by itself, it
will show no syntactic motivation for the question pattern.
b. A sentence-equivalent tone-group may show a certain prosodic
unity (as pointed out by Trim) in that each syntagm follows one
or more major features initiated by the initial syntagm of the
group. Thus, in a series of falls, a down-drift pattern may be
dominant, in that each initial syntagmal stress begins on a slightly
lower pitch-level than the one preceding it. Alternately, where
rises are involved, the initial syllable(s) of a syntagm may
follow the direction of the pitch-movement indicated by the tonic
foot of the preceding syntagm.
c. The following examples illustrate these points:




/fvy'a'nim/ (m)£ma.l12ate /bijci/bUA//£t 'k^l /f X T ▼ A T X T
the pigeons fill with motion all
/kim/^'n£Xit/ nas'fc8/ a/ken//'
= A 0,4 X A + T
your crannies bearing nests?^
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Clearly, the question-pattern in the fourth (and last) syntagm
of this sentence-equivalent tone-group is motivated by the
syntactic interrogative marker (£ha-}) placed right at the
beginning of the first syntagm in the group. The tonality-
delimitations are determined partly by the metrical exigencies
of poetry (there are four lines of verse here), and partly by
the syntactic structure of the sentence at the surface level
(e.g. the parenthetical vocative "old friend"),
ii. Tape 2, Poem 3: /// (One: Repentance — title
(Appendix II CjHHaW> jr/1 4
of poem, part of a list)
Here, the continuation-rise (expressed in the orthography by
a colon) is followed in the subsequent syntagm by the
ascending pattern of the first two (unstressed) syllables.
(ajEucml'
The resulting^wide^low fall is typical of this sort of listing
enumeration.
2. Triggering:
In the immediately preceding examples, the intonation patterns
of the terminal syntagm were reqressively motivated — i.e. triggered
off, as it were, by preceding features (syntactic or otherwise). At
the communicative level, at least, syntagmal intonation-patterns may
also be progressively motivated; this is, obviously, the case for
the low rise continuation or the level break. In other words,
wherever there is a low-rise continuation pattern, this is a signal
for what is to follow. It is often possible to find clear-cut
communicative patterns of this sort. Here are some instances:
a. A wide, "boosted" high-rise continuation pattern usually indicates
that another continuation-syntagm follows — often in an
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enumeration-pattern — unless the sentence is interrupted before
it can be completed by its speaker, e.g,
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 4: // aozni/oUt //vzaram/(<oUl//
(Appendix II D b) (the earphones, and the loudspeakers.,),
b. An interruption — be it by reason of hesitation or through outside
interference — may trigger off a kind of "stuttered" (level
intonation pattern) syntagm (or series of syntagms), often ending
in an emphatic fall (thematised or topicalised,and therefore uiide
in pitch-span — as if to "confirm" what has been made to appear
doubtful by the hesitation).
3. Tonality Boundaries;
Wherever sentential tone-groups occur, it is noticeable that
the syntagmal double-bar boundary may often be realised not so much
by means of a silent pause, u/ith or without breath (though this is,
of course, quite possible), but by those boundary signals indicated
in the footnote to 8.06.7 above as marking off foot boundaries. In
this case, it is the presence of kinetic stress that marks off the
terminal foot of one syntagm from the initial foot of the next one.
A silence is then the realisation of what might be called a "major"
double-bar boundary (to adapt Trim's terminology), and serves to mark
the end of a sentential tone-group.
4. Clause Hemarcations Particularly outstanding in ftl.I.H. prosody is
the manner in which modifying clauses are separated from their heads,
a. Thus, almost invariably, even in natural speech, the connectors
(je-3 and {kij ("that" introducing nominal clauses) are preceded
by a low (continuation) rise and double-bar, and are often
accompanied by a typically syntagm-final hesitation break — e.g.
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Tape 3, Section 1, Speech 2: //xa^javti //ki ze a^ni// (I thought
(Appendix II D a) that it u/as I ...)
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 37s //ani q/daat/Jeze ,i°//je^rna/ jeo^sim/
(Appendix II D b) /b^ul^pan/ ze ^ lo^ al o^to/ba\sis//
(I know that it isn't ... that what they
do in a "total immersion" course is not
on the same principle).
The same holds good, though less consistently so, for connectors
introducing a relative clause (jje-j, £a'jerj, etc.) — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 59s // ze je* jej/kar, jan// o [nej/
(Appendix II D b) /karja,nim//^ken//jekor'2im/mijypat//
(There's a reader — or two readers,
yes? — who read a sentence, ...).
However, the same phonemic morpheme ( ijs-j ), wherever it denotes
adjectival or adverbial comparison, does not stand at a double -
bar boundary — e.g.
Tape 1, Reader 2s //xa"zakh/ k"k 'xjI/ G-jax-J-cvV (as hard as it could)




1. Co-ordination and Subordination:
As stated by Palmer for English intonation, a tone sequence
where the same intonation pattern is repeated (e.g. fall + fall, or
rise + rise) often implies a loose form of co-ordination. This can
be seen particularly clearly in enumerations (see the example in
10.02.2, above), but also (with possible variations for thematic
emphasis) in repetitions (or partial repetitions) of statement patterns
(see the example in 10.02.4b above). A typical instance of co¬
ordination is the exactly repeated prosodic pattern mirroring the
partly repeated semantic pattern — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech : //vh^enyCtT^mdot/Ja' 2ot/ba ^or/Zbaxa. nut*1/
(Appendix II D b) /axzot// vea'xarkax /ja'ot/ ba ftg;r //
(and they stand for hours in a queue
before this shop, and then for hours in
a queue ... + interruption)
a. However, pitch movements in contrary directions do not necessarily
imply subordination, nor is it invariably the case that repetition
of the same intonation pattern signifies co-ordination. Thus, for
instance, appositions or parenthetical utterances may be prosodically
realised either as oppositions or as repetitions of intonation
patterns — e.g.
Tape 1, Reader 2: //^khen/ fiit2a^thef/ha'2i(/b3m£2i^lo°//A //t>3\j£t3if/
A A ' T c
(Appendix II B) /^s£th// (so did wrap about himself the man in his
cloak — all the more strongly)
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 80: //ki^ li// axmarti/ l,xa// 3"//,ga2//
(Appendix II D b) /ma'iod/xa 'juv /.^(for to me — I told
you — er ... als... it's very
important)
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Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 92: //vs'az/ adva'rim/ (m)itxab'rim/
(Appendix II D b) /v3nija'Tim/bazikasxon//ani josdea//
(and then the things come together
and remain in the memory, I know),
b. Ordinarily, as pointed out by Sgall, contrastive (thematised)
emphasis in a syntagm relates the stressed item to an item given
in another syntagm — in which case, it may be said that contrastive
emphasis is regressively motivated, often beyond the sentential tone
group (in a manner similar to the semantics of anaphoric pronominal-
isation). Similarly, repetition for emphasis may be said to be
progressively motivated, in that the pattern set (in this case
outside the sentential tone group) is repeated in precisely the
same form -- or, with contrasted emphasis, in aslightly different
(often topicalised) form. Here is an example in point:
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 41: //ani xri1jev/je'ze/A /ja"2il/msV?od^//
(Appendix II D b) ^/bijviVi/ ze ja,il/nu ,od// (I think
that it's — very effective: for
me it's very effective).
2. Prosody and Syntax:
The corpus of evidence for the present thesis is insufficient,
in my opinion, to indicate correlations of possible prosodic pattern
frequencies with syntactic or semantic structures in respect of tone
sequences. And, since the object of this thesis is a general
description of the phonetics of Pfl.I.H., the corpus of speech was not
collected with a view to studying discourse in particular (for which,
indeed, a generally satisfactory theory of description is as yet lacking).
However, from a simple observation of the material, it would not seem
that there is any narrowing of pitch-spans for subordinated syntagms,
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as compared with their heads (a phenomenon tentatively noted in respect
of English by Crystal — who, incidentally, also concludes that his
corpus is insufficient for the tabulation of sentences containing
more than two syntagms). On the other hand, it does seem to me that,
in IKi.I.H. as in English (at least, according to the way in which a
general statement made by Schubiger may be interpreted) the separate
phrase-equivalent syntagms of the sentential tone sequence follow a
clear-cut pattern, where the syntagmal kinetic stress is realised on
the head-words of the surface sentence-string. In other words, non-
emotionally marked Pfl.I.H. rhetorical speech is organised in such a
way as to have its syntagms parallel the syntactic structure of the
major nodes in the surface string.
3. Conclusion:
In conclusion, it would seem that what Baudelaire said over a
hundred years ago of the painter Delacroix's expressive French speech
holds just as true today of the average educated Od.I.H. speaker (as,
indeed, of educated speakers of other natural languages): "In
conversation, he could inflect 'Won cher monsieur' in twenty-four
different ways to mean twenty-four entirely different things."
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11. SOME PARALINGUISTIC FEATURES OF IYI.I.H. PHUNETICS
11.01 GENERAL REfflARKS
1. The Domain of Para-linguistics;
ao In keeping with the dinstinction made in Abercrombie 1967 (Chapter 1,
Section 1) and in Abercrombie 1963 (Chapter 6), whatever external
action characteristically accompanies the production of speech and
assists its perception in addition to the vocal (or aural) medium,
will be in the domain of para-linguistics. This will then include
gesture, gesticulation and body-motion within the kinesic (or visual)
medium (a general description of which may be found in Bi-rdwhistell)
and, at the very fringes of language, the haptic element described
under the general title of Proxemics in UJatson.
b. Within the vocal medium, the distinctions first termed "metalinguistic"
and listed by Trager (and codified in Chapter 6 of Abercrombie 1967)
here determine the paralinguistic domain. These are taken to
comprise vocalisations (both voluntary and involuntary), features
of voice quality, and certain aspects of voice dynamics (particularly
those connected with the stylistic and emotive marking of speech).
2. Indexical Features:
The distinction indexical/linguistically significant is a
particularly troublesome one to make. First of all, according to de
Groot's "law of the two strata" (quoted on p.27 of Hymes), "when the
discursive and the expressive import of a message conflict, the latter
signals the real intent." Secondly, within the very bounds of the
indexical element, it will often be extremely difficult (if not impossible)
to determine distinctions between markers of group, individual idiosyncracy
and state of mind or body. Thus, a certain manner of expressing state
of mind (e.g. loudness) may be characteristic of a group — but the
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extent to which it is actualised will almost certainly be idiosyncratic
(this point is dealt with in some detail in Bar-Adon). Furthermore,
within the indexical markers of group, there are more often than not
strands leading to several different groupings. Thus, a marker of
Oriental linguistic origin (such as the presence of the phonemic
pharyngal/velar distinction) will almost certainly also mark social
class, and may also mark region of residence. Then, certain biological
distinctions (e.g. male/female, adult/child) may have certain indexical
markers in some social, regional and origin groups but not in others.
Finally, the kinesic and proxemic elements that might serve as indexical
group-markers (for origin and/or social class) may be coupled with
vocal markers that tend to contradict the indexical marking of the
non-vocal media — vocal elements being more obviously controllable,
and thus easy to alter in the numerous cases of social adaptation and
acculturation, than the largely unconscious non-vocal elements.
Similarly, a person who has adopted a societal pattern different to
the one he or she was born in (which, in a community as socially
mobile as Israel, is the rule rather than the exception) may have
taken on some of the "new" vocal elements but not the others /e.g.
Sabra, de-pharyngalised speech, but Oriental-type loudness — or
Sabra-type vocalisations coupled with Oriental pitch-patterns, etc.).
3. Varieties of Para-linguistic features:
In this respect, then, even more than in respect of intonation,
Ifl.I.H. is in a state of flux — and the following sections will
therefore necessarily consist only of a number of non-systematic
remarks to exemplify the various para-linguistic features described
and listed. By and large, however, it is as possible here as on the
linguistically significant level to distinguish between a basically





In this field, the following distinctions may be made:









(and idiosyncratic) — (body movement, tics, etc.)
2. Dependent Kinesic Features:
In the present state of knowledge of this field, only a number
of very general statements may be made:
a. One of the major reasons for inter-personal friction and unconscious
socially determined conflict in Israel today is probably to be
sought in the differing proxemic habits of people coming from
different geo-national backgrounds. Thus, what Hall points out
oMj
in connection with the differing stanctfspeaker-interlocutor
distances in respect of Latin Americans and North Americans
(chapter 10, especially pp. 160/64) necessarily holds good for
immigrants to Israel from these two areas — and, probably, their
second generation descendants as well. Even more obvious an
instance of this aspect of para-linguistic social interaction is
the totally different spatial-distance/speech correlation in non-
familiar male/female communication for Oriental and non-Oriental
communities.
b. In the domain of gesticulation, it is anecdotally well-known
that Israel's second-generation farmers are far less prone to
accompany non-emotive speech with gesticulation than town dwellers.
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Here, it is worth remembering that farming is still considered
occupation ~ and farmers, therefore, appear as socio-cultural
models held up to Israel's younger generation for emulation in
all things, including language and para-linguistic habits.
3. Gesture;
Here it is becoming increasingly obvious that the "Mediterranean"
sign-language is gaining ascendancy. Thus, the bunched fingers of a
hand moved up and down rapidly, with the arm bent fairly closely to
the body at the elbow (meaning "Wait!"), the single up-and-down
movement of the head to signify "No" (rather than the Occidental
more common to native-born Israelis than to immigrants from the
European countries. The reason, probably, is the "melting-pot"
combination of non-segregated schooling and compulsory military
service (for men and women alike), which have made this development
far more noticeable since the establishment of the state (1948)
than before it.
(at least at the educatio the morally most prestigious
the various Oriental "rude" gestures — all these are far
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11,03 META-LINGUISTIC ELEMENTS OF THE VOCAL MEDIUM
1. Varieties:





























2, Linguistic vs. Para-linguistic Elements:
Of the above, the segmental features as well as most of the
contrastive dynamic features have been reviewed in the preceding chapters.
The segmental features are, by and large, linguistically significant
(as phonemes), the directly rhythmic features being in part so (duration
is here taken as a major characteristic of rhythmic stress, while tempo —
on the other hand — is usually connected with stylistic marking), and
the indirectly rhythmical features being in the main so (pitch and
intensity are considered para-linguistic only iif they represent emotive
marking). Since the involuntary vocal features, similarly to the
involuntary kinesic ones, are of little interest in this thesis, the
following remarks will deal with the voluntary para-linguistic features
not already touched upon previously — namely, vocalisations and voice
qualities (acticulatory set and phonation types), as well as with some
indexical aspects of the segmental features and of intensity.
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3. Vocalisations;
These may be taken to include not only the so-called grunts
and clicks (symbolised by "uh-huh", for yes, "tut-tut" for reproach,
etc.), the wordless exclamations, and the imitations of various sounds
(e.g. "pif-paf" for the sound of a gun, "hav-hav" for the barking of
a dog, "hm" for throat-clear ih;g, etc.) — but also certain unusual
intonation-patterns superimposed upon standard expressions to change
their significance entirely - e.g. //^ejfo// (the word itself meaning "Uihere",
with the pattern added to it to indicate that it is an expression of
incredulity).
|- ^
//'ma/pit'om// (expressing surprise and doubt, and meaning literally
"UJhat, all of a sudden!?").
ft'lost of these latter are exclamations, and therefore belong rather
loosely to the same holistic type of sound-pattern as such other
exclamations as //\e2// (expressing incredulity), //'ay^u^a// (expressing
pain childishly), //\hej// (vocative call), or //aloU// — alternately
//"a\loU// (telephone call). In this connection, it might be worth
noting that the so-called oaths, name-callings, etc. come most frequently
from languages other than Hebrew (Arabic, Russian, Yiddish, Ladino), and
may thus well be counted as holistic vocalisations with non-Hebrew
phonological features.
Note: The hesitation-vocalisation, which also belongs in this general
category is realised in 11(1.1.H. as J_ e/ or /£_/ (with a level - high,
t x-
medium or low - pitch).
4. Articulatory Set:
In the sense in which this aspect of utterance is discussed
by Honikman, the following features seem typical for IY1.I.H.:
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a. Since the most frequent vowels are /e/ (including /$/), /a/ and /i/
(in that order), and the consonants (ranging in place of articulation
between labial and velar) are distributed fairly equally in the order
of their frequency between the (most frequent) bilabial /m/, the
apico-prealveolars (e.g. /t/^/imd /n/), the lamino-palatal (/J/),
and the dorso-velar /¥/ and /x/, the jaws are ordinarily very
slightly open and the lips rather loosely spread and fairly active.
b. There is, accordingly, a great deal of movement by the active
articulator in its two extreme sections (tip and back) along a
comparatively wide stretch of the passive articulation-system
(from the velum to the back of the front teeth). This implies
considerable muscular activity, and the oral cavity is therefore
not relaxed, the outer buccal muscles being, on the whole, quite
tense.
c. The tongue would then seem to be anchored laterally to the roof
of the mouth, as for English — but with the tip spread, the body convex
to the roof and the underside neutral, as for French.
5. Phonation Types:
In the terminology devised by Abercrombie (1967) and Catford
(1964,and 1968), the para- phonological function of the various
phonation-types may be both indexical and contrastive — the contrast
being expressive (i.e. emotive, and therefore para-linguistic) rather
than discursive. Unlike R.P., the range of IYUI.H. seems to be from
ordinary whisper to falsetto, rather than from whispery creak to falsetto,
and there is far less breathy voice in IYI.I.H. than there is in R.P.
This can be seen in the corpus, where there are not infrequent
occurrences of "very high" falsetto pitch on the one hand, and low
whisper on the other (for both male and female speakers) — but only
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rather few occurrences of creak. Occasionally, too, there is
(together with whisper) utterance initiated on a pulmonic-ingressive
air-stream — e.g.
Tape 3, Section 2, Speech 17: //Nken// ani xC5 Jey/ )e\l0//
(Appendix II D fa) (Yes — I think not!)
(Uttered with ingressive, breathy whisper —
possibly falsetto).
6. Physiological Elements:
The vocal features are noticeably affected by physiological
factors. Thus, in respect of the segmental features, smiling has an
effect on vowel-quality through its concomitant lip-spreading — and
so has pouting, by virtue of lip-rounding. In a similar fashion,
emotional tension may affect phonation, as well as the dynamic non-
segmental features. Anger, for instance, in addition to finding
expression in increased loudness and higher pitch (due to the tensing
of laryngeal muscles connected with this emotion) may also cause velic
or pharyngal constriction, and thus affect the phonation of speech in
IK1.I.H. Accordingly, the remarks made in 11.03.4 and 5 above should be
taken as referring to gross articulatory set and phonation-types,
both being neutral as to facial expression and physiological changes




IKlost speakers of ffl.I.H. u/ho are native speakers of the language
grew up in households where the parents or the grand-parents spoke the
language of their country (or countries) of origin. This inevitably
affected the children's ffl.I.H. speech, especially in respect of their
pronunciation. For the majority of IYI.I.H. speakers, it is therefore
usually possible to distinguish the linguistic background from which
they come. And,while the following remarks hold true with greater
strength for the pronunciation of itl.I.H. as a non-native language, as
spoken by people with the various native languages listed, they also
hold true to some extent for native IKI.I.H. speakers with the pertinent
linguistic background — in that some, if not all, of the characteristic
pronunciations listed may serve as "give-aways" of their linguistic
origin.* Indeed, in respect of the first group listed below, it may
be said that their pronunciation is a dialectal accent (the one termed
"Uriental Hebrew" in the first chapter of this thesis). Here, then,
are the major indexical features for linguistic origin:
a. Arabic —
i. Segmental features:
A. Post-velar phonemes realised (especially /ti/ and /x/)
B. /r/ realised as /.£_/ or L £/»
ii. IMon-segmental features:
Comparatively greater loudness and/or intensity on both marked
and unmarked utterances.
b. Bulgarian —
i. shwa-transition (/a/) realised as /_\J
* In Appendix II, the native language(s) of the speakers' parents
will invariably be listed, therefore.
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ii. /l/ realised almost invariably as /_ £/.
English —
i. Segmental features:
A. /t/ and /d/ realised as [_ t/ and [_ d/;
B. /r/ realised as either Zi/ or /I/ ;
C. Stressed vouiels tend to be diphthongised towards "closer"




i. /r/ realised as /. R/;
ii. Pronounced lip-rounding on back vowels and /J/;




A. Consonants tend to be palatalised when grouped with either
of the two front vowels or with /j/;
B. Stressed vowels tend to be diphthongised from "closer"
ii. l\lon-segmental Features:
Pitch-spans tend to be wider than the standard in IY1.I.H.,





ii. /i/ is often realised as
iii. /h/ may be realised as / x•
Romanian —
i» /r/ is realised as /_£_/•,
ii. /h/ may be realised as / x/;
iii. shwa-transition {/$/) realised as l_\J*
position — e.g. /'o/ — Z,U0_yi
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h. Yiddish —
i. Stresses tend to be pre-posedj
iio Vocatives have the typical rise-fall intonation described
by Weinreich.
2o Regional Accents:
These may be combined rnith indexical markers of linguistic
origin: thus, the original settlers of Rosh-Pinna came, in the main,
from the Romanian-speaking part of Bessarabia, the settlers of the
Oezreel Valley from the Ukraine, and the settlers of Ramat-Yokhanan
from German-speaking parts of Czechoslovakia. In addition, it is
extremely doubtful whether actual dialectal varieties have developed
fully; on the whole, it would probably be more to the point to list
the following details under a heading called something like "local
idiosyncracies of pronunciation" rather than "regional accents".
a. Oezreel Valley settlements ~
i. /'e/ is realised as /'ej/ in ante-penultimate position, and
also in final position in the word /har'be/Cm^y),
ii. /x/ may be realized as [_Vj word-initially, after morphemic
|c_jor jc^jCe.g. /bd'xol/ —> /b^'kol/: "in every ...")
b. Ramat Yokhanan (a settlement in the vicinity of Haifa) —
Extra length and openness for all vowels, very slow tempo.
c. Rosh Pinna (a village in Upper Galilee — the first to be founded
there, some 90 years ago) —
/v/ almost invariably realised as / b/ — e.g. /zvu'vim/ —y
/zbu'bim/: "flies".
T T
d„ Ultra-Orthodox settlement (Jerusalem, Bnej-Brak, Kfar Hassidim,
etc.) —
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Intonation-patterns of Yiddish rather than ffl.I.H., pre-posed
stresses^ ^
Note: In many cases, the above regional idiosyncracies of pronunciation
have tended to become more widespread geographically, and to merge
into indexical-social markers. Thus, the second-generation settlers
of the Bezreel Valley have founded and partly populated many of the
new kibbutzim in the Negev and the South (and so, their pronunciation-
habits are becoming more and more closely identified u/ith "kibbutz"
social marking). Similarly, ultra-orthodox pronunciation-patterns
have spread throughout the country, uiith the establishment of new





Breathy voice and a slightly wider pitch-span than for males
or children,
b. Childish —
i. As reported by Klausner, the childish lisp seems to be more
prevalent among non-oriental ffl.I.H. speakers than among those
with a linguistic background of Arabic. The realisation here
ii. In many cases, a typically child-indexical realisation of /l/
/ j/ realised as Zj_/ (described in Blanc 1961 and Chayen as
"pre-palatal, possibly alveolar") is an indexical marker (to
quote Chayen again) of "young female, coy";'
tends to be /s/ [_ t/;
n
is L aJ — especially inter-vocalically.
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Note: Typical markers of that style of speech known as "baby-talk" are:
i. lisp and jotisation, as in 11.04.3b above;
ii. high-pitched voice — at times, falsetto;




The effect upon 1K1.I.H. of its Semitic morpho-syntactic
patterning techniques is such as to militate against any but the most
limited phonaesthetic features. These may, in future, become more
abundant and easy to recognise (especially in view of the permissibility
of many consonant-clusters in iYl.l.H., as well as the gradual acceptance
of foreign loan-phonemes and phono-tactical possibilities into the
language) — but, for the time being, the standard word-formation
method "consonantal (semantic) root + vocalic (grammatical) pattern"
must necessarily make it difficult to attach any non-arbitrary
interpretation to the standard morpho-phonemic sound-patterns. Un
the other hand, the co-existence and mutual interaction of the Hebrew
with other, non-Semitic^phonological and syntactic systems have made
phonaesthesia feasible in such domains as the coining of acronyms
and trade-names, onomatopoeia and other imitative devices, and
nicknames. Furthermore, while the conflation of various Classical
Hebrew phonemes in the far smaller number of ffl.I.H. phonemes (in
respect of both vowels and consonants) also militates against
phonaesthetic patterning (or, at least, against the survival of most
such patterns, if they were feasible), the resulting multitude of
homonyms and homophones has made punning a favourite form of linguistic
play-activity in ftl.I.H. (for the purposes of both humour and serious
poetry). This, added to the recentness of its revival (and the
concomitant lexical creativity that is still in progress), has made
for a current flowering of IKl.I.H. not dissimilar in spirit to those




If one excludes vocalisations and verbal gestures of the types
denoted by Firth as "pooh-pooh" (//\fe2// — "ugh", expressing disgust),
"yo-ho-ho" (//^he.j /fiop// — "heave-ho", to accompany strenuous physical
activity) and "ta-ta" (//\^a laxa// "there you are!", accompanying a
contemptuous offer or a blow, in which the tongue-movement mirrors
the physical gesture), what remains to be dealt with under this heading
is onomatopoeia and "take-offs". Hereoit is important to point out once
again the state of flux pervading the whole domain of Ifl.I.H.
phonaesthesia: while the following statements are true as regards^
the majority-practice, most of the forms listed below will have
alternative realisations favoured both idio-syncra tically and, to
some small extent, by linguistic-origin and/or regional groups,
a. Onomatopoeia are basically of two types:
i. Imitations of natural sounds based on Hebrew morpho-phonemic
materials. These are usually quadri-consonantal or reduced
(bi-consonantal) roots — often obtained by eliding one of
the consonants of a tri-consonantal root; reduplication
often re-inforces the onomatopoeic element — e.g.
/l^mal/mel/ — to mutter; /bak'buk/ — bottle; /rij'ruj/ —
rustle; etc.
ii. Imitations of natural sounds based on non-Hebrew morpho-
phonemic materials — often Hebraisations of loan-onompatopoeia
from Yiddish, Arabic or Russian — e.g.
/'hav 'hav/ — bow-wow; /kuku'riku/ — cock-a-doodle-do;
/'pif 'paf/ — bang; /'tik 'tak/ — tick-tock, etc.
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Notes When — especially in baby-talk — onomatopoeia of this
type are nominalised, they take the primary accent (realised as
rhythmic stress) on the first syllable only, if the onomatopoeic
expression has more than one accent) — e.g.
/ha'pifpaf/ — the gun.
b. Take-offs consist in a sort of imitative Hebraisation of foreign
or dialectal indexical markers. Arabic take-offs u/ill thus be
fully pharyngalised, German take-offs mill feature extremely open
vornels, ultra-orthodox take-offs mill feature "sing-song" intonations,
etc.
3. Nicknaming:
This is basically of tmo types —
i. Diminutive, effected by means of reduplication — e.g.
/'kelev/ — /klav'lav/ (dog — puppy); /ka'tan/ — /ktan'tan/
(small — tiny); /ja'rok/ — /jdrak'rak/ (green — greenish); etc.
ii. Diminutive, partitive, etc. effected by non-Hebrem affixation
and/or sound-change — e.g.
/ka'tan/ — /ka'tant^ik/ (small — tiny); /bu'ba/ — /'bubsle/
(doll — dolly); /'dan/ — /'danile/ (Dan — Danny); /ki'buts/ —
/ki'butsnik/ (collective settlement — member of collective
settlement); etc.
4. Word-formation:
In the phonaesthetic sense, four types may be distinguished
here, namely —
a. Acronyms, especially military ones, mith an onomatopoeic element
(or imitative of mords mith related meanings) — e.g.
/rar'nat/ — antitank grenade thromer (from the initials of the
full compound mord, /ro'me ri'mon 'n_eged 'tankim/); /'xen/ —
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Women's Corps (from the initials of the full compound word, /'xejl
IY1.I.H. word for "charm"); etc.
b. Nonce-words, especially slang and trade-names, often coined by
cominations of ffl.I.H. and non-Hebrew elements — e.g.
"all of a sudden", "quickly", etc; /ktav'lav/ — "journalese"
slang term, signifying "muck-raking reporter" (and made up of a
combination of /ka'tav/ — reporter, and /klav'lav/ — puppy);
/ta'sas/ — trade-name for a type of fizzy lemonade (based on the
Hebrew root-and-pattern structure for "something-that-fizzes" and
the onomatopoeic element, which is otherwise purely fortuitous);
etc.
c. Caiques of various types — e.g.
/lid'fok/ — army-slang word for "to mess up, to do (someone)
a bad turn" (from the Hebrew root-and-pattern structure for
"to knock" and the four-letter word connotation familiar to
ex-British servicemen);
/tj'iz'bat/ — Hagana-slang term for "tall tale" (from the Arabic,
and thus, by its phonological pattern, associated with "Arabian
Nights");
/'jeke/ familiar-type word for "of German origin" (occasionally
expounded as an acronym for "Jew slow on the uptake" — /jehu'di 'kje
hava'na/ — but more probably a phonological caique on the German
for "jacket" in a typical Yiddish mis-pronunciation, and used
becausei, in the 30s, German immigrants were among the few people
in the country, except colonial officials, to wear jackets and
ties); etc.
na'\im/ — which, with appropriate vocalisation, is a homonym of the
nonce word in "underworld" slang, signifying
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5. Systemic Mispronunciations:
Hebrew, as a revived language, while officialy prescriptive to
the extremest degree, has in actual practice proved extremely hospitable
to phonological importations from other linguistic systems. This has,
naturally, proved to be the case most particularly in those phonological
slots where Classical Hebrew had unoccupied positions (e.g. /j/> to
parallel the voiceless /J/), and in phonotactic slots related to 1K1.I.H.
practice (e.g0 /t\/ and /d')/, to parallel the M.I.H. practice of
affricating /ts/). However, foreign words (e.g. place-names) and
loan-words may be systemically Hebraised, with the following major
categories being the most obvious:
a. /w/ -$> /v/, e.g. /'viljam/;
/rj/ —5> /n/ + either /g/ or /k/, e.g. /'va^ington/, /'tankim/;
c. /&/ and /ct/ -» /t/ or /d/, e.g. /'temza/;
d. Arresting _CC --5> _C3C, e.g. /ferni'niz^m/, /'filim/;
e. De-pharyngalisation of the emphatic consonants of Arabic (e.g.
/na's-l/ -$> /"'nats&if/).
i
Note: What this amounts to, of course, is the realisation of non-
Hebrew phonemes as their closest approximation in llfl.I.H. (especially
where more complex vowel-systems than those of IK1.I.H. are concerned),
and the imposition of the Hfl.I.H. phonotactic system on the non-Hebrew
one.
6. Aesthetics of Hfl.I.H. Pronunciation:
a. The following statement (from Rieger, 1.953) is typical of the
prescriptive approach that still dominates most academic investigations
into ffl.I.H. pronunciation — "modern Hebrew pronunciation tends to be
careless and little attention is paid to the aesthetic aspect. Those
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who take care to pronounce Hebrew well are often considered ... pedantic
or affected" (p.47). It is, moreover, noteworthy that, in his review
of this book (in Language 30/l — 1954), Chomsky remarks upon its
author's awareness of modern descriptive techniques, and repeatedly
mentions his non-prescriptive approach with no small measure of approval.
"Unfortunately," he points out, however, "this awareness seems to dissipate
when he in fact approaches the linguistic material." Rieger, in fact,
agrees that the creation of a unified non-guttural pronunciation is more
important than the insistence on a so-called "scientific" reconstruction
of the ancient Biblical pronunciation recommended by some academicians,
However, he too insists on the necessity to root out certain so-called
errors — such as the non-realisation of shwa-transition and the
failure to distinguish between the stop and the fricative aspects
of the labial consonants. Clearly, there is a picture, variegated and
vague though it may be, of what is "aesthetically good" Hebrew — namely
a standard of pronunciation as close as possible to that expounded in
the various ancient and medieval comments on the Bible and its language,
(and, in some versions, almost as pharyngal as Arabic). This may be
termed the prescriptive, academic approach.
b. Another approach to the aesthetics of the language is the more
personal one of people actually working in and with it — principally
the poets and belle-lettrists of Hl.I.H. These would often prefer to
import certain non-Hebrew features into the pronunciation standard.
Thus, the poet Abraham Shlonsky (one of the few representatives of
the first revival of IYI.I.H. as a standard, spoken language who is
still living) called in a public lecture in 1969 for an abandonment
of the final-syllable stress rule, claiming that it made Hebrew sound
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harsh and inflexible, whereas pre-posed accentuation made it sound soft
and beautiful. One reason for this, of course, is that in the
Ashkenazic-type Hebrew familiar to Shlonsky in his childhood that
was the standard accentuation rule. However, it is interesting to
note that Shlonsky, with a poet's true ear for the aesthetics of
real speech, was only echoing what seems to have become at least
the partial practice in ffl.I.H. For, again in Rieger (Note 26 to
Chapter 3, p.64), we find that "whereas more and more native speakers
are beginning to accentuate men's names on the last syllable ... they
still continue for the most part to accent women's names on the
syllable before the last". Clearly, then, in the constant (and
natural) struggle for the maintenance of language-traditions against
the necessity for a living language to change, the aesthetic standards
of the creative artists will often mark the true mean between the
prescriptivists and the "slovenly" articulations of everyday common
speech. This may be surprising, since poets tend quite frequently
to be conservative in their linguistic habits — but in the context
of W.I.H., where the poet's ear for speech is more often than not
the truest way of determining what "vox populi" finds acceptable and
what it rejects, it may be as good a criterion, at least aesthetically,




1. Effectiveness of Previous Works in the Subject
The pronunciation of Modern Hebrew has been investigated a
number of times in the past. However, such work has usually been
characterised by one of the following two shortcomings —
a. It has presented a normative rather than a descriptive picture
(e.g. such early works as Segal 1928, flurstein 1941 and even
the article in Le I'ilaitre Phonetique by Garbell). Thus, the
phonemes of Hebrew are regularly described in this type of work
as conforming to the rules of Tiberian vocalisation (a ten-vowel
system + shwa) and feature prescriptively "pharyngalised"
consonants.
b. It has dealt with theoretical phonology, morpho-phonemic theory
(e.g. Chomsky 1951, T&nS 1961, Chayen 1969) or has taken as its
task the comparison of Hebrew with other languages (e.g. Enoch
1965, Mendelsohnl970).
2. The Purpose of the Present Work:
Ilil.I.H. is probably the best modern example of the revival of
a language long considered to be as "dead" as Latin or Classical Greek,
In its pronunciation, however, it is far from being the same language
as that of the Bible — or even of the post-Biblical commentaries or
Medieval liturgy. It has, in the recent past, benefited considerably
by the activities of the prescriptivists who revived it and who held
(in Rieger's words) "that our principal objective should be to achieve
a common standard pronunciation in Israel and in the Diaspora". That
this was still necessary a quarter of a century ago is amply documented
in such books as Rieger's and UJeiman's (1950). It is, however, no
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longer true today, at least insofar as the segmental features of
m.I.H. are concerned. As for the non-segmental features, there is
still a considerable amount of fluctuation, the flux being increasingly
evident as one moves fg^her away from the linguistically significant
to the para-phonological domain. Here it would still be pertinent
to quote Rieger (p.67)i
"Modern Hebrew is not yet fixed in its forms as are English or French,
for example. It is still undergoing very rapid change. Teachers
and writers have a far greater influence on Hebrew than teachers and
writers in Europe and America have upon their languages. Hebrew
speech still draws to a very considerable extent from written sources.
The language of the Bible, the ftlishna and the Agada have had a great
influence on Hebrew during the last 50 years and still exercise a
marked influence on both spoken and written Hebrew."
Since this is still, to some extent at least, true to the facts, it
is hoped that the present work, by describing the actual details of
M.I.H. pronunciation in the widest possible sense -- i.e. from the
isolated segments, through the syllable, the foot and the syntagm,
to connected discourse — will have contributed, in some small way,
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The North Uiind and the Sun - //'rua^/hatea'fon/v/aha^emej//
A. Standardised Transcription
1 ^2 34 5 6 7
//' ruati/hatsa1 fon/uthaj[eme^/nixne' su/' paiam/lavi xkuan// A // 'mi-mihen/
.
x 8 ' 9 10 11 12 13 14
/nazaxka-joterZZAZA //vahi'ne/'ba/likraxtan//ho1lex/^regel/ZSa'tuf/
15 ' 16 17 18 19 20
t
/b^m^'iil/ Tiam//A /A /A //ha'J taim/his^,kimu//A //je.'zot/afer-tatslian/
21 22 23 24 " 25 .26 27
/ri,io>'na//lShaf1 \it/et-ha'2ij/msm3<jiylo//A // t^tia'jeu/kafiaza'ka/ jo ter//' 28 29 30 31 . 32 33
//a /a //az-naj,va/ha'ruafi/na"zak/k3,xol/ lejaxNla//A /A //aual-ka'xol/
34 35 36 37 38 3? 40 41
/ ienaji' va/naN zak/jo,ter// A //,ken/hit'ia,tef/ha,2ij /b-:>m3^i^lo//b3'jeter/
42 ' 43 44 45
. 46 47 ' 48
/s^ety/A/A //ulva'sof/uit^ra/ha^ruat-iZ/fal-'kol/nisa'jon/no^saf//^ ZAZA //
49, 50 . 51 ^ 52 J, . 53 54ZZaz-hit•nilaZhav\erne|Z^Sha,fitsZet-kar t nejaZhenaAmotZZA Z A ZZumi'jadZ
55 56 57 58 59 60
^ 61
Zpa,1)atZho,lexZhaAregelZZet-m3^ivloZZA ZA /a ZZv^'xaxZneJel'tsaZha'ruanZ
62 • 63 64 65
Zl3ho,dotZZA ZZ!eha.' Jeme^haza'kaZmi^menaZZ
B. Translation
1 2 3 4 5 6
ZZ^indZof NorthZand the sunZZer|teredZonceZinto (a) dispute,ZZ
7 8 9 10
ZZ^hich - of themZ(uias the) strong moreZZ — ZZand loZ(there) cameZ
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Ztouiards themZZ (a) goerZ (on) foot,ZZ u/rappedZin a coatZufarm.ZZ The tiuoZ
18 19 20 21 22
Zagreed,ZZthat that oneZu/ho-should succeedZfirstZZin strippingZ
23 24 25 26 27
Zthe manZof his coat,ZZshould be consideredZas the strongZmore.ZZ
28 29 30 31 32 33
ZZThen-bleuiZthe tuindZZas stronglyZas everZshe couldZZ — ZZbut - as everZ
34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Zshe blemZstronglyZmorejZZindeedZuirapped himselfZthe manZin his coatZZ
41 42 43 44 45 46 47
Zuiith moreZertargy,ZZand at lastZrenouncedZthe ujindZZ(or0 - everyZattemptZ
48 49 50 51 52 53
Zadditional.ZZThen-beganZthe sunZto diffuseZher raysZthe iuarm ones,ZZ
54 55 56 57 58 59
ZZand at onceZstripped (off)Z(the) goerZof the footZZhis-coat.ZZ soZ
60 61 62 63 64 65
Zwas compelledZthe windZto admitZZthat the sunZ(ujas) strongerZthan herselflZZ
^ ttvc, /•) vu-ws ~(cjl mxcu'cr^ (^aajcucjoixj <jj m-l-h.
^
ua tbjl jfl&mvuf- fdu'i v
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C. Conventions
1. The tuio main dialects of ffl.I.H. are "Sabra" (no post-velar consonants,
2. Syllable -t> where arresting C2 -J /t/, and arresting
3. 1K1.I.H. has a system of five vowels and a shwa-transition. All
vouisls may occur syllable-initially, between consonants, and syllable-
finally; shwa can only occur in syllable-final position. UUhile
shwa can not carry stress, all vowels may occur in both stressed and
unstressed position; in the former case, they tend to be more open,
in the latter (especially when following a stressed syllable) more
close. Shwa may, however, occupy a whole foot - as a hesitation-
signal, in which case it is realised as [tj
Notes
i For (/a/), see 18i, below.
ii There are five possible diphthongs, all "falling" - namely:
/ij/1 /ej/> /aj/> /°j/ /uj/.
iii Any \Z + V combination places a syllable-boundary between the
two vowels.
twA.w' £ /((J / i dx if t ilk,Lly y {-cl v
may be any consonant
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iv Stressed vowels are appreciably longer than unstressed ones, the
range being about l/6 more duration for a stressed vowel in an open
syllable than for an unstressed vowel in a closed one. "Boosted"
stress adds to vowel-duration and implies diphthongisation towards
"closer" position - e.g. "(C)£.e,(C).
4. All ffl.I.H. consonants are pulmonic and egressive. There are 18
essential consonants, to which may be added two consonantal phonemes
in dialectal currency (/£/ and /ti/), two in free variation with ^
(/2/ and /h/) and a dialectal division of the phoneme /r/ into
either /-f_7 (in the /S/, /In/ dialect) or DO (in the dialect where
/?/ and L*J)' The latter is the most frequent
in occurence. The following table show*the articulatory distribution
of the 23 consonants, the five items additional to the 18 essential
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(Initial - Intervocalic - Final)
/p/i /pa'rax/, he flourished - /ma'pa/, map -
/b/: /ba'rax/, he ran - /ma'ba/, expression -
/t/s /ta'rax/i he toiled - /ma'ta/, plantation - /'peret/, small change
/d/: /da'rax/, he trod - /ma'da/, science - /'pered/, mule
/k/s /ka'rax/, he bound - /ma'ka/, a bloui - /'perek/, chapter
/g/s /ga'ra/, he detracted - /ma'ga/, contact - /'pereg/, poppy
*(/£/)* A£)a'raxA he edited - /Ja'(S)on/, clock - /'pera^)/, tousledi/Z/)'' /(Aa'rax/, the infant - /ja'(2)on/, noise - /?pei:e{2)/, mild
/€s/i /Cba'rax/, he screamed - /ma'Esa/, programme - /'perefs/, breach
/f/i — - /ka'fa/, he frozen /'teref/, prey
/v/i /va'rax/, and soft - /ka*va/, he decided - /'kerev/, inside
/s/s /sa'rax/, he sinned - /a'sa/, he did - /'peres/, vulture
/z/: /za'rax/, it shone - /a'za/, powerful, fem.sing. - /'berez/, tap
/J/: /Ja'rax/, fern - /ma'ja/, he pulled out - /'kerej/, plank
/x/.i. /xa'rax/, he scorched - /ma'xa/, he clapped - /'perex/, oppression
fXJ; /jY&x/,, soft - /ma'Ya/, gall - , convert
*{/W)t /lia'rax/, he scorched - /ma'tia/, he clapped - /'peran/, flower
(/h/is /(h)a'rax/, the infant - /fa'(h)a/x he_stayed -
(/,!_/): ax7, soft - /maTa/, gall - /.'ger/, convert (/r/ may also be trilled)
/m/s /ma'rax/, he smeared - /Ja'ma/, he heard - /'terem/, not yet
/n/s /'nax/, he rested - /Ja'na/, year - /'keren/, horn
/l/s /la'rax/, to the infant - /a'la/, he rose - /'petal/, raspberry
/j/s /ja'ra/, he shot - /ma'jan/, classifier - /ja'maj/, assessor
Notes,
i. Additional consonant-sounds realized without significant difficulty
i^ loan-^words are:
Aj/» /^/» /j/> and (e.g. /tjaj'kovski/, /'cfjip/, /jar'gon/, .
* Dialectal varieties ("Oriental").
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ii. /p/ and /b/ occur in mord-final position in foreign loan-iuords
only, e.g. /'xap/ (grab) and /'Jlob/ (bully).
iii. Word-initial /f/ occurs in foreign loan-words only - e.g.
/'fuja/ (pfuil),
iv. Word-initial /v/ occurs in a small number of words only, though
its statistical frequency is great because it occurs in the
conjunction /v (a)/, and.
v. Morpho-phonemically, the plosives /p/, /b/, /k/ pair respectively
u/ith the fricatives /f/, /v/, /x/.
vi. Wherever the consonants under a certain heading are paired, the
first must be taken as voiceless, the second as voiced (e.g.
/p/, /b/)j of the remainder, all are voiceless, except the
nasals and the lateral, which are voiced. The approximant
/j/ may be either voiced or voiceless.
vii. Syllable-releasing clusters occur in any pattern except the following,






4. /d/ + Calveolar
(except /d/ + /l/)
























7. C + /j/
/ts/
8. C . + C ,velar velar
• I /k/ )(except/r/* | /g// )
and
Plosive + Fricative
viii. Syllable-releasing consonant clusters have the following tendencies:
1. C,C„ —> C,C„ (except when C, —,> C , , in which case —£> C,)
® 1«2 do2 r 1 °sonorant' °1'
i*C
2. c1c2 —>|cc| / ex =
3* 5iC9 —C,a.c (except for C C C C / C_ )viv2 vl v2 v iv 2 x vlv2 v2 sonorant
4. C.C„-^ C.C_ (if C, . . . then C^Cjolv2 clv2 "1 plosive olv2
*C C J 1




On the whole, then, it may be said that the interconsonantal shwa-
transition may be realised (in different ways) in all (word-initial)
syllable-releasing consonant clusters, except for those where both,
consonants are voiceless.
5. V ~5> V /m//"/ , or in word-final position (in some speakers).
6. /e/ —/ e//-/J/» and final unstressed position - otherwise /_£_J•
t /
7. AV —> /£_/» and is often realised as a brief inter-consonantal
X
transition at syllable-boundaries. The latter is the prescribed
(but not generally observed) realisation.
8. Consonant-clusters may differ phonemically from consonants separated
from a shwa-transition if the initial segments form a bound morpheme
( jbd-] , {.-} , -jta-j , |ka-} ) - e.g. /'bro /, cypress - / boroj/,
at the head of.
9. C -■*■ *C j"_\l (consonants releasing "boosted"-stress syllables tend
to be extra-tense).
10. C . . C . .
plosive plosive j „ y
(otherwise C ^ C ,plosive plosive
4generally, or C . . —> C. . / C).plosive plosive / —
11. C —zj_C (syllabic consonants carry secondary word-stress).
12. A/, /d/ —> A/, A/.
n n
13. a. /r/ is realised by some speakers as voiced velar or post-velar
fricative ranging from [_XJ to [J6J, by others as /■(_/, the






" \J or "V
14. As/ is an affricate, for phonological reasons motivated by the
syllabic pattern.
15. /?/ / in some speakers — while, in others, word-initial 'V
may be prececfed by / 2/ in free variation with /; word-final "\l is
often followed by
*C = extra-tense consonant.
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b. /ha/-->/h£^/
16. a. /h/ is realised mostly as /i — but sometimes (especially in
stressed word-initial syllables) as either or /~h7> the
latter being the prescribed realisation.
is a prescribed morpho-phonemic
transformation — but it is not aliuays observed, since niilther
/$/ nor /V occurs in the IJ1.I.H. sound-system of most Hebrew-
speakers.
17. Speakers with an Arabic linguistic background may have two back
fricative phonemes - namely /li/ and /x/, in which case their
/r/ —} /j£_J • Other M.I.H. speakers have only one phoneme of
the /x/-type, thus conflating the prescribed /ti/ - /x/ distinction.
18. Some speakers with an Arabic linguistic background may have a weak
voiced pharyngal fricative phoneme, /i/; others realise it as a
pharyngalisation of the preceding vowel. For most Hebrew-speakers,
this phoneme is not part of their IK1.I.H. sound system, even though
is the prescribed realisation of the graphemic symbol 'Ayin.
However, where the /(1/ is realised, this also implies a division
of /a/ - as follows:
i. /a/ -■$> /«/J _/£/• (e*9* /na'tati/, I gave - /na'taSti/,
I planted).
ii. /a/ everywhere else.
19. /l/ is "clear".
20. Intervocalic or word-initial /j/ is consonantal, while pre-
consonantally (or word-finally) it may be considered as either
a consonant or as the second element in a diphthong, if preceded
by a vowel.
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21. Releasing cluster ("'i*''"1 certain obligatory morpho-
phonemic transformations in C- such as, for instance, /k/ -±> /yj)
is the prescribed, but not generally observed, realisation of
ujord-initial consonant clusters, in conformity with the Classical
Hebrew syllable pattern C UC^ This realisation generally
occurs in citation-form.
22. a. Many Nl.I.H. speakers realise non-word-initial consonant clusters.
However, in the text, word-internal syllable-division has here been
indicated as conforming to the pattern CQ ^ — such that
VCVCV -i> \l CV CW, and (C)VCCU(C) -$> (c)UC CV(C), the latter
with a possible inter-consonantal shwa-transition and patterning
(C)\l Ca CU(C). The only exception to this convention occurs when
a bound morpheme is prefixed (as may be the case,|the prepositions,
conjunction, tense- and person-markers, as well as the definite
article |ha-j)s In such cases, a consonant cluster may possibly
occur in syllable-releasing position after the prefix,
b. Where word-internal clusters of more than two consonants occur,
the following syllable schema has been adopted:
(C)VCCCV(C) —> (C)UC CCV(C), if the releasing cluster is in
keeping with Ofl.I.H. phonotactics. Otherwise, the cluster is
clearly marked as belonging to a phonological system foreign
to IK!.I.H., and the syllable-cutting will be ad-hoc
23. In the separation of words, the conventions of Hebrew orthography
have been observed throughout. Thus, the bound morphemes mentioned
in 22 above have been prefixed, and personal pronouns (including
possessives) have been suffixed. Since, however, certain structural
words do not usually have rhythmic stress, such words (prepositions
and conjunctions, in the main) have been linked with the stress-
bearing lexical word by means of a hyphen.
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24. The favoured word-stress* pattern is word-final, but there are a
number of unstressed suffixes and some morphological patterns where
the penultimate syllable is accented. Ante-penultimate syllable
stress occurs almost exclusively in loan-words, as well as in
personal- and place-names.
25. Secondary word-stress may occur in words of more than tuio syllables,
and also on the first syllabic consonant of a consonant-cluster.
This type of accent is realisable, under certain circumstances,
as contrastive rhythmic stress.
26. There is considerable vowel elision, consonant reduction and
haplology in connected speech. The most frequently occurring
type of assimilation is connected with glottal state
(C C -■) tfc j C C --> tfc ).
vo oo ov vv
27. Foot —?>/Rq 4*r0 2 / (where R = remiss syllable and I = ictic
syllable). The ictic syllable is most frequently foot-final, and
the stress may be silent (/,/).
28. Syntagm --//(H)/N/(T)//, where H = a head usually consisting of
0-4 feet with non-kinetic stresses, N = a nucleic foot carrying
kinetic stress, and T = 0-2 feet (in most cases), with non-kinetic
stresses following the .Same direction as that of the kinetic stress
in the nucleus. The non-kinetic stresses of the head usually tend
to have a downward drift.
29. Breath-pauses will often, but by no means always, occur between
syntagms. They will always occur between tone-sequences. In the
present notation obligatory breath-pauses have been notated as a
double-(or triple-) foot silent-stress syntagm {//^/K/K//) and
optional ones by a single-foot silent stress syntagm.
*liiord-stress is here taken to be an abstract potentiality realisable in
actual utterance as rhythmic stress. The latter is produced and perceived
as a function of pitch-variation, duration and intensity (in that order
of significance).
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30. In rhetorical style (which includes material read aloud), the
syntagm is usually phrase-equivalent, in the style of natural speech
the syntagm is usually clause- (or sentence-) equivalent.
31. The five basic intonation-patterns of IKI.I.H. are;
,d# the declarative statement - a narrow low fall (^X)
b. the order - a wide high fall (^X)
c. The confirmation-question — a narrow high rise ( X)
d. the hesitation - a level tone ( X or , X)
R>
e. the continuation-pattern - a narrow low rise (,X)
Mote; These patterns denote the modal aspect of the
utterance, under unmarked thematicity. However, if the attitudinal
aspect of an utterance is also affected by marked thematicity and/or
emotion, the above prosodic patterns may have a different communicative
significance - and, contrariwise, any of the above communicative
connotations may be realised by a different prosodic pattern (e.g.
narrow high fall = "indifferent" orderj topicalised high rise = echo-
question) .
32. Other intonation-patterns, including complex and divided tones,
are non-basic - i.e. derived from the above five basic patterns.
They may denote modality, thematicity and/or emotion (often a
combination including the third element). The most characteristic
of these tones is the "dramatised continuation", a "sung" rise-
fall-rise denoting the graphemic comma.
33. Thematisation and topicalisation are realised by either widening
the pitch-span of the syntagm, or by having a non-syntagm-final
foot carry kinetic stress. Stress "boosting" (an emotionally-
triggered span-widening) usually also affects the quality of
the segmental phonemes realised in actual speech. The "narrow"
pitch-span extends from mid to low (and vice-versa) or from mid
to high (or vice-versa)? all terms being relative and different
from speaker to speaker.
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34. The tempo of utterance varies — but tends to be slower for
rhetorical speech (including written material read aloud) and
faster for natural speech.




TRANSCRIPTIONS OF THE RECORDED CORPUS
PART As SYNTHETIC SPEECH
a. Transcription
Each of the above two syntagrns is read three times — the first
tujo readings being at normal tempos (the first slightly faster than the
second, which has been chosen for spectrography as likely to show clearer
detail) and the third being very slow (in order to show in auditory
detail the composition of each segment),
c. Production Method
The first syntagm is based on the experience gained in the
production of the second syntagm, and it is therefore expedient to begin
by describing how that was arrived at.
Starting out from a spectrogram of the reading by Reader 3
(Doron ftl.) of the title of the diagnostic passage (The North IDind and
the Sun) in M.I.H., I then proceeded to synthesise this utterance by
hand, using the PAT technique (drawing in 8 parameters on a plastic
sleeve programming the Edinburgh University's Parametric Artificial
Talker).* Following upon this, I proceeded to devise a slight change
in the text of the utterance, in order to introduce an additional vowel
into the text - which now featured all five vowels of W.I.H., the shwa-
b. Translation and Realisation
1. The-wind (the-)northern and-the-sun.
2. Uiind (of-)the-north and-the-sun.
* See Uldall, E.T. Text of PAT Demonstration Tape (mimeographed
Edinburgh University handout, 1952).
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transition, eight of its 18 essential consonants (/f/, /v/, /m/, /t/,
/ts/, /j/, /n/ and /x/) , one of its post-velar consonants in free
variation with (/h/) and a dialectal realisation of the phoneme /t/,
namely [_£_J (a three-tap apico-alveolar trill). The same rhythm-and-
intonation pattern was followed as that shown on the narrow-band
spectrogram of the original version (see Appendix III D 6 ), and the
synthesis was^produced by rule - in accordance with the procedure outlined
in lies, 1970 (see Bibliography)*
An additional note may be called for here as to the reasoning
behind the various choices.
1. The title of the diagnostic passage was chosen as being both of
suitable length (as fitting within one spectrogram) and easily
available for comparison (including spectrographic comparison) with
non-synthetic speech; at the same time - for perception and
recognition tests - it would provide a short stretch of speech not
immediately identifiable by the unsophisticated listener within
any reasonable situational contexts thus, if it was identified
by such listeners, this would be ample proof of its validity as
synthesised speech.
2. The reading chosen was one which, being particularly fast in tempo,
most nearly approximated natural speech. moreover, the reader, a
young native speaker of "Sabra" ffl.I.H. (a 20 year old male) had had
some experience as a radio-announcer, and his diction was both clear
and natural, as well as being technically suited for recording.
3. The rhythm-and-intonation pattern was dictated by that of the
utterance itself - but it could be compared with a different one:
the first syntagm following the title of the diagnostic passage
contained the same segmental material but with a different prosodic
pattern (narrow low rise indicative of "continuation", as against
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narrow low fall indicative of "declarative statement"). It also
happened to be the most unmarked tone of M.I.H., and therefore the
most easily identifiable.
4. The presence of the post-velar phoneme (/h/) was, in part, dictated
by its presence in the utterance of the speaker, and, in part, a
choice motivated by its occasional presence in the continuous
discourse of any IKl.I.H. speaker. The choice of the trilled
allophone as the realisation of /T/ was a more complex one.
Firstly, the spectrogram of the actual reading (Appendix III D 5 )
showed no tr a-Cing at all for the [] - the reason being that for
this speaker (as for most others) this phoneme is often realised
word-initially and -finally as a voiceless frictionless continuant.
Accordingly, I chose the trilled variety (three taps being chosen
as the most realistic form after trying out two and four - the
former being too little, the latter too much, of a trill) as the
one realised by many speakers word-initially (and prescribed in this
form by the Hebrew Language Academy as the "correct" realisation of /r/).
5. The actual synthesis was then done by altering the specifications
of the lies tables in accordance with the information I had
obtained from earlier instrumental work (palatography and kymography).
Thus, in deciding upon the instructions to be given for the computer
print-out in respect of the /i/ in my synthetic version, I started
out frogi the specifications for English /i/ in lies, compared them
with those for English J1 / in the same tables and then moved the
three formants slightly up or down to adjust the actual phone
towards the J_ i/ position characteristic for interconsonantal
X
stressed /i/ in ffl.I.H. (my finding based on auditory discrimination).
Similarly, IYI.I.H. /t/ was produced by programming the computer to
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realise a "forwarded" version of English /t/ located between the
specifications for this alveolar phoneme and the inter-dental /8/
(00.1.H. /t/ —>/ t/) - which meant, specifically in this case,
n
placing the first formant medially (i.e. higher) between the
third level specified for /t/ and the tenth level specified for
/0/. These hypothetical solutions were proved correct when
actually listening to the synthesised speech, even though it was
occasionally necessary to shift the levels slightly upward or
downward in order to get a more satisfactory realisation.
6. Duration proved the trickiest problem of all. For consonants
this was less difficult than for vowels - and, finally, durations
were arrived at that specified shorter realisation -lengths for
consonants notated as "half"-phones (e.g. ^X) and those beginning
non-stressed syllables than for syllable-final consonants or for
consonants beginning stressed syllables. As for the vowels, I
started out from the findings expounded in TSnB 1962, but soon
discovered that, while these might work in citation-form utterances
(probably syllable-timed J), they could not produce natural-sounding,
connected stress-timed discourse. Accordingly, I checked against
spectrographic evidence, corrected my duration-specifications and,
after some trial and error, found that duration-differences in W.I.H.,
while appreciable, were nothing like the order specified by TBnB
(stressed, open-syllable vowels twice the duration of unstressed
closed-syllable vowels), but rather of the order of up to 15-20yo
greater length for stressed than for unstressed vowels.
7. The intonation-pattern specified in the spectrogram featured "jerky"
down-drift towards a narrow, low fall - and it is this pattern for
which I programmed the computer, rather than a "smooth" down-drift,
which would have been easier to synthesise.
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The recording of the synthesised speech (both syntagms) at a
speed about 25/o slower than that of the original model u/as played
to five ffl.I.H. speakers, all unsophisticated linguistically (the two
Israeli speakers in the conversation recorded on Tape 3 B,* their
two children - a boy, aged 10, and a girl, aged 15 -and a 32-year-
old lady, a research-worker in Botany at the Hebrew University,
Oerusalem). Three of them immediately identified both syntagms
correctly and the remaining two (the two children) failed to identify
the last word in both syntagms correctly, mistaking the nasal /m/ for
the voiced stop /b/ and therefore interpreting the word as /•jebej/
(spoil, rUin) rather//'jemej/ (sun) - thus producing the interpretation
"The North Wind and what it spoils", rather than "The North Wind and
the Sun". The reason, obviously, is the lack of a nasal parameter
for P.A.T. - which, incidentally brought forth the comment, from one
of the listeners "Did the reader have a cold when he recorded this?"
Note: The slower speed was chosen for two reasons:
1. To produce a clearer spectrographic picture than the original
(non-synthetic) reading.
2. To give listeners a better chance of perceiving the utterance.
In fact, the original reading was by about 20-25% faster than that
of the slowest readeryjof the diagnostic passage in my corpus. This
made for a good approximation to natural (rather than rhetoric) speech -
but obviously, made it a little difficult to understand the text,
unless one knew it in advance.
*For details, see Appendix II D b 2.
Us-
Part'" ' " The 'North Wind ' and ' Che' Sun (12 Readings J
1. TratiScription*
1. 'itrod^-n iz'jeeli ^hi-^bj^uWA A A\tekst (breath)A5^ 'no-0 'wind
Aan4 &3 SAn (breath) 'ru-rx "Fts-e^fon A A vehf\feme J (pause+breath)
1 P ' I Ji
'ru-px PtST?' fon vehf^jemej (breath) nixn^' so 'pa?atn l^vi^lcoAx (breath)
T •■I-' - ). •> . 1
'mi mihen xAzA'kPjo t^er (pause+breath) vei'nei 'hs? likra^t-en .o'lex
TT-7 I
^regel V t^of b^mx'il .xrrai (pause+breath) h-ef't^aim isjcimo fe'zot*1
i ? T s +r~'rJ-
'JH~:~r~7TT
vjer t-BtTs'lxAx riJo\np (breath) l^frpf' Jit" eth/? '?iJ^miitfji^lo? (breath)
T t ^
~:TT"~1 I, . •)
t ^xp'Jev kexpz-p'ka jo ter (breath+pause) i?z n-pf'va t?\tuax xa 'zrk0 lce'xol
J I J- +
~~n~~~
JejAx (pause+breath) avaI ke' xol J*em?f'va x-eVzak jo/ter (breath)
+ "f 4. + +
T""~ I~ J
'k^en itv^tef A A h^/'ij A b^m^i'lo b^jeter xset AAA ul\re,sof (breath).1. Y' T ^ -I *
~~T~'rm7Tr"T'7'~"'TTTTlL~'3T 11
vit'fa ^ruAx fl "^kol ni&e^1 jon no N saf (pause+breath) vz it'xila
T T T + x T T
-^TTTT7"/ ■T--,
A/, A/ [%!, tf/J
f^JemeJA l^Fre' fits et^kar'nejr ext?,moth (breath) omi'jad*11 r - + f Ic
? h.
pV J-pt o'lex f'regel et m^i vlo v^'x-px^neel' tsr 'F'rircx
ll
l^ho vdot AAvJeh^'JemeJ x-pz-e'ka mi vmeirp
-2S7-
2. (\daliA — ' yuax atsa) fo°n veha feme J (breath)A
r Ix~
'buxX AtsA^fo^n veha JemeJ nixne'su pa- m leviVkuax (breath)
* r
. . I . > 1 .' 1 9 ■ ' *> 1)
' • _L J ' '
__ -JL J
'mi me hen xAZA^ka jo tVb (breath) v^hi^ne 'ba likba tan ,
1 / A ~ r x f i i r A ~ y o L.s — A
1'.
I . t 0 r-» ^
ho le^X rBegel (breath) a'tuf b^me' il xam (breath) ha JtaimA I + y - T \ + 7 ' +-
. -1 I •—' |! II. -| 9i > "> li
, . * h. w rhis k lmu e
- \ t i- A J
T T
'zot"?aJey tats'li'AX bifo\na' (breath) lehaf'Jit
X t + °f'T r 1 T
C A
.«) . 1 1. * 1.. . • • 1 T L, '
et^ ha'?if mem^£^lo° (breath) texa^fev k^ixaza^ka jo t\y (breath)
+ r 7 't t + * + * V






faz nijv? ^ *az
T 7
ll f
naj'va ha bu*ax xa" zak ke'xol Jejax la (breath)





ll 7 J/ ll ^ ll
aval k e'Xol JenaJ'va xa"zak jo te^y (breath) ^k en Fiit?a t ef
t - ~ ~ i r + c. A.
i x
. . ' i « S»
ha'?if b^me?i lo° b^jet^y
'1* J. ~ Zy AT ^ 0
h ?
set (breath) v^liv sof vit'yab
X X 1 +- ^ f 0+ A
• jdL 1 1\ J II.' •
-15$-
vit'tsa ha Yu'ax , al 'kol nisa^ ion no saf' (breath)





I 1" • *)
'?az hit'Xila (Sa^Jemef













umi'jad pa 'fat ho'lex ha'YSgel et m*i lo* (breath)
+ ? - I " - 1
~TI 1 I .1 I
vt/kdK neel'tGa ha^tsuax lefio\do°t^ (breath) Jeha'femef xaza'ka





3. (breath) rA vxel
-j——j
'




yih?x ^v€sn^fon vei? femef nixne' su 'ptfm levi kurek (breath)
c v T I + ~ t i
9 '
j ' ' 9 | ' ' ,




















^ <V | . 1"»
yegel (breath) ne'tof beme'il xam (breath) v Jnaim is k'imo
/ i &• \ -f / — * —











. • ; 0 •
:__fc=d
• ^
texi^Jev kex-EOT k^a jotey (breath) Vz naj'va if birex xa'zF ke'xol
X N e, — 4- * <i
4-
9
*> , i • i' • I - 1 •








0 « ' 11
itr-'tef "e'if bimei'lo bi'jetey set (breath) uleve'sov vit^'tre ayirex
r r T is J. + ° jV© o
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Tfl 'kol niSTf'jo no xsaf (breath) '?az it'Xila a, feme f le'F1 fit9
j. I r x I T t
• t • 0 1 9 1 ♦ «_A_i 1 L:_ I'.- II- •
krpy'nejp TPXO,
e x
mo^t (breath) omt'jad p^fa't*1 o^lex a^begel\ v X° "* oi
• 1
* '
• ! 1 '
et' msi lo ve'kxx neel'tVp Vbuax leo dot ferp feme f
va,~ o + i ' x J j ' Jr J
rallentando
' ' *
1 i \ ' t * /
\/ C
xFzifkt? ml ^mena (laughs)
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4. (breath) refuel-*?




'RwaX ^VtsV- fon vehe fe'mej niXni' so 'ph-p*m levi ku"?x (breath)
1 • i- f Y t
T" 1
'mi me'hen X?zVka joVttb (breath) vehi'ne6 'hp ltkbf Zan Fo'leX
+ \ ic J- " X *■
inziz: • • i
begel -p'tuf beme'll .Xam (breath) ha ftalm his khimo fe'zot6a * _ _ \ + X ■' r
.•II I.T ♦ ] ^ i i 9 * t ■L_ *
5fets tAts'liaXd <- - +
J.
bi JoWi?'(breath) lefrpf' JiZ eZ Nf'?iJ memii^lo°
« < ft i
at . . ^ 0t 1 9 i »
h r ^ h L y
(breath) t eXt?' |ev kiXpz'p'ka jo fc eY Jvz nA 'vp R-pVuaX XA"z-£k keXol
+ N «AA. • X X
-L- cTi














i « I. * # 1
'Xen ifp'Zef h"T?'?iJ bemei ,lo° b^'jetZb
c
s^et*1 (breath)
' I- i 9 1 ■1 * «✓ H • X ■ 1 II I
velevA'sof vit"Ki? HfWaX al 'kol nisa'jo* no saf (breath)
- - + + - J. ;p £ Xs +
I• IJ v i |
Vz it^Xilv fir? Jeme-J leha'fits et kpb'neja* Xt m0?Z (breath)
~ T "" X" - T




omi'j-^d pA^f-Ft ho'leX hVbegel et mei lo? (breath) ve'lci?X
z ° ' j- x - t-n
• '










• 1 ' ' ' i ■ • , , | 0 <o♦ t ' * ' 1
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5. 'Jmi veu'ven sA,de (breath) no'latti? . ba'?iy biton bepolin A
+ r ' 4- f ^ T ° 4- y T/ *
• • 11 I • tu/ ' | - II
be'elef 'tfameot aybAim veje_ _ J+ - » T T
* * i # • ' 1 1




v£ a femeJ (breath) 'yuAx At
,
sA' for?
- 1 - •
ve a feme f nixne'su 'pa:m
TT - +
■ -.1 1 * ' ' 9 * ' t0y 0 1
l£vi kuax (breath) 'mi mehen Xaza'ka jotey (breath) ve^i ne? 'ba
? "T\f" T .p - t 4. j. */ " / A +
' ^ , | 9 <2 • ..A i ,
likYA'tan holex Yegel A*tuf beme'i!
~ ' +• i /'t * T
xam (breath) hA' ftaim
\ t f r
a '
1
^ ' 1 * 1 u 1! _ Ml 9 *
^is kimu Je'zot4 aJey tAts'liax yifo na le^af' fit4 eth a?'i f




* • # 1-- 1.. ° 1
memei lo (breath) texA* fev kexAzA'ka jo tey (breath) 'az naf'va
.L ~ T / + - J T o i t- + \ T J
1
' QS 1 m . . . * I 1 II* ' ' )
ha'yuAx xA''zalTTcyxol Jejax la (breath) aval ke'xol fenaj'va
* »
9 t
0 I'¬ 0t e * •
xa zak jo'tey (breath) 'ken hit?A'tef ^a'if bemei lo»? (breath)
4 S f r + "T * / T
'
- ' * f ll • 9 , 1 1
ti R
be'jetey set (breath) uliv.sof vit'ya a'yuAx Al "kol
•
( - II 1 il-y
*
J
nisA'jon no saf (breath) '?az *\t'xila femeJ leba'fits
— \ t" + — 4 4- T
' 1 9 • < * t • 1
-2£4 -
R h
et kAy'nea AXAmot (breath) omi'jad pa' fat ho'lex A'yegel
+ ' 4- 15 + + T
• '
• . ' • iI. • * I I ' • .. I
et mei lo
t R
(breath) ve kax neel'tsa VyuAx
+ A x +
leho dot*", fehA'femef
X A J- JT J
• .-J I r
9
'••I ■■J I *_J
xaza'ka mi mena
h + + v +
llJLi
— 2 b 5 ~












• 1 • J
. ^ "' tsfl-dek
+■ J. ,teth% T (breath) 'fu'ali R.atsa' fbn ve afemef (breath)
> ' \ , I ( 1JJLL_[ ■ • L_ «\ , 1 /
, A ,
' iu'An hatsa fbn
£l
ve aJeme^ nixna' su pa'iam l£vi^.ku"a1i (breath) 'miT
• ¥
• i "' jl- • | . • | * ii 1 1
me'fien WzA'ka p (breath)
T +• +■ x
V£'htne 'ba likxa* tan
¥
ho1 l£.x f£gelJl s*- j."
¥
9
t *> i i ■ . • ■ - u-
(breath) ^cu* t^ f bem1?!!^ h«_m 31 T V 4- (breath) ha'Jtaim ^ .1 s„T k'imuw A j£ zot
1 li ■ • 1 ■ • 1 - 1 1 mm O i 1 ii •




) «. ;. ^ 1 1 j • ■ • 1 • ■ ' 1 . . « S 1 i
teha'Jev k-yhaz a'ka. ;pNtef* (breath) '^az najs'vo. haiu* ah ha*a zft1l
i i 1 i ■, , , 1 1 1 ii • 1 ■ • # * t•x 1 11 . •
k£* X3l jsjax^la L breath) a' val ke' X31 Jena|atvjL ha' zak
i
j-> tex£ (breath)
4 i' • ■ i_i l «■• 1 . • ': • • • 1 ■ ' 1 • . ii 1 ii
1
lcen hit?o/ tef ha'?jj b'unaSi^lb0 bf1 jetei ,seth (breath) ul^vo,'saf vit'j*a4 ■¥ " —
* i '
1 ' 1 . -1 ,_^jl•: • l- II » » * 1 . • 1
ha - ' xu "ah al ' kal na? al ' ksl ntso.'jon^ nasaf (breath)
— + ^ -
' az fijt'tiila
T- T —
• i ' 1 . ° , . • • • •> ii 1 1 II '1 • 3 •1
^ R
ha1 lemef ltha'fits £t kar'nejg, A
T J * ^ T ** T T ^
haka. m3°t1
- *'
1 (breath) Gmi'jad'3 pa 'JM
•' ' ' i ' ■ * .. _ • ♦ 1 ■ . ^ 1 • • 1
hi'lex ha'x egel '^t ms'ii 1:>( breath) v&,xax ne2el*tsa
T 4 f J- "/ — +■
ha'tu*wali lthodjM
ft







"i-. • I- ^ . l 1 I 1 ' 1 . . ' • • -. i
mxni1 su ' pana l&vi^kuax 'mi me'hen haza' ka. ;pte)f^ (breath) Whine ' ba
# » 1 ' A • • * 1 . *) II ) 1 i ■ :' 1 :J
likif a' tan hV lex Jegel Set' tuf bem'Sil
T T 4-4. J. -
x m
\
(breath) h/ijtaim ho-s^kimQ a
» • 1—_L_l_L , II . _L 1 ■ • 1 £ ' JJ




> * '1 •• •> |1 ■ ■ ' 1 ! ■_lL_. ^JL .L_.Li.i_iJ
keib«-z^kcu i^t^)(5( breath)- 4- *• 4- * az naj^ ^ ha')( uax A xaJ zal^ke'xol JYjax la- (breatli)
'
• ■ . II 1 1 0 ■ *1 ♦V 1 • • 1 . • 1 ■ • ^11 1J
aval ke'xal fnaj' vet x/\zak jotei 'ken hitSa* tef+ ST T — J. at' bem?i' 1> be' j£teYIt - jj. r se* t
■■^LL ■ • • _:LL 9 L_i_i-.il.. 9k % -II
ft
(breath^ ^Iv/v's^f vit'Yei V Jfuax al *kol nisa'jon nasaf (breath) * az
-.1 . !•■■ ■' L ■. :.l. ■ • 1J JL_L 1-JLZJ
c.
hit' xila emej le a' fits ^t kaY'neja hax^m 3t Qmi* jad pa'J at ho' je x
1 •*J
^a'l'egel £t m^i^La0 (breath) v£*xax neel'tsa ha'Kuax lffia^dst jeha||emej
i i I 1
■ * .. • I . ■
■ ii it" ii II" K
x/\za'ka mtm£.na
\i ^
, • * * *> ,
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7. 'jmi jfc^na'd<xv if (breath) nr^lad^ti (breath) Wt2A Axb£:




!l\J1XI 1 • • iH 3
t£la vivUbreath) b£*'?t.lef 1 ttamaDt^bA1 im v£ vte^(^ (breath) ' )Tuax
X ~~ T XAt J + t 4- — 2|- ■+
l ' ^ > ll l l lli « JL __EI
AtsA* f5"ig V£hajemej (breath) '^uax Atsft' foil viojemej A nixni1 su ' pa/m
■ ■ • I' II 1 i I' 1 ) • - •T^'il II ■ ■ • I - 1
l£vi kuAx * 'mi me,hen xAZA'ko. (breath) V£i'ne^ 'ba liktfa tan13
_-\+ r j- * T 4 ^ j. T -
. . ^ • «/
'
*) LLUlllLj
D* l£.x ^£gel (breath) cJ tuf biimf'il \xfl.m (breath) *V'(taim is kimi✓ x"r 4 * - - r V +- t~ + ~" — T
12IN) II . ' ' 1 - >- • I
(breath) Js' zAt" t AtsA tsat^ tats1 liftx /iJV\na( breath) l^af Jit'
m • -r- ..i ii. i T~
memai lo° (breath) taxa'fev kexAZA1 ko. io te^ ^breath) *az
^VJ/X-/' - ~ J- X •+ + \ -i-
[i ■ . • I - ■ • • I • - n i TTH
- fk
nay va. a^UAX xa' Zftk ks'xol Jejaxn1cx (breath) «v<\l ke'xol (kn/^Vct
x_lL _1 ' si.
x& zo.k jote/ (breath) "ken hit?^1 t^ef bemei lo° (breath)
♦ 4 T T 4- — y ^
' ' II 1 11 * I • ■ • I ■ *_ 1.:. 11 1 J
bV j£t£)/ s 2eth (breath) ialvavsaf (breath) vit'flk Ra.cluAX (breath)
a,/t - r + ~ +
^ « 1 ll • ■ n_ .11 j__J-_2 L__!
Al \kol ni.sa'jon no^saf (breath) az h-it'xila a^jemej (breath) lea'fits
J ■ II I 11 • ■ -~1
<£t ke^'nta axA m^t*1 (breath) amV j ad pA* fat"0, 2j'l£x a1 (fegel £t meilo0







^breathJ ntel" tsa fia'ifuAx





1 . -1 1 .. • .. ^ » r i
jia^jemej XAZA\o. ma m£nA
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3. ' (Srai? \ 'rai^ nagel A no' ladeti b^kfa/ s«.b^ bifnat*. '£lef ' tl®cm£jtc
/ — '> ' + x " " T v + c / + 4- ) "~ T s + ~
_L:. 6/ II • - IIII-
xami \ im (breath) '^ui?x xts^' fon V£a,fs£mefs . ' i)ui?x ■vtsVfbn
v - J r I V t r L + - \J x J A * * x
,,."' , C ' ' <?
JJZ_lJL'—'-lJI..: ' * ■ IN li • " I ' •» I
v£hayfS£me(s A nixne'su 'paem l£vi ku<?.x (breath) 'mi me'hen x^za'ka
- J x J - + - - ++ r - 4 +
• I • • —)■ LJL^L_l_LxjJ
■p td£<( (breath) v£i'n£e ' ba lik^a tan.ho'lsx ^'gel , a'tof berae'il
xc - x " i tr/ - ^ jl /a a - v - - T
| 1 ftoft111








a'if mtm?i lo° (breath> ttxT'f^-v kixa.za.1 k'dt jo
v ' A -/ + + f X
tV^ breath)
\ X
• • 1 ' ■ ^ II 1 ' • • • 1 • _*> JL1 ] I
'az na ('ver')Tu£\x^xA"zak ke'XoI (S£jax la* (breath)^aval ke'x^l
-J f + x X J u- / - --X — X
J
(S£nafs^va xa* zak jo (breath) *k£n ita'tef fS bim\lo bV jit3YJ - -J x ^ ^ X e- X - ~ A 9 /x c
x_L_L _JLi_Lx • 1
.s<£t^ (breath) veliv'sof v^t,,|£a iWfuax 2al 'kJl nis^jS" na saf" (breath)
X - - V /€. + - r X -t- A >-
. - • ' .1 •< '
-----(^—s~ll—1—l-J
'az it'xilaT"a fS£mefs , fitl3 £t ka/' ni-v rxi? mot*1 (breath) qmi' ^ad*1-
T - j 2 >X <J A - f + x z'^. t-o
;=_L I- 1 • • 1 • • •■ • - ^ 1 1 ■ • ' 1
pa'fsatC o'l£x a itgel mei. lo° (breath) v£yXox . n££l' tj^TV dWx Isodot*1-
J ~ X jxifr X t\ + A x x o. f x / +
• 1 • - ft-*- » 1 I ' ' «L 1 1 , X




vtt xad5 (breath) Tui?x PtsF1 fbn Vi>^S?v(imef (breath) ' Ifuax ■ «.ts<t'fon
- \ + 6+ f- T-^ £+++•*•

















'mi me'fi^n xftzcLk rptLy (breath)






I-* i ■ ■ *> , / A
. 1 6
v<?.i
1 ba likXV tern
- 6
0
1 lix^fgel a! tuf bime'oA T \ V ~
■L
il ^xam (breath) ha'ftTimiJ -
• 1 ** 1 . 9 b- i. • 0 1 11 i. iff *
is |kimu*1 D 4
y
ZDt*" 1$ t/vts'liooc )fi1 *- |)Nna l£Ccfs\i- [it^dt ViJ mimeiyio0
II # J t , / , 1 • 1 . • ">JL •,' L • .JJ
(breath) t3 xcl' I ev
2
kAxazo..kct jote^ (breath) 1
f 4 X + T <L-
4 J-
Vz nft?[' vcC\' ^uftx





II • ■ ' 1 ' I- • ■ • ■' 1
ke'xal Jti ux ,1^A, ft-2 r Aivol k3'xol 1i * J"fnoJ 'v£" xc^zftJcX i 03tey (breath) 'T k£nX
: • 1 - *' * , .. • i <r\/ 1 ii -J
iW'Uf
-
i * e-'1!X. heme I* loA I -t be"jet3/sbt*1 (breath)I'J- V£llV?, V^ltV^f— A x
•
< •









*k=>l nisa* j? n\saf (breath) 'az it'xila a" fe mfi
. • 1 0 t I 01 » • * • ' JL LJ• *: i. ' ' 1
1 £ a-' fits £t
'1- T
\/t ^
kAj * necu coca.







pe-'J^t* ol£x of^gel4 JL
J-
<£t miL
• < « • |- IS • 1 • 1 L. L
(breath) v3'Ycqc n££l' tscTo!^uox lsodot x<xz<*-vk£imira£na.w
j. j- 4- + —' *■ I r J l r / 4.
3, '(mi a'uva xatsek nj'lad^ti bet£la viv , belief t(Vmej t Tj'b-p imj x *- ~ ' - x -/ ^ J+ c \
-LLliL-^JITT: I • ■ ■ - F l - • • I . • ' I • Uj
(breath^ J^ax St's^ A r max Ttsp'fjn vea JemeJ A aVuax atsa' £>n
I 11 "I-.' - flJLi:l • • - 1 ■ ■ IT il
vea* Jeraej" ni/xne'su'pa^m levLxkuaxA'rai mi'en xazaNka joter vei'ne *ba
•• I- ■ • 0 ., ^ -/ It V © " - ■ II a --J
likr-pvtan fb'lex 'r^gel a* tbf beme'ilV ^tiara (breath) veafJ"taim ts /' +
'
• ^ II ■ ' . • I ' * • - 11 1 lb ■ • ' 1 ■ "L 1
j^'zot A^er tAts1 lio-x+
J.
rijo^na leaf'J^it6 £t b'if mimei'la*?J i- 4_ (breath)
_jJ_L • - ■ . * '1 • ■ n M • • --II . • 1 *v 1 < # »




t I 4 • . . .
U'jax la (breath) cut k£'xol (-'x ^ *• a jl )£na|' va jo'ter xa^zakh A 'ken ita' tef a1 if
* i
%y
11 1 1 U1 1 1rr11* ! .
• J o 9 • ' _L* J
bemei'lo be'ieter set'tbreath) ulva's^f v^tre fia\ruax A al 'k^l
, - u _ ✓ 4 t ± T\
•S , |1
nisA1 ji" m saf (breath) ' az it'xila a *vJemeJ A lea'fits £.t kar'nea
' I ^ - II 11 ■ ' 1 • •
~axa no°t omi'iad pa'f at o'l^x'a* regel £t met- (breath) v^'XaX
/ T J " x. T x J-
L n 13
neel't'sa a"ruax Lto^cfot jia'j* emej XAZAxka mimena
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]0 a. 1 ruala hatsa' fsn. vea^jemej (breath) 1 max rtsa'fbn v£a\jemej*
0
4




pa m levi.kuA.ti . 'mi rat'hen
\ 4
, mmX „
xfzi?%ka j~>ter A vfi'ne 'ba
«
I 1 I 0 L__* ,1JL:_L ■ J ' ' ^ ■ . II
V
likrA tan h:)'l£x regel . a.' tof beme'' T A +
X







nii iiii IL?IIIIsII II ■ ''
is^kimu* (breath^ JV zo%c er tFts' liati rij^xn^ l£Af'Jit £t arae*il m
| | 0 4 o C) « i ^
it a* ij •v 2meim,i Is (breath) t£"ka'(ev kixrgzi? ka jote^•L y \ -f (*. (breath) 'az
• ■' 1 . 4 , -V 1 II . - * i ■ ' ^ , / 1 ! II'J
/' N
naj* va*1 v ruati iia^. zak6 ki^xol J^jax ^la^ (breath) aval ke'xsl jenaj'va
■ ' 1 i 9 i .■ ^ L' * 1 II - ■ • ' J_ ■ :J
xaXzak j^ter 'ken it2a'tef v'if btmai ,l30? A b£'jeter seth (breath)
4 K T T J X ' /N i_ °T \
• 1 1^ ]~
ulv^Mof A vut'ra aXruaia 31 'kol nis/v'jJ* n^saf (breath) 'az it'tiila
• II 1 . * • L • ■ * J J ^ J _ _ 1 1 ' « '
a^emej
^ e. -f 0 hl£af fits iX kar'nea ana^jn} t A umi'jad pa'J
T
at o' lex a regel
T x T
'
- ' ' 1 • ■ IL I!. ' *.
IIIIII fi¬ ll =~=£==~==j
St mei\la (breath) v^'Xax neel'tsa a^ruali A lefio^dot Jsa'JemeJ
■ ■ - r - - ii•A - •
xaza ka mimena
- - v T T
3ZZZZZZ1
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2. TECHNICAL DETAILS AND TRANSLATION
a. The Material
This is a translation (by myself) of the I.P.A. diagnostic passage
featured in the Principles of the International Phonetic Association (and
its literal translation appears in Appendix I, above). It was chosen
partly in order to conform to the I.P.A. format and partly in order to
give the readers a choice of material that could be read either as
"rhetorical" or as "natural" speech, having been so structured syntactically
as to be realisable in either of the two modes, A collation of the
various readings with the rest of the recorded material served as the
basis of the "Unified" transcription in broad phonemic notation contained
in Appendix I, above (the notation of which was derived according to
the principles expounded in Abercrombie 1964). The readers were asked
to "eye-read" the passage for as long as they liked before recording
their reading of it. They saw the passage for the first time at
the actual recording session.
b. The Readers
These are, with one exception (myself, as Reader l), native ffl.I.H,
speakers - of whom eight are "Sabra" speakers and one is a native speaker
of "Oriental" II1.I.H. who, consciously or unconsciously, has "switched"
to Sabra Kl.I.H. There are ten readers in all - but two of them read
twice (see below, Readers 6 and ID). The following are the relevant
details in respect of the readers, taken from a questionnaire filled
in by all of them*i
^Originally, I recorded 20 readers, but decided not to use 8 readings,
as showing no features not present in the other recordings.
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Reader 1: Alan Marbe' - the author of this thesis, born in Romania in
1924, came to Israel in 1940 and completed secondary education
in a Hebreui-speaking school there. Ifly speech is typically
Sabra M.I.H. - with three exceptions;
JtJ —(which is the prescribed, "correct" realisation);
/V —» /JJ\ and a rather slow tempo (typical of lecturers,
teachers, etc.) implying phrase-equivalent (rather than clause-
equivalent) syntagms.
Readers 2-4: Dalia R., Rachel N., Rafaela S. (For details, see Appendix
II Da 2, below).
Reader 5: Reuven S., born in 1947, an Accountancy Student, whose parents
speak Yiddish.
Reader 6: iYloshe P., born in 1939, a proof-reader and religious instructor,
whose parents speak Yiddish.
Mote: This reader is an ultra-orthodox Jew. Considering the diagnostic
passage (about which no advance information had been given to the readers)
to be taken from one of the obscurer Apocrypha with which he was unfamiliar,
he read it in the academically "prescribed" fashion - to honour its
supposedly sacred nature. However, on being told that it was a
(non-Jewish) folk-tale, and asked to read it again in his ordinary
"conversational" fashion of speech, he produced the second reading
(recorded and transcribed here as 6a). It should be noted here that,
had he not been convinced of its non-religious nature, ffloshe P. would
have refused to read it in any but the "prescribed" way since this - as
he informed me - would have been against his principles.
The first reading, therefore, approximates that version of Classical
Hebrew speech with which HOoshe P. has become familiar in the liturgy -
as modified by the prescriptive instructions of the Hebrew Language
Academy (obligatory inter-consonantal shwa, distinct /fi/, /£*/ and /h/
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phonemes, plosive-fricative alternations)- but /r/ —> , typical
"nasalised" vowels and "Yiddish" type intonation, rather than Biblical
cantillation , to. \U CtW A£acfu^ (^LuL JI14 1^04^-).
Reader 7: Bonadav S., born in 1949, a history-student mhose parents
mere (non-native) speakers of M.I.H., and mhose grandparents
spoke Yiddish.
Reader 8; dftira N., born in 1952, a student of Speech Therapy, whose
parents speak German.
Reader 9s Doron Ms (for details, see Appendix II C 2, below).
Reader 10s Ahuva Ch., born in 1940, currently an accountant and for
ten years elementary-school teacher of Hebrew at a Kibbutz,
whose parents spoke Barnani-Arabic.
Notes This reader obviously started out in life as a speaker of
"Oriental" IK1.I.H. As a Hebrew teacher, she should have clung to this
accent, which is the one prescribed by the Hebrew Language Academy as
normatively "correct". However, it was obvious from her first reading
that this was not the cases probably without doing so consciously
(unless she was unwilling to admit it, which - considering her kibbutz
background - I believe unlikely) she "switched" to "Sabra" iY)• I.H•,
probably under the social influence of her fellow settlers in the
communal village where she has lived since the age of 16 (but, possibly,
even earlier). I then asked her to read the passage "as teachers^should,
in th8 correct Hebrew pronunciation". The only difference in the two
readerings (10 and 10a) is that in the second she has a fairly consistent
realisation of a /X\/ phoneme - but, interestingly enough, she tends to
oujJ vi(JL -
realise the /x/ phoneme as fh/ as well^(which I take it to mean that, in
her original speech, there were at least two post-velar phonemes - /fi/
and /$/* though there is little evidence that she ever had a / H/-phoneme).
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General Mote on Translation* The readings of Readers 5-10 are preceded
by the following introductions
My name is , I was born in (town, country),
in (year).
c. Instrumentation
The readings were recorded as follows:
Reader 1 — as for the conversation recorded on Tape 3, Section 2
(see Appendix II D b 2, below).
Readers 2-4 — as for the conversation recorded on Tape 3, Section 1
(see Appendix II D a 2, below).
Readers 5-10 — The recording was made in Tel Aviv in August 1970, on
a Brennel tape-recorder with an Ampex microphone, and
using Scotch-tape (standard polyester, type 175 Super-life)
at 7^ "/sec.
-d.it-
Part C-. 9 Potwj
A.-. Transcription'
-*
'T. 'dalia Vcbi/kovitjh ji Jfimr
r f + T r
=4-^=^*=='=—=====jL===J==U==J
4 £ x/vd*1 ha* zinan hani t?j ocf ba S<)T Tt^1' t i 4 -L J+
4
L_J .*L-.J
v£' fuv fia iti kea'xat h<ftirla'dot hakta roV1
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2. TECHNICAL DETAILS AND TRANSLATION
a. Reader:
All nine poems u/ere read by Doron ffl. - born in 1951, a reporter
and announcer with the Israel Defence Army Broadcasting Unit, whose
mother speaks German and u/hose father speaks Romanian. The language
generally used in the household (but not by the children) is English.
This situation (in which father and mother are native speakers of
different languages and use either Hebrew or another language - often
Yiddish or English - as the standard "family" language) is quite common
in Israel, a country whose native population is still largely descended
from first-generation immigrants.
b. Instrumentation
The poems were recorded under studio conditions on the same type
of machinery and with the same materials as the material on Tape 2 (see
Appendix II B 2c, Readers 5-10.).
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c. Translation
I. Oalia Rabikovitsb: Tujo Poems
Is Time Caught in a Seine
Again I was a little girl
Whose hands are stained with toil
Of digging deep in sand;
Each glance's settling-place was purple-fringed,
And many eyes would gleam like silver beads.
Once more 1 was a little girl
Circling the whole wide world within a single night
To reach far-off Cathay,
And (tladagascar-land —
A girl who would smash dishes, shatter cups
All for excess of love
All for excess of love
All for excess of love.
2s Requiem After 17 Years
The psalms were being chanted by the cantor,
The trees were whispering like a dark conclave of priests,
We were not then much taller than the tomb-stones,
And knew the dead would not arise in our days
A little distance from us stood the ladder
Serving the pure and saintly, whose soul is opal-like
(There most of them were resting at our feet),
And life was like a gnat poised between sun and shadow,
But then we knew the sea gives birth fco rivers
Once the drowned maiden's passed through all its myriad halls.
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II. Nathan Zachs Three Poems
1„ Repentance
They told me that I should repent,
But then it mas too late:
"I've gone too far," I told myself,
To say "I'm sorry, mate!"
"I can't return," the dead man said,
"The maggots don't allow
Repentance, and the smell of earth
Has filled my nostrils now".
The live man said, "Whatever lives
Has life, my brothers - yet
You mustn't fear the dead, for they
Can never voice regret."
2. Cfly Girl is a Little Woman
lYly girl's a woman, desperate and small:
When I embrace her, she's caught in the coil
Of my deceitful guile.
I see her dressed,
and have but one design;
And, knowing this, at first she's rather shy —
Then glows with savage joy.
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3. Fairy Tales
He's taken her up, and he takes her away.
And he's waving farewell, as well he may;
A dream, you say?
The boys were flying their kite;
it flew.
Filled with red water, the pot
floated too.
Adieu, adieu!
He's journeying far, and his sly beard will rake
The breezes. A sudden exhaustion will make
The foliage shake.
The book is open, and you leaf on,
Turning the pages, one by one;
Tales of princes will pall anon.
A few^words, then all is done,
Farewell, begone!
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III Nathan Alterman; Two Poems
1. The Smithy
When the smith's first hammer-blow is driven.
The village boys grow uiild*
The loud iron's voice clangs up to high heaven —
Too far for the puny wind.
The start and the finish are all at one,
The birth and the life in plumb;
There's no return once the hammer's smashed down ~
Its strength isspent in the slam,
For there's only one run to the fated goal,
Be it ever so high or low;
Yes, the steeper the climb, the sheerer the fall,
And the heart-beat's end comes due.
But before the eternal hush can return
The smithy lads join in;
The mighty hammer is brought down again
And the day that's been spared goes on.
~ £9^ -
2. Old House with Pigeons
Your lintels are hand-carved, your cornices too,
Your mirrors are dimmed and decaying;
The twilight of life winds its shadows round yous
Your woodwork, your fretwork are fraying.
The summers have crept through your overgrown hedge,
The autumns have crowned it with glory.
Your clock's a decade late, or so they allege,
And your well has turned silent and hoary.
Drowsy old house —
The rains of the sky
Have tussled their fill in your unkempt grounds,
And the blue-cloaked shepherds of clouds on high,
While walking their rounds
Make merry with sounds
Of pan-pipe and flute,
As from echoing hillsides, the city blocks mute.
Now, tell me, old friend, do you know
Just why
The pigeons all flutter, and flit, and fly
About the nests in your walls to and fro?
1. Shepherd
The breadth of this view, straining nostrils aflare,
The height of this zenith that's flowing towards you,
The sunlight suffusing the milky-white air,
The fragrance of wool
Mixed with bread from the oven —
Envelope the man with the flock in his care,
All ears to the slosh of the water-trough's plashing,
Unshod, with his senses' awareness laid bare,
To the morning's slow strides and high noon's stillness clashing.
This primordial morning from meadows has fanned
The incense of droppings and grass-clinging dews —
And, ringed in by the skyline, a man on his land,
Here Abel stands, watching his rams and his ewes.
2. And it was Evening
The desert wind beset the world
The livelong day, searing its eyeballs — till
We'd benfcit back like iron ingots, curled
About Greek wrestlers' necks, to dull their skill.
It blazed in our nostrils with braaen attack
Till it seemed we must either defeat it or die,
p i «+- l^f-%-1 4-4--i nn ni it* oi nome itin hrnl/Q i f o hcml/ "
Then primordial twilight, impertinent, wide
Sinks its teeth in the sun that has split — while, once more,
Held out in her hands Eve, primeval man's bride,
Shows the apple of fate, as so often before.
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PART D: Z Conversazioni'
a. TAPE 3, SECTION 1 (6 MINUTES). 1. Transcription
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2. 1echnical Details and Translation
I Speakers:
1: Dalia R., (D), aged 23, elementary-school teacher of Hebrew,
native speaker of Sabra Hebrew, whose parents speak Polish;
2: Rachel W., (R1NJ), aged 24, elementary-school teacher of
Hebrew, native speaker of Sabra Hebrew, whose parents
speak Yiddish;
3: Rafaela S., (R), aged 28, university lecturer in Political
Science, native speaker of Sabra Hebrew, whose parents
speak Russian;
4: Qvadia K., (□), aged 35, university lecturer in Political
Science, non-native speaker of Hebrew, whose mother-tongue
is Romanian;
5: Alan lilarbe, (A).
II Instrumentation:
The conversation was recorded in Glasgow on December 13th, 1969, on
a portable, DC 9-volt battery-operated 6-transistor Sanyo filR 101
tape-recorder, at 3-j"/s£c.
III Translation:
1. 0: Wonderful! But I don't Well, you heard what the tape-
recorder said!
2. D: Did you think it was me or your average ...
3. R: And now the tape-recorder's got it all down.
LAUGHTER, SONG.
4. D: Ovadia, your voice in song! One can see what you di....
5. RW: You're good enough to sing on the radio.
6. 0: Right!
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7. Ds And "Isiona" is a song?l
8 LAUGHTER
8. As I..sr.. need a feuj samples of ordinary Hebrew, simple
conversation.
9. Rs It's impossible not to help a colleague doing a doctorate. UJho
knows, as well as we do, what it means to do...
10. 0s Who is like you among the gods?
11. Rs Oh dear, oh dear!
12. Qs It's Hanukka now (i.e. the Jewish Feast of Lights).
13. Ds Yes, that's right.
14. Rs Yes.
15. RNs Yes..er.. I think one of you may have a light?
16. Ds Ah, you've got a light!
17. RNs I asked for a light.
18. 0s What's a cigarette? A light at one end, a dimwit ab the other.
19. Rs And oh..er.. Did you listen in yesterday? Who of you listened
o
to Frost;
20. 0s And with that, I've finished!
21. Ds Ovadek!
22. Rs It was... about the pill.
23. As Last week, I listened — and that was enough to last me for ever.
24. Ds It was..er.. yesterday.
25. 0s About Barnard..sr.. about apar(t)..er.. about...
26s Rs Yesterday, it was splendid.
27s As No.
28; Rs No, in..er.. not on...
29. As No — that is to say, yess and then it..er.. It began so, but
afterwards it was about these women.
30. Rs About Barnard, it was fine.
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310 Ds At first, it was Frost talking, but it was very interesting.
32. RNs But yesterday it was...
33. A: It was the first time, at any rate, that... I heard women use
four-letter words.
34. RNs Last week that was?
35. R: Last week?
36. As Yes.
37. Ds er.. Really..er.. we didn't listen last week..er.. On Friday
we were somewhere...
38. Rs Yes, quite right.
39. RNs UJhere were we on Friday?
40. Rs Where were we on Friday?
41. As It was about the., about the., about miss World.
42. Ds Ah! I saw that.
43. Ds We were...
44. As About the contest?and about feminism...
45* Rs er.. Yesterday, it was really...
46. 0s Ah, I saw that one!
47. Ds But what's the connection with Dr. Barnard, now?
48. As It began with him (i.e. Frost) complaining that Barnard had
refused to answer him.
49. Ds Barnard didn't say... He didn't want to give him any answers.
50. As But then he got to... it... That was only..er.. an introduction.
51. RNs Ah, it was...
52. Rs But yesterday it was really..er.. There was this professor
sitting there, who specialised in the counteracting of metabolism...
53. Ds Yes.
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54. Rs And hei.er.. listed ten points against the pill,* and after he...
55. 0: The elephant and the Jewish problem, too?
56. RN: IMo.
57. D: Not the elephant and the Jewish problem.
58. RN: The question of health..ah..
59. D: The pill and the question of health.
60. R: Exactly, exactly.
61. D: That's right.
62. RN: The body-tissues.
63. D: And it was truly shocking. It was... There were some people
sitting there in the audience who reacted later...
64. R: No, while they were being asked.
65. RN: They were askedl
66. R: Yes, they were...
67. D: Uiell, their interest was quite a different one, and., yes., that
they should go on handing out the pill.
68. 0: It doesn't matter who it was. No, you didn't see it, no...
69. D: No, he says... No, but this professor specifically didn't...
but he said specifically that he was all for finding..er.. some
method. Of finding some method of., of., er..
70. R: Of contraception.
71. 0: Of contraception. But he only put forward the., the disadvantages
and the dangers of this method.
72. R: Yes, but whereas the others only., he was searching all the time,
as it were, and they attacked him, saying he wasn't a scientist...
*The English citation-form was used, but with the M.I.H. pronunciation -
/pil/, since there is as yet no generally accepted Hebrew word for
"the pill". However, /pil/ in ffl.I.H. means "elephant", and one of
the standard in-jokes in Israel is that people tend to bring in "the
Jewish question" whatever the subject under discussion - even, say, if
they are talking about elephants.
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73. A: To someone standing on the outside, as it were, the whole thing
sounds absurd. UJhat were they talking about - contraceptives
for elephants?
LAUGHTER
74. R: And they were, mostly, medical men.
75. D: No, they spoke...
75. R: They were speaking of the pill — of the dangers of the pill,
and if the dangers that have been discovered up to now provide
evidence enough for the pill to be withdrawn.
77. Ds To balance..
78. Rs And there was this very interesting discussion, because the
other side was very weak and emotional, while the professor sat
there, cool and collected, with his diagrams...
79. 0; Oh, now he'll say the elephant was cold, now...
80. R; Ah, and now... now they told him that the...
81. 0s No, no - the man doesn't care, apparently...
82. Ds Yes, they told him that the thi...
83. RN: There was something very interesting: they told him - you're
reading about it all the time, and... one shouldn't smoke, and
the percentage of illnesses, the... the mortality from smoking...
and I.saw you smoking. UJhy aren't you afraid to...?
84. D: Then he said - I smoke only cigars and not ciga... and, by the
way, this is my first cigar in three days.
85. R: Of course, before a television programme one gets nervous. He
was all in favour of that sort of sexual arrangement...
86. Ds Then he said, in general, that if they really did as they had said...
87. R: No, he said that if... if...
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88. RNs I was saying, they tuere discussing risk. Then he said., er.. he
didn't., he smoked., he didn't smoke., he smoked only a cigar
once in a u/hile.. because he wasn't., he wasn't rea...
89. D: Ready!
90. RNs He didn't., he didn't., he didn't find., er.. the...
91. Rs And why take a risk when one can..'? UJhy endanger oneself, when
o
one can... It's simply a matter of preventing...
92. A: er.. Usually, the greatest risk is just living, isn't it?
Whoever lives,generally...
93. Ds mm.. Yes, but what., er.. They sai.. so one of the things the
doctor., one of the doctors who spoke said that people did was -
people die here, they die there, and my wife will die, and this
fellow will die, and he spoke about death, and she said - really...
94. 0: er.. Excuse me, when did they...?
95. RN: It's really...
96. Rs They telephoned before...
97. Ds Rafaela, but it happens... They're coming from Enriway(?).
That's between Edinburgh and Glasgow. They telephoned to tell
you that within the hour... and when they phoned, it was before
eight...
98. 0s One moment! So, from Cumbernauld till here, going by the
motorway... that is to say, to get to Glasgow it's... It must now
be about... it's 25 minutes.
99. Rs But inside Glasgow...
100. 0s But inside Glasgow, it's another... about half an hour, especially
since they're driving by...
101. Ds That's right.
102. 0s Righ... then., it's the...
103. Rs And... they asked us... if we were ready to wait.
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104. 0: When was that? Before I spoke to theiji, wasn' t it?
105. R: They phoned before you did.
106. D: Yes.
107; R: They told us., mm., if we're delayed...
108. 0: I phoned at a quarter... at twenty to eight.
109. R; And they phoned about five minutes before you. Then he said -
we're being held up a bit, we'll be go... It'll take us about
three quarters of an Ijiour.. er.. will that be OK? I said yes,
because we were still...
110. RN: And we were still sitting in that room and talking.
111. 0s Yes, so now they're on their way. I suggest something along
these lines: are we ready now?
112.-j RN & D: Yes.
113.
114. 0: Les's start going down to meet them.
115. R: Oh, we... I won't stand outside in this cold!
116. 0: No, we shan't stand outside, but until...
117. RN: But we can put on our coats before that.
118. 0: Until we can put on our coats, until we do put on our coats,
until we see, until...
119. RN: What's so difficult? Putting on our coats? Really!
120. 0: Look here, it isn't nice... You're coming there for the first
time, the people there are...
121. R: The people are waiting there, but these others are also coming
for the first time, and they were extremely nice...
122. Rl\l: But there's nothing to put on!
123. S. They... Weren't they here yesterday?
124. R: No., sr.. They're on their way. They're., sr.. He's
studying at Strathclyde University.
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125. A; One moment!
125. 0; Out - look here; until they get here, so then they'll come in,
and then... if they dri...
127. R; Have you found it?




131. R; So let's take that coat!
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jaxo'lim lgja'nen dua^rim / v/»j*A j^xo'lim l^ija'er ba^roj kama mijpa'ti
1 ' * * 1 * € jI
1 iS
i 1 ' ' , . • ' ^ I
aval v a2 a2A ani 'kol az'man mDjuda* t lauv'da lei 'a:A A A A d A A ✓




\ z°/me2 v'Dets' li ze la^efe^x*
^
1 \ c)ets'li ze 13'gamre la efe x«
1 ' # ' • tT_f • 1 *1 •v II
\ O
ets'li dav'ka fron'tali rna'od maf ria li z to'mert ani jo'dea
Q
9










4 * . . / " * . * o r
ana^jim ze ta^mid iftria li lda,ber
| <5A
,. «y ! ! • • i
(interrupts)
aval ata jo^dea Narnnon
•\(90Gf on) ( -v i r
v/3*k^eani jo'jev im 3maxo na* 'ze 3 zeA g ne tra_li ani o'Jev
c
• ' '
* < ■ in c ii j ,





r V V ^
ki -a2A haji'ta jel haora '2a baki ta i'ta afron'talit jex aora 2a
* *
» ' ' 1
« • * t « €> d*— J
c if t r V fi \
bakijjta^ \ea,ta a^madta ,ba ,hi2 hi lo haji ta aj-ai la
•







bajcA'ter lghakna jat sa^fa 'tsar^x 'kan la* sot ezejei






* < * '
kombi nafsia iel, A . haj? m2 ^2 mm2 hatix^nut iel
\ J A \ \ A. A » o & * J
• • °














\ 1 o i - j i
. I . ! . - 1 . . . <s\ ' 1 #i'
jel ha*2i i 1 jut el hamo^re us ha ivtuf J ela: - talmi^dim












i / • j 1 4 |







I- , 1I '
<"** y -—v •' V n I |





0> c ') t 0c
uatal 'mid a Axad A
r\
harna'tso'rim ha'ele \ lo kaja,mim bsma»ba,da
' 6
1 . *> Ii... • $ » ' * t » , ' *
„
l^UNmat zot hama*ba"jda: ha'kol ma Jeama'ba'da jijxo'la la«jsot
. . :l •I
' f \
ze la^tet ^ laadam et aefja'rut l3tarygel A k^mo tuki
AS:
1 ■ • ^ II 9 «» * * * ' " <LS 11 e\
(piano)^
/ *badi uk /'
s A A A
v^ax'rexen adva'rim nitba im bazika^ron
88 *)
•
I.. ' . . *)










As zot ^i abaj , ja im ze nit ba be.met^ 5 v 1
89 *-\ \*s % . , , 1 •
AS:
(goes on)






s ^li A ken A ets'^li \ken ki yni* Q azika'ron
111.1 It I l.iTTTtir
$eli u 'loU^ra £> v^a^ni" 3 pa'jut zovxer A dva'rim
, 1 j \ Q A
ck j • • ■ *y i 1 ■ • •
nk>suja^mim tseru'fim masuja^mim uabai'kar j'eze/'xi'bur jel*
v • \ 6 i
■ *> 1 • • * ' ' • ' ' ' J . <
/ ^ j ( / ( I—I ' | ^"^S; |
xazu/ti jmia.^ti* /mikevan jeax j-ej baota. Jae am gam ko re
1 ^ c a 0 s














« < ' •
* • t /
.* 1







' ' c^ l , 1 * • •
(presto & piano)
jiu|rim / Vkvar ani jofdea eje 'nam misvpar dva,rim etvu1im








?> : ani ^lo roNtse la'gid la^netsax






AS: aval le> xman ^rav
-332-






AS J \lo ^za; ne^trali
87
o, 1
jz^' z to mert za objekstivi
*)
(interrupts)
Hs ze la'gamri net ^rali
90
• ' " 1 ' c— .
(goes on 9 piano)





'lo \lo ani 'lo xo'jev »eai i\ut Jei^iu1 to el artio^re
• 1 O> i ' * ' .A
iju.ix xaiu.va
H: \Lo aVtexnika Jel amo,re ani itka,vanti \lo a.ni lav davka1 >
101 *) •) ..-I
ai(i.ut aval axtexnika xa(u.va m^.od j^xolet 3 : m







^ ' ^ 1 1 ' '
ha*?^ haja'xolet ^elo Ighaa^vir dvarim ag^mi^jut Jelou ha*2A
.
t ' •
' ' II -








G: efj'a^rut jeloU 3sm la2A lggu2A l,-)ga'ven al°ciej a«A aana'jim
~333-
am^2od masu ja 'niim
(■ r\
venimtsa1 .irr bak.i'ta* )g'1oU l^a fik . (mo^iJ
i t
<LS
.i<9 ' * * $ O
c/
rnSsu ' jam et ma2A ct a2rnA 3; et mej^pav hadu2A haA
, . 0 • » 1 ||
1 ( ' 1 • ' £/ '
As aval 13'gamre intuiHivi
102
(together with H)
AS: \lo u ja'xol gam latax\nen
103 1 . . ■)
(together mith AS)
H: S: z2 ze:A A A A ze j i\iuv A Aji\l K K ze Jiluv (elA m: dvariro
104
• *) 1 • n (|
t 4 1 1 1 ■ • 4 . £ j




. , 4 e r\t ■ 1
(presto & piano)
H: kiA/ ' irn ata o'mer Jeze intua^tivi az ze bs>xxol zot iji jut j
106
© • l * , n i
* i . t > ' i. . *>
I *** ( " I
aval ze ze jo'ter a-'-a!A la'tsad- )el ijijut
♦-
i i
4 * « a *
i




• . 1 .x !•■■■• .. r-




u\laja mibxi'na ^zu2 mibxi'na pot A
t
* 9 • CL/
* .1
109













aval ' je^ nisa'jon
f ^
jeitsta %ber ' jej
* 1 ' ' 9
* V ' 'A r














. j • # J • < f









, II '"I1 ^ 11 • \113
» (
ma'maj asu\ka ja'Tot^ ra^bot ba:A ba»A
n
H: ini a'iritis? i2A im a,,
114
As 3 'ii jef 'kurs Jel j"naxtaim jeba^niti lama* ba^ da alsjo nit
115
« (> , f~\





r \ r \\














/ vla jna /Hs
118 Hi
As
(piano &. jerky, but^lento) h . %
h<?s / 2ej'neni ba^tuax , irn to'rat asa'jfa Jea'leja bisasti etA
119
e— A 1
' 1 1 • ,
i *
-335-
avodajti ^ hi:A 3 to'ra (eka 'jemet bix vlal (long pause)
im hauv\dot jel hasa,fa 5 toa'mot et haA smJ
< . «✓ J
A.
Ntexni^ka Jea'leja ba^niti
1 ■ . ' * 6S
AS: vken 1: ze na
x I A ^xon aval borega erux'nas ele'ment el tixy nuj'i
n
t * j




tlx* nun ma az ja'xolijot jej'ta to^2e ja'xoliat jca'ta
e f] e ' • 1 • t? '
*)
f t
■ ■ ( • ' 1 '
M '








-akaja'mot bao'ta sa vfa .ken aval ele ment hatixnun kenA A, /x <—V
!
9 '
^ ii. .... ...
. ^
ha2A no.'*ten latalmidirn txu^ja Je'hern hcil3,xim 1 3" *ja• d m<3su^jam
•
f « t r ' 1 • *
<9





/ . . ^ '
, t " 1 ,. . • . %









lSo'ta mata'ra a'filu ima'xeen itb? itbalre-r (eata limadta °tam






$ .A * 4 r 0 • t
ejzejeu davar jeu "of da wsj ,ken li'madtas> °tam ejzajeuA A A A
•






S: ani joldea:: ejzejeem bitu'jim jeem kvar "lo kol (k^x 3
.1












' ( ♦ e
a
$
. h i 1I
1jeC ianu te^oriot )o not au^l^ a tnarnaj ex lorndim ' lo'A \lo
j o , d irn
(creakj/^prssto //) ^
ASs /na^xon/ // ze ani jo^ dea ze kaNrati // ista'ka-lti ktsat basefer
122 *V





(together with A»j creak)














LlbaXxol ,zot -Va* ri axnu poa1lim jo1ter tov/ miamexo\not






AS: \k.en ze a.?A
127 1 ' ' |
(together with AS. • piano)












jaxcT'lot /lif^.Jol jotter tov/
129
'jB od 'jej 'jej otl ( tej
0 '
o | e °~ i
Hs i\lu az ja'xol li jot aval be,met 'kan ^ p no
130 ■*)! ft< « o . *\






1 ' ' ' ' j
' ba» 1 ma ma 'ut jotter gdo^la u^laj
' I ' . » ■ ^
AS : 'jej od 'jtej ji ^tot jeani xo^Jeu jeas^Jeod 'lo ni xsu barrets
131
t r\ il * i <*
•
. ./ 1 ^* • !l - • 1 » ,
b^tsura j3so ait vfitsa.rix lana sot otan a'xats ' AAA
ze
c , e\ II 0 *
■ . i • a ■ e 11
ji'tat a\(ok sita ma,kir o xta bava,daj
~
As 'toutal ivnw>s j n
132 *N
ASs as^ ani 'lo josdea b<}di,juk 'ma 2ani \Lo jo,dea et ,jmas




LJ—: :—: £-<5 — A
aaggli* aval .'ze jit;
(interrupts)
As zot o^meret a not'nim Jamijeus 5s a^dam Jemitla^ve e,lav
134
<\






■ I* * * 1 ' ** 3 * ^ /
ASs \ken az' ze osX'sim ooze b&'dexklal b&kvu\tsoUt
135 *)
. . *)




ASi\ken jlo'jja xoda.,ji.rii / usata jo'dea lada\ber rna\maj ^ken ^ ^
137 II • -1
a'rii: di barti ,kan imA a a'dam e xad / je:A f) a,uar
t I •
) 1 0 • I ■II • * ' . ■ | , I ' ^
(creak)
etA ainjan a, ze < c 99 " /nta'diaj asmarli xod
S
j aim ze a /
< '















. . ^ I cX
1
! J
kJejad'jSu: lik ro valada'ber ru^sit A. A. A marinaJ; ze Jri. tat
♦ »
. fs | . 6 '








: baa'rne.2 (ogam o'ta pit'xu b.yamerika: 'ze:? A/'bj)kriv2a
/ » /
zoto^meret d: ata lo'keax ^sef'er bs^fat \xa/ kiyja^xol ^,ken
, O I
1 >"N





ata ro'tse lil\mod v^baa'mud aj e'ni >ej milim\ v<)ze tamid






b;s ® tox 3: konstruktsia ka'zot jeata "lo ja'xol lj.t\2ot vo.
f? • • • 7
(creak, piano)







*) / f \—. \ V • V
lil^mod / vaxjai/ tox c): ka vor nan^x xami la; pra/kim
, ') a■ « < 0 0 II4 * * 0 < • <
jej a xa miv'xan a£s\mi a rnitba'rer jeata b;^seder az
I * 0 1 •1 4 ' I : I ' ' • ' ' cX •
3ta ja'xol la am \ jix A im 'jlo 3taA 3: nS:' maur lsxa ata
*
- *) . I
tsa'rix lax/zojf va.
(interrupts)
A; 'zeu all'mud amatuxxnat
138 " ' *)
AS : \ken vaze:A o'se alaj zo'se alaj '^rojem \tov 3m: mi'fell
139 1 •)
jWa'iti et hain^jan ^ken
. 0




■ • • I * * » • • . . t •)




■ . • 1 (laughs)




























kivija,xol o pit'xu ostan
• > lx fne j
1 -11
• 1 • • ■ I • 4 • • *>» 4 ,
...... . ' Q c
• 1
al'paim Jana veanaxhu btu^xim ki(mat jehen %lo noxo( notA'ex
0 • 1 <r\ 1
•
'
M 1 1 •
(crescendo) ^ ^
b;>^xol zot its'laxnu bmejex 'kol aja^nim / ItUa'meci sa' fa za^ra
, ^ 6 > *3 r 1 • 1 *> '
*)4 4 • 4L/ | . . 1 .
'loU sfat \em/s kanijre Je'rnajeu intuxtivi boxol zot r. J6ixno




As us?□ 2.er lanu ls'et a xta Sm 'jel ba'ja axeret maT'bit
146
, j I
. f i .•> 4| « • 1 °
apsixo1logim eA jes xak'ru et a:krijja om'rim eakri'ja ze
c
4 4 » 1
•J5 '
• • 1 11 ' i , / 4
da'var nian^jen A A A aval ^i-efjar l^az^ bir o^o mibxi'na
. 1 *)
psixc^logit bix\lal (laughs) z*5 to'mert
—r——y-n —: r~r
(interrupts)
AS; 'lo ^lo 'ze tak o'mer Jepa'Jut 'lo jis'mu et1 aji'tot andxo'noi
147
* 1 • ■ I ft1 • • « € 9
la:A lamax\kar ze a\kol
*)» / 1 i ' '
(rallentando) ^ ^ ^V




1 * 0 * 4 ' ' t-y





/a^gav et aji'tot a'ele pit' Xu A lo ral< baamerika / ela 'gam
"• 1 ' #-
J
0
. s 1 * ' * . *
baNarjglia A. A. A u3jA 73 i hi 'A
\ejze jel hakri7A a aji'ta a jn.ix a mi'ele axjn aim






[oUk b,5! sasil w Nsasa-ks ze ani jo^dea em os! <im
<
^ 1 4 '1 - . | T ' 1 Ai / t 4
A: a:- rijo^na
151 i i #
a-rij o\na \ken em o'sim kan mi^jad isA




1̂o b^z'man amilxa"ma: A lirrildu kan a ja" panit betsUjra kavzi,3t
| »
e










vken el oda'ot tsvai joUt va sA
0
«■


















H: ha^e'la i jsxo'.lim .la'sot mize ^'xarkax aaveyrs, o \lo
159
0 ' 6 © » « ■1< * * / ' « ' I
A A A A A A
zot tyneret ha'2im: -a^ta meyin ,rna''~>ani
<LS








AS; aval ani ro'tse laag2/,
162
163
1 im j^xo 1 lim la;
1 sot a xarkax aava jra: A /V A aZ a1kol
6 C 0
■ ■ • 7
©
< «
bavseder az 2ta na1tata et aba'sis adikdu lki . Iv^arnivne jel









« .. • ^
(goes on) _ h





H: \lo haava^ra 1^:
167
168
A; 'kol hamu^nax 'transfer hu rna2od mafuk\pak
__ ___
7 -











alA (laughs) ma(eu a1xer laxgam:ri
A
AS ; ti|\ma ani?^ ani di.ba.rti et^rno?! ata jo, rnea imsa rnejza
171 ■ *) 1 , , ,'1. • ' ■ 1
-
. ! • ♦ . .
ma-tflTse kan bauniAversita
A A A
/ r ip-*/jes ma^tse: al inja1 nim
*\
> • ^ •
«—
« i 1 ^
(lento //accelerando//) ^
ezraxi'im batsa\va2 / 'Jj'u martse: //la: ba'tej 'sefer l.lktsi/riirri//
4
V o 1 . •0 a • /
» t J < j $y •
?o2 b-a' an U O ^batsa*v/a av briti
A A A
vau:w si'per li / \eu a'sa
*— 1 (-
I « * ' c
•A 1 P • #i « *
(lento &. /staccato/)
riisa^o n rn',an\jen / im 'kurs ktsi\nim vbritim A A A 'kurs 'daj
'
■ I 1 1 ■ • 1 ■ 3 ■ 1 <r\ * j « • i
(/lento/)
mitka^ aem kani re
/ A A A
/hu na'tan laem A ma: rexet mi\lim
. • «\ 1 *t * » I
k'1\rnoU 3 vsov»rejnti /A *ks» vs'od mi'lim aormot
■ *) I ! ' 1^ * 1 * 6 ' *' li i i • '
,,
(/lento/ //strong stresses//)
va»A/ hu ma'iTsa lsaftaal~to A ^ken // je:A iavbim mehem A ' lo
r\








Gg\lit 'zot oNmeret jelo rak baav&vra miA misa'fa
. ^
° 1 « ' • 1!1
lssa\fa // jinkon ^je:j A jta' xinf 'ma^sumtsa^mim ela bij'tox o'ta
•• 1\r . 0 > • iS | 1 ^ c




peNgam bax ze: jelim'du mijeu '^ak - et^! asa'fa a ja j'panit ana'gaat
• n • . ! a .. 1 - - *'
la/s A it tau/dot Sst m kenl ' ballot 'ofi tsva i
.
1
I I.I - »■ • II ^ . - * " | .
mike1van jeaana'xa i: Je'2im aXNrexen: (us5 mijta'mej ba .' t
e 6 II
C-S ' /« » )l '
( /presto/ )
s
astruk'tura: lajo'nit jsu kv/ar la_jnad / ub^o'to vo kebjuleri/
« ft .
ft <n #
1 • ^ • ' ' •
jeu 'kvar la mad hu ju'xal lftasX vir ed^ze: (ta(xir
e i
•








P P - ^
. \.1
aljs'dej ainstirjkt | elo A A, A ja'xol bjex' let lavdaat mi 1 bli
•
• »
* » f I ■ ' e t







'ex laas^v/ir v/o^ex lik'jlo't vakoNhala A A A ubatnijulxaid
c
* < d/' i * . % I , ^{ « | ....'I
A A moVa (eigam \em
7TX.. 91
A5s \m: \tov mo^ra* ^betax yarn ain'jan ami'ni 'ktsat maSa'xsk 'po:
17S ^ II') li ■1 li © © c c' < I









be^ezu ba? A be>2A ba' lo ni&\da ^ken bejze2A jei tsu^ra el kA/
i ■ | . «• A. / 1 < ■ . • - A 1. .
(/staccato, emphatic/}
i\ia: rni'tox eze,V A N x r< itjaxa'sut /'rijo\nit A jo'tex
. 1 * .*)|
toxva maa')er 'el mo^re/
.«)
177
a^nis . rni bexVlet A 'lo jo^da't
"* lama''~/>ta xo'jev le:A ' jej"
1 a 1 t1 *> © ; c , c
itjaxa'sut "ri jo1 nit jotter toNya el ija ma::Jer jej las/
t> ° i • i0
. I ' i .
178
a2 bas v. tar'but amair a^vit 'jej da^var ka,ze
•
0 « • A
©
(together mi tin AS- /presto/) ^
Hs aval ani xo^jovet ^ A A aval2A aval te'da laxa / Jeani la'madti
179
» • • * | •
4 > * i GS
» » . . 1 , . . .
gam mdarta.'(im maatar'but amizra\xit/ va2az A tso'xa2 j^ta
*)
li'jot im ^kax itnag\dut A A A vovlo aj ,ta /V A A Tl •
• • I • . 1 • ■ 7 <n V 6 0 - *
-3%
lain'jan aze jel^em: jej haihamon ? A A A a\met bSsnor'a'at
*1 , 0
.ion .ky , he^ A A A 1—A A A
ha?-
AS: \ken '"ze na^xon•V
180 *)
H: har1 be j rua^od1 ^ a a v6*a u4'1o2 x«*'javti al yze lif"' ne
181
6 » j ] to & j e
t 0 1 1 ■ • 1 • !
Jejavmati a*«}l ba'rega |"ejarnati ja'dati }We na\xon A A A ken
182
183
i * 4 4
C i l ^ # Q * . . . 1 i1 o_
Nken Z8 ba frur Nken A A A d zoti atsu* ra arijoY'a: aA
*) f 0 i i .. . .i




a' ' ...I] e
'kol aas'kola jel afemi 1 niz«>m harnoNderni
* | • c , © '
I • ' / ' ' to
AS; \ken
184 1
A: to'2en rnafeti a\xer
ANA J * A A /\
185 5
h /a
AS: a:;val 'zot asi'kola jeana'Jim jo'tsot laja2A leA laja'sem o sta
186
* I • ' O
i \
latar(but {zer. ^ken ze asufra^istiot a,ele em od lo igiu




lgmatra^tan ^ken (laughs) vabena'taim a1 dain ba:A
'
*
• J t.y j o • • * * 1 . 1
H: aval la.xen ef'Jar lo'mar Je^lo mitjaxa,sim Igna^fim b^tsu'ra
187
• 1 . <T\ • . | c





ka \ |—^ / r





1 t 1 4-\ 1
4 c
t—
• ' ' • 1 -
mani'xim laga'bejhen Nkol ininej ^ana/xoPt f ^ken »:
lShenA *Q a'min aj a' fe v^a'rnin axa^laj
x
av^l
i > . *! . . • e 4 ' a/ »
(/drawl/) . ,p
A J mitsad (e\ni /au/clu:t . ,/o I e: k /) » A ' A X ' A A
189
' ')
AS: 'ze2 1 zo2 ze:2 'ma
/V
(eana ^im toa \not A A ✓kenA 1,ze io




ma ^eagva/t-irn ^: be1 met o"sim la^em s t\ i\ ^Men \2B: '°
. •/
(/creak, presto/)
la^Tov ,lo2 1° ma jeaguasxim o(sim laem ze na'xon je^en
>
j I 0
*)• 1 1 . if* e * '




















AS: /^ken joHer ndinu,xot/
"T











H: lQavo'da ja^va: \lc A A. A
^ r A,.




0 | 0 * 1© ©
(/piano/).




H: jej 'rak in' jan e\xad 2m1 M amijpa^xa Je ze badej-ek
198
«
e • r ■ P i ^ •> i , - ^
\klal 3- haN gever A U mmdkai bel et2A ma jenik'Ta to1sefet
A f\ a
) • i i < ' t «










\ « Af t * € 'it /
(/piano/ //diminuendo^/)
ajsso^dit /ani xo'^Sv t/ lav/o'da* // jefjB'. maskoret ja Nva //
I . < . C .
' ' t i ' '
\kan rak e:2^ \lo a:A avalA $2. je:2A jeasi^kum ,u Je^sax
7 11 ■ 7 1 ■ 1 It ' ' o 1/ t . « 1 > c/
a\kol ana'jim "^lo magijoUt la: laJ. 1205*. tafki'dimA \ A * \ A
1 o
agvoN^im A kol ^,kax k3moU agv/avrim
I
* t/





AS: (laughs) uv/da2 A A / ken
203 j
A: lama v|al (golda me^irr
204
. • 6 , tr\;
AS: ra'Jsj xave;^ xavajroUt a- maanda^siim V) ze? zebs^xol zot
205
> t ' *1 n j > I
• . i i i t • U 1 f t ■ ■ ^
, 1





























♦ ♦ • j j ... 9
(/piano/)w # , |3 -sr
H: /hayever haA \ken /V A A^to„ aje:/la V*/ im 'jej min:Amotiuatsia
- - — —- - —— - -
V
210 ? ..J *) l » *





















/ba/Dait v^bamit/bax / v/eba'xol ma jeai j a jexo/la
t
• • - ^ 1) , . ' ' - J\
A:
212





moan' !^en A , ena:: qvalxim , toa'nim ba uerex , klalU ^ ■ AAA.
... 1 | \ *1 v ' » < e
350
( ( / ^
je-Iai')a en motivatsia
A /\ f\ A- Ak A. vahanajjim A toa-riot
... 1 . f ax
-K A 1 ejn laem pnaj A A v3f po haja badjuk lsN hefex
•
P i ' 1
1 0 | t 0/ i * /





amoti^v/atsia ' jej la\em e^gav aba" ja: zot mito 'raret ax 1\av
£
'




(/whisper/) - , h,





xa'javti je'jama ana' im en avot (AS clears his throat)\ A A A *"• '










< « ' 1
•o Id \hefex A •hen
\









kol ' kax Ja'\voUth
. n
hen mitb&2
A A A A
hen mitbak\Jot Jam ^ ken la;1 sot et 1kol
4*4
«
i * * ! . * 1 . ■







AS: ki'du.ax 7>: ani jo^dea ba:A










mi-'sug / /zes /
.A A






• U •' '1
A A \
$)tt lamas' se et asiku'im a [a1 vim bas :mik£so ot
ajo'niwi v/^el'1 as - efja'rut laa'gia li>s2A A ^mis'xot gvo\hot^
0 £ s> • | e
I < > ♦ 6 I * * /
A A A
ut>al ' ze mitond'not \'e-b£>vetsem he2 od toa^not
A A A
A
ldma Jal je2~a:s'xuz ageru'j'in a2ga^voa huw mipnej jetovs2im
1 . . a» % c eS ± * 4 * f





(whispery creak & presto)
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Chair shifting, door creaks.
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2. Technical Details arid Translation.
I Speakers: 1. Anrnon S« (AS), aged 38, University researcher in
military history, native speaker of Sabra Hebrew,
whose parents spoke Polish and Yiddish (/r/ [_ 1£/)
2. Haya S. (H), aged 37, immigrant-school teacher of
Hebrew, native speaker of Sabra Hebrew, whose parents
spoke Polish and Yiddish (/r/ —
3. Alan (flarbe (a) (/r/ --^
II Instrumentation:
The conversation was recorded in the studio of tihe phonetic
laboratory at Edinburgh University on February 2nd, 1971, on a Revox A77
tape-recorder, with a Sennheiser IY1D21 microphone, and on Emitape 88 —
an aphonic, low-noise recording-tape (standard play), at "«Sec«
III Translation
1 AS: Yes, that's clear.
2 A: And., er... have you already been inside one of these things?
3 H: No, never, no.
4 AS: After... Now, when I began this course... It was the first time
I began to work with such instruments: headphones, loudspeaker...
5 A: Yes, mm... In Jerusalem you were not inside a laboratory, then?
They've now got a very nice one.
6 AS: Hebrew.
7 A: Yes.
8 AS: Qui when I... When I...
9 A: No, I think it's for English.
10 ASa Ah, that must be looked into ...
11 A: But for Hebrew, too.





















AS: And at that time, things were not yet as they are now.
As And in schools, there aren't yet...
H: Not so far as I know.
A3: Yes, I think not.
H: At the university they've now brought in the language laboratory
for the teaching of Hebrew to immig... to the new students.
AS: Yes.
H: Mm... according to ... that is to say—where... where do the texts
and all the materials come from? Is it what used to be up on
Mount Zion previously? Do you know the stuff?
A: Are you talking about Hebrew, or about...
H: About Hebrew, Hebrew.
A: As far as I know, it's the ordinary stuff.
Hs What do you mean "ordinary"? There's such a lot of it.
A: I mean that in "ulpan-type" schools, they use "ulpan" materials, and
at er.. the university,they use the Mount Zion stuff in the lab.
I said in "ulpan-type" schools because at our place, at Tel Aviv
(University), we don't use the Mount Zion materials, but the "ulpan"
stuff.
H: What do you mean — the ulpan stuff?
A: What they teach at an "ulpan".
AS: Just a moment — isn't Mount Zion an ulpan (total-immersion Hebrew
language school, generally for new immigrants)?
H: But at an ulpan they don't learn in labs. er.. in language
laboratories — I mean to say, not even according to the methods
used in language labs.
A: That's the troublel They use labs, but the...















A: At Tel Aviv University we use the study materials... the regular
ulpan stuff... er... It's called "Easy Hebrew", "1,000 Words",
something... I don't quite know exactly...
H; Yes?
A: And the work in the lab. doesn't er... give the desired results,
because they don't er...
H: It isn't programmed... It's not at all on the same principles...
A: The material hasn't been graded; it hasn't been graded — yes,
that's it.
H: I know it isn't ... that what they do in ulpan schools isn't...
based on the same principles from the scien... from the point
of view of scien... Yes, from the point of view of what you want...
of erm... what results you wish to obtain from specific language
points... Yes? When you're teaching in class you achieve
different results because it's... it depends to a great extent
on the teacher who ... how he organises the lesson, and what...
and on... o... also on the associations and on the standard of the
stu... It's all far more flexible. You can... a teacher can er...
from the same materials he can get er.. totally different results
from those achieved in the lab. It must all be programmed so
that... so that it doesn't matter if he's there or not, I think.
Almost...
A (to AS): er.. You're attending a lab. course now, aren't you?
AS; Yes... I mean, no... I'm not... No... I...
A: How are you finding it?
AS: I think it's extremely effective. For me, it's extremely effective.
AS: Yes?
A: Yes.
A: What does it give you?
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45 AS: er... I'll tell you...
46 A: Yes...
47 AS: I've got a special problem. I believe, that is... it isn't...
not that it's a; problem peculiar to myself. It's... It's
clearly common to many others. But my_ problem is that I can
learn a language quite passively...
48 A: Yes...
49 AS: And know how to read and... and understand everything, even shades
of meaning... without having even a minimal capacity to... to... to...
50 A: To produce.
51 AS: To translate it into a form that is...
52 A: Yes...
53 AS: Activel
54 A: So that it gives you the productive side of the language?
55 AS: Yes.
56 A: Or the pronunciation?
57 AS: Then you incluoe.. .Ij.mean... As for pronunciation, I simply...
You know how it's structured, this tape: it's put together in
such a way that you ...
58 A: I don't know the Russian tape.
59 AS: It doesn't matter wha... the... In principle, I imagine all these
tapes... There's a speaker, or two speakers, yes? They read a
sentence, leave a space, or time for you to repeat...
60 A: Yes...
61 AS: Then they read another sentence, and after that there're urn...
questions relating to the passage previously read, and then they
ask the questions again, you repeat the question, then they ask
the... they give the answer, you repeat the answer! There's
another way as well: they leave you time, so that if you wish
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to try your strength — before they give you the answer — yes?
Then you give the answer by yourself. But er... you always hear
the correct answer in the end.
66 A: er... The answer that's cor... correct as given, because there are
many er... correct forms.
63 H: Yes, the one... the one that's given, that's it.
64 AS; Yes, it doesn't matter. The one they decided on er... the ones
who planned the course ~it's not important, yes? The one they
decided is "The King's Russian", yes?
65 A: Yes, but the... mm... Iliell, erm... Every er... Every tape is
organised in such a way... er... The problem is that you produce
aothing; you only repeat.
66 AS: Yes, but then what? You've still got to think!
67 H: When you say "produce", you mean "create". What are you referring
to when you say "produce"?
68 A: "Produce" (the English word)
69 AS; Yes, this means that... that you... that you can't put the words
together yourself, and don't get together the sentence-structure
by yourself.
70 H: Cre... er.. That's more "create", isn't it?
71 AS: Create: it isn't...
72 H: It's more "create".
73 A: In linguistics, "create" is something rather different; it's
"To generate" (the English words) LAUGHS.
74 H: Well, it doesn't matter, but er... when you translate that into
Hebrew that is er.. normative, it's really "create", this point —
for rnm... "produce" is rather a broad concept: it means to
produce something to one's advantage, doesn't it? It doesn't
mean here... it doesn't have.., in the specific meaning you
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wanted to make use of it here it means "Do you create something
mm... of your own?" In short...
75 A: Right. There isn't yet a vocabulary-list for such special
points, as far as I know, mm... and... er... The interesting point
here is that er... it's believed that the language lab. is not much
use.
75 AS: And what is put forward as an alternative? I mean how... in what
9
way...
77 H: You know, if...
78 A: Back to the teacher in class!
79 AS: What? The frontal approach?
80 H: If you think about it... You know, if you think about it, it's the...
it's... it gives me a splendid feeling! Because I didn't think
of this, but I did think that l_, for one, wouldn't have been
able to learn in this way, since to me — as I was saying to you
before, er... — als... the connection is very important, the ...
mm... the... the ordinary human ability to communicate, which is
so... mmm... so very important. I also believe that er... the
possibility of er... er... communicating in this fashion is... is
important to the pupils. I don't believe they can really learn —
I mean, they can't commit to memory things that... And they can
retain a few sentences, but... the... the... I'ttl conscious all
the time of the fact that this machinery here... it's making it
difficult for me to speak...
81 H: No — I mean... So far as I'm concerned, it's exactly the other
way round. In my case, it's the frontal method I find very
disturbing. I mean, I always know in cla... in class, when I
used to sit there, er.. in a group of... people, this always
handicapped me in speaking.
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82 H: But, Anmon, you know...
83 AS: And when I am alone with the machine, it's... er... I'm er... quite
uninvolved. There I am, sitting by myself in the room and, yes...
84 H: Because er... the method of teaching in class... the frontal method
of teaching in class that you have touched on is... is not the
most effective method for the inculcation of a language. A
certain combination must be effected here of... the.... mm... er...
mmm... the programming of the labo... of the... laboratory...
85 As The question is...
86 H: With the... er... mm... er... possibility of transfer and... er...
of the teacher's personality, as u/ell as the co-operation of the
pupils.
87 As The point is that both of you are right. Your husband is right
in that er... most people, in one way or another, have er...
certain inhibitions connected with learning as members of a
group — even if it consists of only the teacher and one pupil.
These inhibitions vanish in the lab. On the other hand, the lab. —
all that the lab. can do is to give a person the chance to
practise, more or less parrot-fashion.
88 ASs Exactly. And afterwards everything is imprinted on the memory.
I mean, you practise, parrot-fashion, and you practise and
practise again, and then there are certain structures...
89 As That's just the question — whether it really becomes imprinted...
90 AS: Yes, ah... well... In my case, yes? For I er... lYly memory is not
too bad, er... and I simply repeat certain points — certain
structures. And, more important, it's a matter of combining
the visual with the aural, since at the same time I can also
read what's in the book...
91 A: Yes...
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92 AS: Yes? And so everything comes together and sticks in the memory.
I know that once I've been through a couple of lessons — say,
tuio-three lessons — I already know then that there are a few
things that are retained er... I don't mean to say for ever. • «
93 A: Yes.
94 AS: But for a long time.
95 A: I'm sorry to say, I don't think it's a matter of the... mm...
the teacher's personality.
96 H: No?
97 AS: No. That is neither here nor there. It's... I mean, iti'6
unimportant.
98. H: It's quite unimportant.
99 AS: Un... unimportant, quite!
100 A: No, no -- I don't think the teacher's personality ... his
personality isn't important.
101 H: No, it's the teacher's technique —I meant. No, I... It isn't
really his personality, but his technique that's important, his
ability ... mm... er... the... his ability fed transfer, his
flexibility, his er... his ability to make use of every opportunity,
his... er... mm... to... to va... to vary the material by making
use of the specific people in his class — to get out of every
person whatever... what... the most he...
102 A: But in a purely intuitive fashion?
103 A3: No, he can also plan.
104 H: sr... it... it's... It's a mixture, it's a mixture of mm...
various elements.
105 AS: He can plan, too — since he knows the people in his group.
106 H: For, if you say it's purely intuitive, then it is a matter of
his personality, but it's... er... more a matter of... personality.
















H: Ah, from that point of view "from that viewpoint, perhaps!
A: UJe don't know what we're teaching...
H: There is an accumulation of experience, there is...
AS: You know, this woman here used to sit at home for hours, yes?
She sat there preparing and planning ,
H: And I planned the in... the inti... with the intu...
AS: She forgot that she had a husband and children and... and so
on, yes? She actually used to be busy for hours on end...
H: With the inti... er... in... with the...
A: er... I've got a two-year course that I planned for the language
lab.
AS: Yes.
A: So that I also know what it means to plan, but er... I'm convinced
that it isn't a very good one, from the scientific point of view.
H: Why?
A: Because I'm not certain that the theory of language on which I
based my work er... is er... a theory that has any reality... —
whether the facts of the language are in agreement with the erm...
technique upon which I based my work.
AS: Yes — that's right, but the moment there comes into the picture an
element of pla... of planning in advance, you may well be wrong;
you may... be quite wrong, and your planning may not fit in with
the structures of the language in question — but the element
of planning itself, yes? That's what gives the pupils the
feeling that they are advancing towards a specific objective,
that you know what it is you want of them. It's this very
feeling that is already of great assistance, I think, both to...
to the teacher and to the pupils. They'll get there even if
afterwards it tu... it turns out that you've taught them
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something that's "off the may" (the English rnords), yes? You've
taught them something or other er... say... some expressions that
are not so realistic, or have already disappeared from common use
in Israel today, yes? The...
121 A: On the other hand, me also don't knom horn people learn. UJe do have
various theories, but horn er... people actually learn, me don't...
me don't knom.
122 AS: Right. I knom this. I've read about it. I've had a brief glance
at Chomsky's nem book er... Have you seen it?
123 A: Yes.
124 AS: Yes, I knom me don't knom that. But, mell er... actually...
125 A: So me don't knom mhat, me don't knom horn — and yet me're better
at it than the machines. LAUGHS.
126 H: Yes.
127 AS: Yes, that's the...
128 H: Yes, for if me knem mhat and horn, then perhaps the machines mould
be able to do a better job.
129 AS: There are still... there are a further... a further tmo...
130 H: If, then perhaps — but, really here... perhaps because me don't
knom, so the factor of... of the teacher in this case may be of
greater significance.
131 AS: There are another tmo methods I think are... that haven't yet been
tried out at home in any thoroughgoing may, and they should be
attempted. One of them is the "shock" (English mord) system,
mhich you must knom of...
132 A: Total immersion (English mords)
133 AS: I... I don't exactly knom mhat... I don't knom mhat it's called
in English, but it's a sys...
134 A: It means that er... they give the pupil someone er...""a companion,
and put him in a... a place mhere they only speak the language...
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135 AS: Yes, so they generally do this in groups...
136 A: For three months, yes.
137 AS: Yes, for three months — and then you can really speak! Yes?
I've spoken here to er... someone mho er... went through this sort
of thing and he actually told me that he had three months...*" after
three months they had a course on which people could read and speak
Russian... in actual fact! That's one method, and another one is
er... a method I've heard about... er... in Ameri... that... that
they also developed in America. It's... by means of reading;
I mean er... You take a book in your own language, as it were, yes?
And then you find on the first page one word in the language that...
that you want to learn, and on the second page two words, and it's
always within a... a structure such that you cannot go wrong, and...
and the end of it all is that you finish the book in the language
you want to learn. And now, within er... after, say9five
chapters, you have a test you can take by yourself. If you're OK,
then you can go on — if not, you... you're told you've got to go
back and...
138 A: That's programmed learning.
139 AS: Yes, and... and it makes... It makes an excellent impression on me
mm... without having seen the whole thing, even, don't you know?
140 A: However, the first method is based on a language theory we already
know for sure to be wrong — that's the first point... LAOGHTER
141 AS: So how does it succeed?
142 A: That's the whole question! LAOGHS
143 AS: If it isn't correct (LAOGHS) theoretically, as a whole, then how
does it succeed?
144 A: How do we teachers, who have taught according to... er... theories
er... that actually er... were devised, as it were, or developed two
thousand years ago — and we're almost certain they're wrong — how
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do we nevertheless manage all these years to teach foreign
languages? Not the rnother-tonguel It would seem that there
is something intuitive there in spite of everything...
145 AS:Yes?
146 A: That helps us, for the time being, mm... Then there's another
problem — er... Most of the psychologists that... who have
conducted research into reading say that reading is something
extremely interesting — but it can't be explained at all from
the psychological point of view. (LAUGHS) I .mean...
147 AS: No, no: it only means that they simply haven't applied the
right methods to... to this research — that's all.
148 A: Yes, it may be that within two months it might have been possible to
learn,.say, with less effort, or er... in... in greater depth. By
the way, these methods were not only developed in America, but also
in England and... er... the....
149 H: Which one? The reading me... the second of the two?
150 AS: The "shock" method. At Sussek... Sussex, I know they do...
151 A: The first one.
152 H: The first one, yes. Here they at once ap...
153 A: No, it was during the war. They taught er... Oapanese here in this
way as early as that... but they covered er... only a very limited
area of the language.
154 AS: Yes, war reports and...
155 A: Exactly.
156 AS: You then repeat...
157 A: Yes, that's right.
158 AS: Of course.
159 H: The question is — can there be any transfer afterwards, or not?














AS; Good. On this same mm... On this... Listen!
H: There can...
AS; But I want to sa...
H; Afterwards there can be transfer, and then everything's all right.
Then, you've laid the grammatical foundation, and the structure of
the language...
AS; Not transfer...
H; And everything you wanted to achieve...
AS; Extension ... an expansion.
H; No, transfer to...
A; The very notion of "transfer" (English word) is highly dubious.
LAUGHS
AS; But, listen — I...
H; One can't really talk to you... (LAUGHS) Perhaps we'll talk of
something quite different!
AS: Listen, I... yesterday I was talking to — can you hear me? It
was er... some lecturer here, at this university, whose field is...
civilian subjects within a military framework. He usually gives
talks in Officer Training Schools here in En... in the British army —
and he... told me he had made an interesting experiment with an
officers' course in Britain. er...It was quite an advanced course,
apparently. He gave them a set of words, such as "sovereignty",
"capital" (English words) and other similar words, and he found —
to his surprise — yes? — that many of them couldn't manage to
explain their meaning. And these are people whose mother-tongue
is Englishi This means that it's not only in the transfer from
language to language — yes*"*— that there are limitations, but
even within the same language there are areas that are closed to
some people — and therefore there's nothing wrong with teaching
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somebody Japanese only insofar as er... it's connected uiith er...
military er... mm... yes?-documents of a military nature, since it
may be assumed that... that if afterwards he uses the same linguistic
structure he has already heard, and the vocabulary he has already
learntjhe will be able to effect a transfer to other areas and
fields of life.
172 A: fiteanwhile, I think your wife is right — that a teacher, by means
of his instinct^ can certainly be aware -- u/ithout actually knowing —
er.. con... er... consciously...
173 H: Yes.
174 AS: Yes.
175 A: How to transfer, and how to take in, and so on — and, particularly,
a woman-teacher who is also a mother ...
176 AS: mm... Uiell, a woman-teacher « naturally, the sexual factor also
has a... a part to play here, to some extent. I mean, the class
also relates to... er... reacts to her in some... in... in...
unconsciously, yes? In some sort of way as... to... a woman,
in a manner er... primarily in a better way than to a male teacher.
177 H: I mm... really don't see why you think that there is a better basic
attitude towards a woman than there is to ...
178 AS: There is such a thing in the western civilisation.
179 H: But I don't think -- but... but you must know that I have also
been with people whose culture was Eastern — and then there should
have been in this case some opposition — which there wasn't. But
erm... to go back to this point about being a mother — there's a
great deal of... truth in it — with regard to language-teaching.
For — the...
180 AS: Yes, that's obvious — yesJ
181 A: Apart from that, this matter of women in the Western civilisation —
er... all the ideology of modern feminism...
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182 AS: Yes, er... that's true, yes. That's the first point... er...
183 A: It makes totally different claims.
184 AS: Yes.
185 A: Right. And then, there's something else.
185 AS: But that's an ideology women see fit to app... to... to apply to that
civilisation, isn't it? It's these sufragettes, who haven't yet
achieved their aim, yes? (LAUGHS) And, meanwhile, they still...
187 A: But therefore it can be said that women are not treated in the
proper way.
188 AS: To... Ulhat do you mean "Not in the proper way"? It means that...
that all sorts of assumptions are made in connection with them,
doesn't it? er... That they're the fair sex, the weaker sex, er...
but...
189 A: On the other hand — slavery, exploitation...
190 AS: That... this... that's what these women claim, isn't it? It isn't
what the men er.. really do to them, it it? It's either er... or
mostly... No, no! UJhat men do to them is mostly ... It's true
they er... get lower wages, and so on, isn't it? But the attitude
to...
191 A: By the way, how are things at home in this connection? Are
women's wages not lower there? Well?
192 AS: Yes, they're lower.
193 H: Of course not!
194 A: Yes!
195 AS: No?
195 H: Not for equal types of work — not as far as I know.
197 AS: I think they are.
198 H: There _is_ just one point that mm... The head of the family, who
is usually the man, erm... gets what is called the cost-of-living
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allowance, or... er... the various social benefits and family
allowances.
199 AS: Yes?
200 H: And this... mm... m... makes all the difference to the final wage
he gets — but the... basic wage, I think, is an equal one for
equal work.
201 AS: Yes, but... it isn't... but, er... the... the final sum-total is
that women on the whole never get to... to the... the higher jobs to
the same extent as men do.
202 H: UJhy?
203 AS: That's a fact — it is!
204 A: For example — Golda I'fleir...
205 AS: Head of com... Company directors, er... engineers, er... it's all...
At any rate, you'll find more men than women there.
206 A: The Prime minister?
207 H: The question ...
208 AS: The Prime minister isn't really a woman!
209 A: The only man in the Cabinet!
210 H: The only man ... yes! Well, the question is whether there's erm...
any motivation for women to get where you'd like them to get. I
don't think ...
211 AS: All right, they don't have the motivation. I think they're simply
too busy at home and in the kitchen with everything a woman can ...
212 A: That's the two sides of the argument. It _is interesting, however,
that men claim, on the whole, that there isn't sufficient motivation
on the woman's part... while women claim they haven't got the time —
and here, in our case, it was exactly the other way round. Very
interesting! LAUGHTER
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213 AS: l\lo, they d£ have the motivation. By the u/ay, this whole pr bl
is becoming particularly acute in the Soviet Union these days for
worn... er... there, the women...
214 A: I thought women were equal there... at manual labour...
215 AS: Oh, quite the contrary: they're too equal there!
216 H: They're so equal...
217 AS: it turns out that... there they insist, don't they? — on doing
every kind of job, such as road-laying...
218 A: That's right!
219 AS: Drilling., er... all sorts of...
220 A: Road surfacing with tar...
221 AS: Things of that type, and... they urn... don't er... actually get
equal opportunities in the various types of occupations — not the
chance to attain... high-ranking positions. Indeed, in this
connection they actually complain... they still complain, for
instance, that the rate of divorce is so high because they're asked
to...
222 A: I didn't know that!
223 AS: Yes, indeed — there's a very high divorce rate there, which
they're now try...
224 A: Higher than at home?
225 AS: UJhat do you mean?! At home? At home the divorce rate isn't high
at all! You're wrong there!
226 H: It's obviously higher over there! It's very much easier to
divorce there, and the conditions of life are so very hard!
227 AS: The pressures are far greater!
228 H: They lead to... The pressures are so great, that...
229 A: I don't know, really!
230 H: They lead to such tremendous confli...
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231 AS: Sure! matters of... of... er... er...
132 H: Housing.
233 AS: Housing's shocking! In Moscow, and in all the big cities, actually —
yes? They... they live together, two-three families... er... the
wages are too low, and so man and wife both have to work, with all
that this... the early aging, and the... the fact that the husband...
234 A: I didn't know it was easier to get a divorce there...
235 H: Yes!
236 A: I thought it was the other way round.
237 H: Yes. Very easy.
238 AS: No., er... there it's... divorce is easy. There are many who...
er... There's a great deal of propaganda against it, of course, but
er... in actual fact, technically, that is, it's very easy.
239 A: Actually, I used to think that... that at home conditions were even
harder urn... very much so! And from several standpoints...
240 AS: No, there's...
241 H: Than in Russia?
242 A: For women.
243 H: For women?
244 A: Yes.
245 H: Why did you think so?
246 AS: No — I don't think that's right.
247 H: Why do you think ...? You know the women there er... in jobs...
er... where the wage would allow them to have household help...
No, there's no room for argument even. Yes, even where the
standard is high, middle class er... or above, in all countries,
including the communist ones...
248 A: Yes?
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249 H: Women's conditions are good. But er... among the lower classes,
where they really have to lay roads, they also have a household to
look after, and they've got to queue up, to look for... to shop,,
to search for the goods, er... they need for the house, and they've
got to -queue up for hours in this shop or that, and then to queue
up for hours in another one...
250 A: Don't you remember our own austerity period?
251 AS: Well, but after all, it's over and done with!
252 H: But in our case it's over and done with, and in theirs it isn't yet.
253 AS: There it's been going on for fifty years now, this austerity,
hasn't it?
254 H: That's it! And then the child comes home, and he may indeed be in
a creche all day, but he does come home at last! And then she must
be nice to her husband — which can be vsry difficult indeed!
255 AS: Do you know the joke — they say... The Russians tell it against
themselves. They say — ah, with us socialism has made great
progress — it's grown to be something quite splendid! At Kharkov,
every... everyone has got his own helicopter. Well, then, er...
the... the people who were standing around and heard someone
saying this ~ when he said it, they asked him — "Why should
everyone have a helicopter? That... er... that'd be terrible —
nobody here... none of us could fly, then!" So he says — "Well,
of course, everyone needs to have a helicopter. We'll hear there's
bread at Kharkov, we'll... we'll fly there straight away. We'll
hear there's bread in Kiev, we'll fly there..." Yes?
LAUGHTER
256 A: Thank you!
257 AS: Thank you!
258 A: I... I'm really most grateful to you.
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259 Hs All right.
250 AS: I hope you got what you wanted.
261 A: We'll be hearing that straight away.
262 AS: All right.





These were taken according to the method described in
Ladefoged 1951. The diagrams illustrating the pronunciation of
the consonants (see 5.02 above) are based on:
a) A life-size photograph of my own palate, as displayed
on a plaster cast, and featuring contour lines drawn at 2 mm. intervals
starting from the topmost central part of the roof of the mouth.
b) A life-size photograph of the longitudinal section of
this plaster cast. Xhis latter has been used to trace the contact-
points of the tongue with the pasive articulator on an otherwise
impressionistic basis (shape of tongue, rest of mouth cavity) -
since the method of displaying contour lines longitudinally (as
advocated by Ladefoged) did not prove successful in presenting a
generalised diagram based on idiosyncratic wipe-offs (e.g. more wipe-
off on one side of the palate than on the other, "islands" of non-
wiped-off palate area, etc).
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3./e'f (S)c./ ( viper) l,./aVa/ (thick)
I (witness)
5. /o'to / (tiim)
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V./'sOiW^WH; goAt]
9. /'atsa./ [ s^e nurriei 1°-/^i'ni/(my eye)
-380-
14/(U)*'ja./ fit was)
13. /^)aj / (motk)
-381-
lS/'U-/ (as,like Ue...j 16/>UV/<V conceived)
i





These were taken on a Frdkjaer-Jensen Electro-Aerometer
(Type A/M 508/4) connected to a 4-channel Siemens Oscillomink
mingograph (nose air-flow out,mouth air-flow out,larynx state,
and time: 50 c.p.s.) The Kymograms show quite clearly that
the voiced/voiceless contrast for consonants generally holds true
syllable-initially and-finally, as well as intervocalically.
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Spectrograms 1-4 represent synthesized speech (for transcriptions
and technical details see Appendix IIA, above) and spectrograms 5-6
represent the title of the diagnostic speech read by Reader 9 (for
transcription, see Appendix XIB, Reader 9)* Each spectrograph display
features^
1„ A 4,000 c»p»s« wide-band display to show the segment foments;
2, A narrow-band display to show the 3rd harmonic (for the intonation
pattern) •
Spectrograms 1-2.
Synthetic speech - utterance is /ha-'ruax ha-tafo'nit va~ha- femef/(the Northern Wind and the Sun) (see Appendix IIA). N
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Spectrograms 3-4
Synthetic speech - utterance 2: /'ruax ha-tsa'fon ve-ha- jgfneJV
(The North Wind and the Sun) (see Appendix IIA).
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)
d x d fsa f 'o n u3'a J'(£ J
& U *vaA J 'e wsfi j
Spectrograms 5-6
Title of Diagnostic Passage, Reader 9 (see Appendix IIB):
/'ruax ha-tsa,fon ve-ha- vfemeJ7
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E: TAPE-RECORDINGS.
These are attached separately to the present thesis,
and are contained on three separate reels, with digit-counter
indications (for numbers of separate sections) attached.
Tape 1 (5" reel) comprises 12 readings of "The North Wind and
the Sun" in M.I.H. (for transcription and technical details see
Appendix IIB) as well as 3 recordings each (at different speeds)
of the 2 synthetic speech utterances (see Appendices IIA and IIIC)
This tape contains the following sections:
Digit-Counter
Reading Item
0 - 59 Synthetic Speech
65 - 132 Reader 1 (Alan Marbe)
137 - 178 Reader 2 (Dalia R.)
184 - 222 Reader 3 (Rachel N.)
226 - 263 Reader 4 (Rafaela S.)
267 - 309 Reader 5 (Reuven s)
315 - 355 Reader 6 (Moshe P.)
356 - 382 Reading 6a (2nd version by Reader 6)
388 - 428 Reader 7 (Jonadav S.)
431 - 465 Reader 8 (Mlra N-)
469 - 494 Reader 9 (Doron M.)
498 - 523 Reader 10 (Ahuva Ch.)
527 - 554 Reading 10a (2nd version by Reader 10)
Tape 2 (3" reel) comprises a reading of nine M.I.H. poems (for
transcriptions, technical details and translation, see Appendix IIC),
This tape contains the following sections^
Digit-Counter
Reading Item
0-51 I. 1 Dalia Rabikovich - Time Caught in a Seine.
54-89 2 " " - Requiem after 17 years.
99 - 129 II. 1 Nathan Each - Repentance.
134 - 150 2 " " - My Girl's a Little Woman.
155 - 186 3 " " - Fairy Tales.
190 - 229 III.l Nathan Alterman - The Smithy.
232 - 270 2 " " - Old House with Pigeons.
274 - 306 IV. 1 Abraham Shlonsky - Shepherd.
309 - 338 2 " " - And It Was Evening.
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Tape 3 (7" reel) comprises two recorded conversations (for
transcriptions, technical details and translation, see Appendix
IID a and b).





1 Glasgow conversation (6 minutes)
2 Edinburgh conversation (22 minutes)
